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Fault Localization in Backbone Networks

by
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Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, San Diego, 2007
Professor George Varghese, Co-Chair
Professor Alex C. Snoeren, Co-Chair

Automated, rapid and effective fault management is a central goal of large operational IP networks. Yet, today’s networks suffer from a wide and volatile set of failure modes, where the underlying fault proves difficult to be detected and localized. In this dissertation, we introduce a fault localization methodology based on the use of risk models. At a high level, risk modeling involves constructing a bi-partite dependency relationship between a set of observable failure symptoms and associated root causes. It then uses novel fault-localization algorithms that use the set of observed failure symptoms and the constructed risk models to output a set of candidate root causes that best explain the symptoms.

Using observations from monitoring data commonly available today in ISP networks, we apply risk-modeling methodology to two different fault-localization problems—IP link and black hole localization—commonly observed in practice. For these two fault-localization problems, we have designed, implemented, evaluated and deployed systems in a real tier-one ISP network. Our experience indicates that risk modeling is effective in narrowing down the set of root causes of failures significantly, thus assisting network operators respond quickly to common failure modes.
While our systems indicate tremendous promise in the risk-modeling approach, still, risk modeling is an indirect inference mechanism born out of necessity, especially in situations where direct isolation mechanisms do not exist. Thus, we propose composition-based architecture called m-Plane that utilizes specialized router primitives to directly isolate the location of failures that affect traffic. In addition to monitoring connectivity problems, our architecture can also generalize to localizing other end-to-end performance degradations such as delay and loss.
Chapter I

Introduction

Over the past few decades, the Internet has become an integral part of our lives. The Internet today is a common platform used by people all around the globe for data communications, web browsing, online shopping, etc., as well as by enterprises that depend on it for conducting their businesses (e.g., financial transactions, e-commerce). However, the Internet still lacks the kind of reliability and robustness we expect from critical infrastructure. Network events, such as equipment failures, often cause disruptions in service, or even complete loss of connectivity between end hosts, causing frustration to end users and financial damage to enterprises. It is therefore not surprising that Internet service providers (ISPs) desire to quickly eliminate such unwanted disruptions in their network, or at least reduce the impact of such events whenever they happen.

However, IP networks are surprisingly hard to manage. First, barring a few statistics counters, there is no intrinsic support in the architecture for efficient network monitoring and fault isolation. Second, new services such as voice and video require strict performance guarantees, while IP networks have been designed to be best effort. Third, IP networks are constantly evolving in size (in terms of number of nodes), technology (e.g., ultra long-haul in optics) and protocols (e.g., MPLS). This evolution in technology often outpaces the development and deployment of associated monitoring infrastructure. Finally, many pernicious faults are
caused by complex interactions across layers—which are traditionally studied in isolation—and, hence, are hard to debug and diagnose.

In the face of these challenges, service providers often resort to maintaining a large number of network engineers to respond to connectivity and performance failures. For instance, British Telecom (BT) reports that it’s capital expenditure for the fiscal year 2006 was 2 Billion Pounds [2], while operating expenses were 17 Billion Pounds, of which BT estimates 5 Billion Pounds just in staffing costs. Thus, operating expenditure of IP network providers is significantly higher than capital expenditures. Of course, high operating expenditure does not automatically translate to quick response to failures, since manual processes often tend to be too slow for many practical failure scenarios.

One way to reduce the operating expenditure is to focus on improving device reliability (resulting in higher capital expenditure); if devices do not fail (or fail less often), networks can be managed with a smaller work force. Unfortunately, studies estimate that 80% of failures are caused by people and process errors [13, 20]. For such failures, improving device reliability is not helpful. Besides, complexity added to devices for robustness often exposes them to new fragilities, thus leading to the complexity-robustness spiral [25]. Therefore, improving device reliability alone is not going to be sufficient, and, in many cases, even results in new and more complicated failure scenarios.

Given that failures are inevitable, service providers need mechanisms for effective fault management. The essential problem of fault management is to detect, localize, diagnose and ultimately correct any condition that degrades network performance. To assist fault management, many network elements detect and generate alarms on failures, which are then used to perform diagnosis and repair. For example, an IP router is often programmed to generate an alarm whenever the router-to-router keep-alive messages that monitor IP link-level connectivity are lost. However, an IP link consists of a number of components: a line card at origin router, a physical fiber to an optical amplifier, a second segment of fiber from
the optical amplifier to the destination router’s line card. While in this example, there are only a few components, IP links in practice can consist of greater than a hundred optical components. Operators first need to determine which among these components caused the link failure—a step commonly referred to as fault localization—before they can diagnose the root cause of the failure. For example, operators need to localize the failure to an optical amplifier before determining that the root cause is a faulty laser within the optical amplifier.

Operational experience shows that the total turn-around time of a failure (from detection to repair) is often dominated by the amount of time it takes to localize the failure. Once the fault is localized, typically the failure can be repaired relatively quickly; in many cases, the actual root cause can be diagnosed and repaired offline. Thus, the main focus of this dissertation is fast and automated fault localization in backbone networks. We describe the architecture of our fault localization systems based on risk modeling, that we have deployed in a tier-one backbone network. Based on our experience with commonly observed fault localization problems, we also focus on clean-slate architectural mechanisms that make use of new router-level primitives to assist fault localization.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we review fault management and, in particular, fault localization in the next section. We then outline challenges associated with fault localization before summarizing the contributions of the dissertation in the following section.

I.A Fault management in backbone networks

Operational backbone networks today lack intrinsic robustness; serious faults and outages are not infrequent. To appreciate why this is so, it may help to consider a network operator tasked with fault management. After much effort, network hardware has been designed and implemented, the protocols controlling the network have been designed (often in compliance with published standards),
and the associated software implemented. In accord with the network architecture, the network elements have been deployed, connected, and configured. Yet, these are all tremendously complex endeavors, carried out by multiple teams at rapid pace, involving a large and distributed software component, producing an artifact that will face an operational environment far richer in behavior than can ever be approximated in a lab.

Errors will be introduced at each stage of network definition and go undetected despite best practices in design, implementation, and test. External factors, including bugs of all types (memory leaks, inadequate performance separation between processes, etc.) in router software and environmental factors such as denial-of-service attacks and routing events originating in peer networks significantly raise the level of difficulty. It is the task of fault management to cope with the result, continually learning of and dealing with new failure modes in the field. Thus, a large amount of time and effort is spent by service providers in fault management.

Fault management in operational backbone networks is challenging in practice. These networks are large, geographically distributed, and constantly evolving with complex hardware and software artifacts. To appreciate the complexity better, consider a typical tier-one backbone network: It consists of about 1,000 routers from different vendors, with different features, and acting in different roles in the network architecture, supported by access and core optical transport networks involving more than two orders of magnitude more network elements. The layered structure of backbone networks is intended to help contain complexity within simple well-defined abstractions; in practice, however, layering often gives rise to additional, complex failure modes involving cross-layer interactions which are hard to debug.

For example, IP networks are overlaid on optical networks; an IP link is implemented as a path through a set of optical components, some of which are shared across multiple IP links (in a one-to-many, many-to-one fashion). Similarly, in many tier-one ISP networks, there may be an intermediate multi-protocol label
switching (MPLS) layer, wherein IP packets are transported via label-switched paths (LSPs), which in turn are established using IP routing protocols such as open shortest path first (OSPF). Many of these LSPs share individual IP links. It is possible to run IP and MPLS routing and forwarding concurrently on the same label-switch router. Moreover, multiple virtual private networks (VPNs) may be overlaid on top of the MPLS topologies, with paths between IP interfaces on multiple VPNs traversing the same label-switched path.

Thus, complicated dependencies exist between various layers in the network, often giving rise to unforeseen failure modes difficult to diagnose. Often, however, a certain amount of resiliency is already built into the network, in order to automatically recover from many common failure modes such as link failures. For example, routing protocols (e.g., OSPF) typically respond to IP link failures by computing new paths that avoid the failed link, thus making sure that the network “self heals” and traffic is not disrupted. Additionally, because it is part of the network design, this temporary fix to the problem is essentially free of cost to the service provider.

However, the service provider still needs to apply a permanent fix to the problem. Otherwise, the chances of another failure occurring before the original failure is repaired increases. Further, the more the time it takes to repair, the higher the probability that the second one occurs before repair is complete. Therefore, the network operator needs to quickly isolate and repair the problem. In some cases, the network itself can fail to detect and self heal; thus, many customers can be disconnected for extended periods of time, until the problem is repaired. In this scenario, it is even more important for network operators to quickly detect, localize and repair the problem.

Thus, the essential components of fault management include detection, localization and repair as shown Figure I.1. Specific mechanisms (e.g., network probes) are instrumented in (or outside) the network to detect faults and generate associated alarms. A fault is typically characterized by monitoring traffic, either
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Figure I.1: Three steps in fault-management: The first step involves detection of a fault. The second step involves fault localization—identifying where exactly a fault happened. Finally, once the fault is localized, a technician can permanently fix the problem.

While alarms report almost instantaneously (within a few seconds) that a fault occurred, they frequently do not directly indicate the root cause of the failure. Therefore, the second step in fault management involves localization to determine where the fault happened. The time required to localize the fault can range anywhere from a few hours to days. This localization step is the primary reconnaissance to a final—and often (necessarily) manual—step of actually diagnosing the root cause of the failure. Once the fault is diagnosed, the third step involves a technician that repairs the failed component, typically by replacing it with a new component within minutes. Therefore, fast and automated fault localization can
significantly reduce the outage or failure duration.

I.B Challenges in fault localization

There are primarily two challenges that form the basis of this dissertation: First, typical monitoring systems only detect failures but do not indicate root cause, thus requiring indirect inference mechanisms to infer the root causes. Second, there are many operational inefficiencies in the monitoring systems that complicate the task of inference. We explain these two challenges briefly in the following subsections.

I.B.1 Indirect inference

Network elements are designed to generate alarms for many common failure modes, such as IP link failures. However, these alarms do not automatically report the exact location of the failure. For example, an optical amplifier failure triggers multiple alarms at IP and optical layers. But none of these alarms directly indicate that it was an optical amplifier failure; they only indicate that a link failed. Of course, if they did indicate the root cause of the failure, there would be no need for an intermediate fault-localization step in the first place.

In some catastrophic failure cases, the network elements even fail to detect and generate alarms. In such situations, network operators monitor failures by injecting synthetic probes into the data traffic and observing the reachability and/or other performance characteristics of the probe traffic. Given that these probes treat the network as a black box, they typically detect, but fail to isolate the location of the failures. Thus, fault localization again requires indirect mechanisms to infer the root cause.

Network operators often use some form of correlation, particularly for faults that affect multiple layers. At a bare minimum, correlation is used to group together alarms that are typically generated due to the same root cause. In many
backbone networks, however, operations are naturally managed according to layers, with the alarms and other monitoring data housed in separate work groups across geographically diverse locations within the same domain, or even across domains (e.g., different companies managing different layers). For instance physical-layer faults may be handled by a dark-fiber provider, while IP-layer faults are managed by the ISP itself. In such cases, we cannot correlate alarm data across layers easily.

Even when we can correlate alarms across layers, determining causality remains difficult, because layers are interdependent, with faults in one affecting the other and vice-versa. For example, IP-layer link failures can cause the optical lasers to shutdown as well, thus causing a loss of signal (LoS) alarm at the optical layer. Similarly, an optical amplifier failure can cause an alarm generated by the router that the IP link is down. When one observes both the LoS alarm at optical layer as well as IP link down alarm at IP layer, it is not clear what caused the failure or even in which layer the failure lies.

I.B.2 Operational inefficiencies

The highest priority job of a router during failures is to flood the link-failure information to the rest of the routers in the network and compute new paths that avoid the failed link to various destinations. Routers, therefore, often use unreliable messaging protocols such as UDP—instead of reliable protocols that require more CPU and memory resources—to transmit alarms; hence, alarms may or may not reach the operator.

Often, the databases that govern the associations across layers (e.g., IP and optics) are maintained by humans and, as such, are prone to errors. For example, a technician performing maintenance may reroute an optical circuit, but forget to log the change in the database. In such cases, the databases can drift significantly from reality making even inference hard.
I.C Thesis contributions

Confounded by the various challenges in fault localization, today's service providers often use a combination of ad hoc proprietary problem-specific mechanisms guided by experience and wisdom for fault localization, that are either too slow or labor-intensive. Thus, in this dissertation, our primary goal is to address these challenges and provide a generic framework for automated fault localization in backbone networks with existing monitoring mechanisms. While this framework is effective in the short term, it is important to design and develop long-term clean-slate architectural primitives to make fault localization, and performance management, a first-class entity in network elements. Thus, a secondary goal of this dissertation is to identify fundamental mechanisms that can assist performance management in backbone networks.

This dissertation makes the following contributions in pursuit of our goals.

- **Risk modeling.** We develop a general fault-localization methodology based on risk-modeling. Intuitively, risk modeling involves creating bipartite dependency relationships between a set of observable symptoms associated with various root causes of failures. We abstract the fault-localization problem as finding the minimum set cover in a bipartite graph that represents the dependencies between symptoms and root causes—an NP-hard problem in general. We apply the risk-modeling approach to two fault-localization problems observed in practice—IP fault localization (Chapter IV) and MPLS black hole localization (Chapter V). For these problem domains, we design two new algorithms SCORE and MAX-COVERAGE based upon a greedy approximation to finding the minimum set cover. Further, we build and evaluate two systems that are based on the above algorithms to assist network operators in localizing faults in these failure scenarios.

- **Cross-layer visibility.** In our experience with the above systems, we found that IP and optical cross-layer association databases, which are used widely
in many network management tasks including fault localization, are typically filled with errors. While a natural way to obtain accurate cross-layer associations is by fattening the interfaces between layers, we argue that such an approach can be hard to achieve due to a variety of reasons including complexity, interoperability and security. Therefore, we propose an architecture (in Chapter VI) that does not alter the current layer boundaries, instead maintains accurate dependencies by joining different databases that can evolve over time both in accuracy as well as timeliness.

- Composition-based measurement architecture. We suggest novel router primitives to allow direct localization of faults, and, in general, any type of performance degradation in the network. We also propose a new measurement architecture, called \textit{m-Plane} (in Chapter VII), that allows composition of end-to-end path metrics directly from individual router- and link-level measurements reported by the routers, thus improving the scalability of active probes. While clean-slate design of \textit{m-Plane} is relatively straightforward, incremental deployment is not. Therefore, we design mechanisms for incrementally upgrading only few routers in the network. Using Rocketfuel topologies [84], we show the benefit of incremental deployment in terms of probe bandwidth.

I.D Thesis organization

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. First, Chapter II presents the necessary Internet architecture background and an overview of the various network management tasks. The next chapter (Chapter III) outlines a general fault-localization methodology consisting of three basic steps. The first step consists of detection of failure symptoms using a variety of monitoring mechanisms, some of which network elements today already employ. The second step involves creation of a risk model that embeds the dependencies between various
symptoms observed and their associated root causes. Finally, the third step consists of a localization algorithm that outputs a likely set of root causes that can explain the given set of observed symptoms.

In Chapter IV and Chapter V, we discuss the application of the risk-modeling methodology to two instances of failures commonly found in today’s backbone networks—IP link fault-localization and MPLS tunnel fault-localization. These two chapters present the algorithms and system architecture details for the fault-localization systems we have designed, implemented and deployed in a real tier-I network. These chapters also present detailed evaluation of these systems with simulated and real failure data obtained from a real tier-I ISP.

From our experience with these two systems, there are two specific challenges—accurate cross-layer dependencies and scalable measurement—that we address in the next two chapters. In Chapter VI, we discuss, at a high-level, an architecture that allows automatic dependencies between symptoms and underlying root causes for the link-fault localization problem with high-levels of accuracy while allowing evolution in the network architecture. On the other hand, Chapter VII discusses router-level primitives for direct fault localization, in addition to reducing the measurement overhead for failure detection significantly. Finally, we conclude with a summary of the dissertation and some open challenges in Chapter VIII.
Chapter II

Background

In this chapter, we provide a brief background on the architecture of the Internet today, in particular focusing on concepts required to understand the rest of this dissertation. This chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe the architecture of today’s service provider networks. We then outline some of the main network management functions, followed by a more detailed description of various mechanisms for effective performance management in these networks.

II.A Internet architecture

The Internet consists of a large set of autonomous systems (ASes) loosely coupled together to provide connectivity between various end hosts. Today, there are more than 20,000 ASes across the entire world [7]. Each AS is managed by a single administrative authority (an Internet service provider or a large enterprise customer) and owns the network within that domain. Each AS can be viewed as a graph with a set of nodes (routers) connected via edges (physical interconnections between routers). Packets can either originate (terminate) in the AS (e.g., from a DSL/Cable customer directly part of this AS) or enter (exit) from (to) other ASes, i.e., enterprises or other service providers. Packets transit between ASes through peering links that connect a router in one AS to one in another AS. Policies governing the cooperation between ASes through peering is often enforced
In the Internet, all communication functions are organized in a hierarchical set of layers, with each layer performing a subset of functions required to communicate with another system. Each layer depends on the layer below for a specific function, while exposing a specific function to the layer above. Thus, overall communication functionality is broken down into these layers with specific interfaces between layers. Naturally, the architecture of any particular AS is also structured in layers.

Layering in IP networks is often represented by the *hourglass* model as shown in Figure II.1, commonly referred to as the *Internet protocol stack*. At the bottom of the IP stack is the physical medium that is responsible for carrying bits of information from one system to another. The data-link layer allows for error detection and reliable transmission in units of frames while the network layer is responsible for addressing and forwarding packets between communication end systems that are not directly connected to each other. On top of the network layer is the transport layer that includes protocols such as transmission control protocol.
(TCP) that provides the abstraction of a reliable, in-order byte stream and user datagram protocol (UDP), that provides an unreliable message communication abstraction. Several common applications such as email, web-use protocols such as simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), hyper-text transfer protocol (HTTP) constituting the application layer.

The communication functions in layers above IP, i.e., the transport and application layers, are implemented on the hosts at both ends of communication. A typical ISP only deals with the layer below that provide mechanisms for transporting packets between end points. Therefore, we describe the architecture of ISP networks by focusing on the physical, data link and network layers in more detail, while referring the reader to [88, 92] for further details on layers above IP.

II.A.1 Physical layer

The lowest layer in the IP protocol stack is the physical layer. The physical layer consists of mechanisms to transmit bits reliably on a physical medium such as copper wire in local area networks (e.g., in Ethernet), or optical fiber in wide-area networks (e.g., synchronous optical network or SONET). The main goal of the physical layer is to provide the abstraction of a logical communication channel between two end points, often referred to as a link. In the context of wide-area backbone networks, links are also referred to as optical circuits, since a link is frequently a light path of certain wavelength between two end points transported via optical fibers.

Typical wide-area optical circuits, which are of importance in this dissertation, extend over long distances (hundreds to thousands of miles). Over these long distances, the optical signal both attenuates significantly as well as distorts with noise, making it difficult to reconstruct the signal at the other end. In order to address this issue, an optical amplifier is used every few hundred miles to amplify the optical signal. However, since the optical amplifier amplifies both the actual signal as well as noise, after every few such optical amplifiers, an optical regener-
ator, commonly referred to as a dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) system, is required to recover the signal into digital domain and freshly regenerate the optical signal. Thus, an optical circuit consists of a series of one or more fibers, optical amplifiers, DWDM systems and many other components such as add-drop multiplexors, etc. A full treatise on all these components is outside the scope of this dissertation and we refer the reader to [72] for more details.

II.A.2 Data-link layer

While the physical layer provides basic mechanisms to transfer bit streams between two directly connected nodes, the data-link layer attempts to make the physical link reliable. Typical examples of protocols at the data-link layer include the point-to-point protocol (PPP), the high-level data link control (HDLC) for point-to-point communication (in wide-area networks) and Ethernet for local area networks. In order to provide a reliable link interface, most data-link protocols provide basic error detection by computing a checksum, cyclic-redundancy check (CRC) or at the least a parity bit of the message that is transmitted [92]. In automatic repeat-request (ARQ) protocols such as stop-and-wait, go-back-n, selective repeat [92], the sender and receiver use acknowledgements and timeouts to determine whether to resend a given frame.

In wide-area networks such as the Internet, communication is often between two end systems that are either not directly connected to each other or not part of the same local area network. In such cases, messages are transported over a number of data links, each functioning independently; the higher layers are not completely relieved of error detection and correction functionality [76]. The network layer which we describe next, provides the basic addressing and routing mechanisms required to forward packets in the Internet. Contrary to the data-link layer, however, the network layer is best effort; it does not provide guarantees that a packet injected into the network reaches the destination. Applications rely on the transport protocols such as TCP on top of the network layer for reliable data
II.A.3 Network layer

In the Internet, the primary network layer protocol used for communication is the Internet protocol (IP). Each host in the Internet is assigned an IP address—a unique 32-bit integer (often represented as four bytes in dotted decimal format, A.B.C.D) in IP version 4—that uniquely identifies a given interface. Each packet consists of an IP header that contains a source IP address and a destination IP address. Packets are forwarded from a source to a given destination by various routers along the path. In each of these routers, forwarding is typically destination based. For every packet, the router determines the next hop based on the destination IP address in the packet and a forwarding table that consists of a mapping between IP prefixes (e.g., 132.*.*.* that represents the range of addresses between 132.0.0.0 and 132.255.255.255) and the next hop. In the presence of multiple prefixes that match a given destination IP address, the router looks up the longest (or most specific) prefix to determine the next hop for forwarding.

Routers populate the forwarding tables using a combination of inter- and intra-domain routing protocols. These protocols typically exchange reachability information (at the granularity of a prefix) necessary to compute a path towards a given destination. For inter-domain routing, the border gateway protocol (BGP) [73] is used, while open shortest path first (OSPF) [65] or intermediate system-intermediate system (IS-IS) [14] is used for intra-domain routing protocols, commonly referred to as interior gateway protocols (IGPs).

An example is shown in Figure II.2. A customer network (say UCSD’s network) connected to a given AS (say Internet2) is assigned an IP prefix (e.g., 137.110.222.*), and Internet2 advertises the reachability of this IP prefix to other peering ASes (say Verizon) using BGP, which in turn further advertise the route to other peering ASes (say AT&T) through Verizon. Using a combination of BGP and IGPs—BGP to determine the particular border router and IGPs to calculate
Figure II.2: A packet between two hosts in the Internet can cross multiple autonomous systems (ASes).

the shortest path to the border router—AT&T’s routers are able to forward packets with destination address in UCSD’s network directly to the border router in Verizon’s network. Similarly, the routers in Verizon’s network forwards the packets to Internet2, and Internet2’s routers forward the packets to UCSD’s network in turn. Once the packet reaches UCSD, the packet is forwarded to the destination server using a combination of IGP forwarding and data-link layer protocols such as Ethernet.

Thus, a combination of BGP and IGPs enable routers in the Internet to determine the next hop to forward a packet destined towards a given destination. While typical data communication between various end hosts is facilitated by the use of BGP and IGPs, today’s ISP networks also provide inter-connection services to several geographically distributed offices belonging to a single enterprise. Such networks, referred to as virtual private networks (VPNs), while configured differently and in fact isolated from the public-domain traffic, they share the same underlying physical infrastructure (i.e., routers and links) for forwarding. Since VPNs are of importance in this dissertation, we describe them in greater detail next.
Figure II.3: Two enterprises A and B establish VPNs over an MPLS tunnel between Seattle and New York provider-edge routers. The MPLS tunnel itself is routed using the IGP shortest paths between these routers.

II.B Virtual private networks

ISPs today provide virtual private networks (VPNs) to securely connect geographically distributed offices that belong to a single large enterprise. While there are many ways in which VPNs can be administered, one of the most common is to use multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) [75].

MPLS provides a mechanism to create “tunnels” between two tunnel end points. Although, in theory these tunnel end points can belong to different service providers, today there is no unified inter-carrier mechanism to provide such a secure tunnel across providers. Therefore, typically MPLS tunnel end points lie within a given service provider. Multiple VPNs may be simultaneously carried within any given MPLS tunnel thus making the solution scalable. Packets in VPNs are forwarded using virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) tables that are distinct from the forwarding tables populated through conventional routing protocols.
An example of two enterprises using MPLS tunnels for their VPNs is shown in Figure II.3. In the figure, an ISP network with Seattle and New York provider-edge (PE) routers are shown with enterprise networks A and B with offices in Seattle and New York communicating over the ISP network. Since both these VPNs start and end at the same edge routers, they both can be overlaid on top of an MPLS tunnel between the Seattle and New York PE routers.

MPLS frames encapsulate IP packets with an additional header that contains one or more 20-bit MPLS labels in the form of a label stack. A router that is capable of label switching uses the outer-most label in the stack to determine the forwarding decision (the outgoing interface to transmit this packet) and one of push, pop or swap operations on the outermost label header. Push operation into the label stack is typically performed when an unlabeled packet that needs to be mapped on to an MPLS tunnel first enters the provider’s network. Similarly, pop operation is performed when an MPLS packet exits the tunnel. Intermediate routers in the tunnel swap the incoming label with a new outgoing label (based on the state in the MPLS forwarding tables).

MPLS tunnels are set-up using either of two protocols, the label distribution protocol (LDP) [8] or reservation protocol (RSVP) [100]. In many providers, the exact path followed by a tunnel is often dictated by the underlying IGPs. For example, in the Figure II.3, the MPLS tunnel between Seattle and New York routers rides along the shortest path identified by the IGPs. Therefore, underlying IGP changes in topology triggers re-establishment of label switched paths between the tunnel end-points using either LDP or RSVP. Many other details of MPLS and administering VPNs using MPLS can be found in [21].

While we have so far described the basic Internet architecture as well as VPNs, there are several other facets of modern ISP networks that we have not addressed. For example, multi-homing [6] that allows enterprises to access the Internet from multiple service providers is another feature commonly provided to many customers. In general, providing these vast variety of services with different
requirements requires careful management of network resources, thus presenting a significant challenge to service providers. Not surprisingly, service providers spend a lot of effort and capital on various aspects of network management such as configuration, provisioning and performance management. We describe these various aspects of network management in more detail next.

II.C Network management

The essential task of managing a given AS lies with the particular service provider. In this section, we provide an overview of network management, in particular describing some of the most common network management tasks in more detail.

II.C.1 Network provisioning

A large ISP network today comprises of about a thousand routers, assisted by few hundred thousand network elements at physical and data-link layers. Network provisioning refers to the task of properly configuring these routers and other optical network elements to fulfill various objectives of the service provider. A real ISP network today offers many different types of services to various customers; proper provisioning is required to ensure that the network resources are configured to meet the service demands of customers, while ensuring conformation to the policies. This includes properly configuring the right protocols to use for various types of traffic (e.g., MPLS for VPNs), providing quality-of-service guarantees for particular types of traffic, and even choosing the right technology to use for a particular service (e.g., IP layer protection vs optical protection).

In addition to the initial configuration to boot-strap the network, a network operator needs to continuously perform planned maintenance and upgrade of both software as well as hardware components in the network. As technology evolves, the services offered by the particular ISP also mature in both variety as
well as granularity, thus making provisioning a continuous task for a network operator. However, this evolution in technology is often at large time-scales (typically months to years), and, hence, is not the most pressing day-to-day task of a network operator.

II.C.2 Quality of service

The Internet has been designed mainly for providing a best-effort communication service with no performance guarantees. However, the transition from the experimental to commercial Internet requires performance guarantees. This is especially true due to the maturing of rich media such as voice and video on the Internet. In addition, VPNs require SLA guarantees from the service provider, that includes traffic isolation, bandwidth guarantees and so on. Providing quality of service (QoS) is therefore an important aspect of network management that a network operator has to deal with. While configuring the routers to provide service guarantees is an essential aspect of provisioning, service providers rely on several router-level mechanisms to provide the required QoS features in their network.

More than a decade of research has gone into designing efficient router-level mechanisms for providing performance guarantees in the Internet (e.g., [11, 22, 53, 80, 89]). In addition, for scalability reasons, these routers provide QoS at the granularity of classes instead of providing per-flow guarantees. From a user perspective, it is important to guarantee end-to-end QoS, not just at any given router or with in any given AS. Inter-domain QoS has proved to be difficult in practice, with the result that service providers typically confine themselves to providing QoS within the AS. In spite of all the research, we believe that QoS will continue to be an active area of research, more importantly, as service providers expand beyond the traditional best-effort service model. Similar to network provisioning, QoS aspects of network management affect a service provider at large time scales.
II.C.3 Traffic engineering

Traffic engineering is the art of mapping flows onto IP links, and is quite related to provisioning. A service provider performs traffic engineering to manage the installed capacity effectively and efficiently and to enhance end-user perceptions of network service quality while minimizing costs. Traffic engineering depends on having a set of performance objectives that guide the selection of paths, as well as effective mechanisms for the routers to select paths that satisfy these objectives.

While many mechanisms exist in the literature for effective traffic engineering (e.g., [27, 33, 44, 50, 103]), it continues to remain an active area of research, as new services evolve and new applications (e.g., peer-to-peer networks, IP television) are developed. While traffic engineering is typically performed on large time-scales, network operators also constantly adjust traffic in response to short-term unanticipated events such as flash crowds, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks or failures.

II.C.4 Attack mitigation

While the very success of the Internet is due to its open model in which any computer can send to any other computer, this openness also allows attackers to send malicious messages that can cause damage to other hosts and networks, sometimes at great cost. From a service provider perspective, even in the presence of router-level QoS mechanisms discussed above, congestion can occur at various locations in the network due to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. DoS attacks and worms can result in huge volumes of traffic chewing up bandwidth and other valuable resources in the network. Hence, network operators often employ mechanisms in the network to detect and mitigate such attacks.

There is a large body of literature dealing with in-network mechanisms to thwart the effect of such attacks (e.g., [28, 42, 52, 60, 98, 97]). While attack detection and mitigation continues to remain an important challenge to network operators, many of the afore-mentioned mechanisms help operators deal with at-
tacks effectively. In addition, such attacks only congest the network degrading the service quality due to their high volumes, but the network still remains connected in many cases. In contrast, failures are in many cases more fatal than bandwidth-based attacks, since depending on the particular failure scenario, faults can completely partition the network; many customers can be out of network connectivity for a significant amount of time. Therefore, we believe that fault management is perhaps the most (or at least one of the most) important aspects of network management. Given that fault management is the primary focus of this dissertation, we discuss the various aspects of fault management in detail in the next section.

II.D State-of-the-art fault management

The essential task of fault management is the detection, localization and correction of any performance degradation in the network. The first step in fault management is fault detection. To assist fault detection, many network elements (such as routers) are designed to continuously monitor certain behaviors (e.g., link connectivity) and raise an alarm in the event of a failure. These alarms, however, only indicate that a network element observed a deviation from normal behavior (e.g., link failure or probe packet loss); the actual fault could lie anywhere in the network (e.g., a downstream router reboot or optical amplifier failure). Thus, fault localization needs to be performed to identify (or at least narrow down) the root cause of the failure. Once the root cause is obtained, an operator can take proper repair actions necessary to permanently fix the failure. We discuss these three steps, i.e., fault detection, localization and repair, in more detail in this section.

II.D.1 Fault detection

It is a fact of life that network elements fail. Not surprisingly, network elements are often equipped with basic mechanisms to monitor and observe failures
and generate alarms whenever a failure condition is observed. The network elements are also designed to “self-heal” from failures by re-routing packets through other paths. Therefore, routers continuously monitor connectivity to their neighbors in order to check whether a link is functional. As soon as a router determines that a link has failed, they re-route packets through other links that are functional. A network operator still needs alarms from the routers that a link has failed. This is because the network operator needs to fix the problem permanently and restore connectivity quickly; otherwise, there could be a second or a third failure that could disrupt traffic.

At the link level, routers continuously monitor connectivity to their neighbors by using one of two mechanisms. First, routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS periodically (typically once every ten seconds) inject connectivity probes, called “HELLO” messages, to the other end of the link [65]. If any given router does not receive a few (typically four) consecutive HELLO messages, the router concludes that the link is down. Second, lower layers such as SONET can indicate that the physical level connectivity between two routers is down. For example, an optical interface on the router can detect that there is no physical signal and can generate a loss of signal (LoS) alarm, which can then be used by the network layer to determine that the link is down. In both these cases, the router generates an alarm that can be used by the operator to fix the problem.

In some cases, particularly in the VPN-over-MPLS setting, link-level connectivity alone is not sufficient to guarantee that end-to-end paths are in tact. In such cases, the network elements themselves directly do not detect disruption in connectivity, and hence do not automatically re-route. Therefore, network operators detect such failures by injecting active probes periodically between measurement servers that are connected to routers at the edge of the network. The measurement servers, as soon as they detect end-to-end performance problems, can raise an alarm so that the network operator can then fix the problem quickly.

While the above monitoring mechanisms detect that a particular failure
has happened, that too within a short duration of the failure (typically a few seconds), they fail to indicate the root cause of the failure. For example, the loss of IGP “HELLO” messages enables a router to detect a link failure and subsequently generate an alarm to a network operator. However, the alarm by itself does not indicate to the operator whether the failure is because of an optical amplifier failure or a fiber cut. Therefore, an operator performs fault localization to determine the location of the failure.

II.D.2 Fault localization

Unless the root cause for the failure is known, necessary repair actions cannot be taken. In many cases, the total duration of failure—from detection to repair—can be dominated by the amount of time it takes to identify the root cause. Fast fault localization, therefore, can significantly cut down the duration of failure.

It is not surprising, therefore, that a number of research prototypes [17, 23, 36, 58, 68, 70] and commercial products have been developed to diagnose problems in IP and telephone networks. Commercial network fault management systems such as NetFACT [38], OpenView [39], IMPACT [41], EXCpert [68], and SMAR TS [81], provide powerful, generic frameworks for handling fault indicators, particularly diverse SNMP-based [16] measurements, and rule-based correlation capabilities. These systems present a unified reporting interfaces to operators and other production network management systems.

While such systems assist network operators with simple alarm correlation capability to reduce the number of alarms, fault localization still is predominantly performed in a manual fashion. For example, on a link failure, many optical elements along the link can generate an alarm indicating the optical circuit is down. Simple correlation systems club them together into one operational ticket used by the operators to manually localize the root cause. Localization in such cases, involves the operator verifying which among the several optical components has failed along the optical circuit. Therefore, fault localization can be both
slow as well as labor-intensive. The main focus of this dissertation is to provide automated mechanisms for fast and accurate fault localization.

II.D.3 Repair

Once the fault is localized, depending on the nature of the fault, the condition can be repaired relatively easily. For example, once a network operator diagnoses a fault and finds that an optical amplifier has failed, he/she can replace the optical amplifier very fast. In more complicated failure conditions, such as a software bug, it might still be easier to put a temporary fix before the exact nature of the problem is reproduced in the lab and a permanent fix is found for the particular problem.

II.E Summary

In this chapter, we have provided an overview of the architecture of today’s service provider networks. In particular, we have focused on both public-domain Internet as well as enterprise virtual private networks, and pointed out that ISPs today offer a wide variety of services that need to be efficiently managed and administered. Therefore, the second part of the chapter focused on various network management functions of a typical Internet service provider. We argued that, while a typical network operator has to deal with several different network management functions, such as provisioning, QoS services, traffic engineering and attack mitigation, a significant amount of time and effort is spent towards effective fault management. We outlined three major components in fault management—fault detection, localization and finally repair—of which fault localization is both slow as well as labor-intensive thus dominating the overall down-time (from detection to failure) of a particular fault. In the next chapter, we develop a general methodology for fault localization that we apply towards specific failure scenarios.
Chapter III

Risk-modeling approach

Operational backbone networks are intrinsically exposed to a wide variety of faults and impairments. With the growing variety of services offered by ISPs today and the ever-increasing complexity of protocols, software and hardware, service providers are constantly engaged with a wide variety of complex failure modes that often prove to be difficult to detect, diagnose and recover from. The complete spectrum of faults in backbone networks is too large to explore and perhaps one solution cannot possibly address them all. In this dissertation, therefore, we focus on two different types of faults that commonly appear in practice—IP link failures and MPLS black holes.

In IP link failures, while current state-of-the-art monitoring systems within network elements (e.g., routers, optical amplifiers, DWDM systems) generate alarms on detecting a link failure, they do not automatically report the exact location of the failure. For example, a failure at an optical amplifier triggers alarms at IP, PPP and optical layers and across various components. These alarms, however, do not directly indicate that an optical amplifier failed, thus requiring a labor-intensive fault-localization step to identify the root cause of the failure. Experience has shown that the mean time to repair is often dominated by the localization step; in many cases traffic is immediately recovered once localized and the failure is resolved offline.
Second, in the context of VPNs provided by ISPs, as we have discussed before in Section II.B, customer VPNs are set up using MPLS tunnels between provider edge routers. These MPLS tunnels in turn use IGP protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS to determine the exact forwarding path within the AS. A “black hole” scenario can occur when the underlying IP infrastructure may be operational—each IP hop along the route is functioning properly—but the corresponding MPLS tunnel fails to deliver packets. Such a black hole can be silent in nature, with no alert/alarm indicating that the MPLS tunnel is actually broken. In such catastrophic cases, potentially many customers are out of service for extended periods of time—until the failure can be detected, localized and action be taken to recover (re-route) traffic.

At first glance, these two failure scenarios appear completely different, one involving IP links and the other involving MPLS tunnels. However, the basic abstraction is quite similar—faults result in loss of connectivity or performance degradation across multiple entities. Therefore, while fault-localization approaches are typically problem-dependent, we show that a methodology based on risk modeling is efficient in localizing the root cause in both of these failure scenarios. Of course, we still need to take into account particular domain-specific constraints and challenges before applying the risk-modeling approach for these two problem domains. In this chapter, we describe the abstraction and algorithmic approaches for fault localization leaving the problem-specific aspects to later chapters.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we provide the basic terminology used throughout the dissertation in Section III.A. Next, we formally describe the risk-modeling abstraction in Section III.B. Finally, we outline the algorithmic approach we use in this dissertation in Section III.C, followed by a summary of previous approaches to the problem in Section III.D. Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section III.E.
### III.A Terminology

We begin by defining the notation we shall use throughout the remainder of the dissertation. A *symptom* is defined to be an observable event that is indicative of a failure in the network. Typically, monitoring systems in the network are designed to detect various symptoms associated with a given failure. For example, if a link fails in the network, an alarm is generated by routers at both ends of the link with a timestamp indicating the exact detection time of the link failure. These alarms represent the symptoms observed in the network.

We use the term *root cause* to denote the main reason for a particular failure in the network. For example, a laser failure in an optical amplifier can be the root cause for a failure. Similarly, a bug in a routing protocol module within a router could also be a root cause. The granularity of a root cause, however, varies significantly depending on the situation. For example, along an end-to-end path spanning several ASes, it is meaningful to call one particular AS the root cause for problems along the particular path. On the other hand, a router or an optical amplifier could be the root cause for problems that occur on a given link.

A *risk group* is a set of symptoms dependent on a given root cause. If a failure occurs with a given root cause, then the set of symptoms that would be observed because of that failure constitutes a risk group. For example, let us suppose that if some component A fails, then symptoms B, C and D would be observed. Then, A is the root cause while the symptom set \{B, C, D\} constitutes the risk group. A *risk model* is an association between several different root causes and sets of symptoms corresponding to each root cause.

We define a *failure signature* as a group of correlated symptoms. In practice, symptoms are monitored by different network elements, and, thus, are observed individually. Therefore, a failure signature is typically obtained by grouping together symptoms which are correlated either temporally or otherwise. The specific mechanism to correlate symptoms is problem dependent. One heuristic
that we use in this dissertation is temporal clustering, where we form the failure signature by grouping together symptoms that are observed almost simultaneously.

Temporal correlation, however, is not a necessary condition. For example, if there is a particular software bug in the routers, then the root cause is the particular version of software running in the routers. However, this bug might not cause all the routers to exhibit an associated symptom at the same time, although they share the same root cause. It is also important to recognize the difference between a failure signature and a risk group. A failure signature is formed by correlating observed symptoms, and, thus, is reflective of coincidence. On the other hand, a risk group refers to a direct dependency between a root cause and a set of symptoms, and thus represents causality.

Finally, we define a hypothesis to represent a candidate set of root causes that could explain the failure signature. By “explain,” we mean that each symptom in a failure signature should have direct causality with at least one of the root causes in the hypothesis. The term ground truth is often used to denote the real root cause of a failure. In contrast to the ground truth, a hypothesis consists of root causes inferred from symptoms, while the ground truth constitutes reality.

Ideally, each symptom corresponding to every root cause in the ground truth will be observed in the failure signature. However, this observation is not always guaranteed, as there could be symptoms missing from the failure signature because of inaccuracies in the detection or reporting system. In some other cases, spurious symptoms could be added to the failure signature due to inherent noise in the network. Thus, a hypothesis is merely a set of root causes that explain the symptoms in the failure signature, regardless of whether there are extra and/or lost symptoms in the failure signature.

The goal of a fault-localization algorithm is to output a hypothesis that approximates the ground truth as closely as possible. Using this hypothesis, a network operator navigates through the potential root causes and determines which root cause is responsible for the problem in order to repair it permanently. In the
next section, we describe the fault-localization problem formally.

III.B  Theoretical problem formulation

We can define the problem formally as follows. Given a set of root causes, $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$, and a set of symptoms $S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m\}$. Each root cause, $c_i \in C$, is associated with a set of symptoms $S_i = \{s_{i1}, s_{i2}, \ldots, s_{iu}\} \subset S$ that would be observed if that particular root cause $c_i$ fails. Given an input failure signature consisting of a set of symptoms, $F = \{s_{j1}, s_{j2}, \ldots, s_{ju}\} \subset S$, the problem is to identify the best possible hypothesis, $H = \{c_{k1}, c_{k2}, \ldots, c_{kw}\} \subset C$ such that $H$ explains $F$, i.e., every symptom in $F$ is associated with at least one root cause in $H$.

The hypothesis $H$ is essentially a set of symptom sets, since each $c_i$ can be re-written as the symptom set $S_i$, i.e., $H = \{S_{i1}, S_{i2}, \ldots, S_{ik}\}$. In the literature, given a set $F$, any set of sets $H$, such that the union of all the sets in $H$ equals $F$, i.e., $\bigcup S_{it} = F, \forall S_{it} \in H$, is referred to as a set cover [46]. In general, for a given set $F$, there can exist many set covers $H$. In other words, multiple hypotheses can exist for the same signature. Therefore, the notion of what constitutes the best hypothesis needs to be precisely stated. If we have access to an oracle, we can enumerate all possible hypotheses and ask the oracle to pick the best hypothesis. In practice, however, we do not have access to such an oracle. Therefore, we use probabilities to rank different hypothesis, and pick the one with the highest probability. We split this discussion into two different cases depending on whether all root causes are equally likely.

III.B.1  Case I: All failures equally likely

If all root causes are equally likely, i.e., each $c_i$ has equal chance of failure, say with probability $p$, and are independent, then the probability of a hypothesis of cardinality $k$ is $p^k$. Thus, the smaller the size of the hypothesis, the higher the
Figure III.1: An example risk model with associations between 5 root causes and 6 symptoms.

likelihood of the hypothesis; in many situations including the scenarios we consider in this dissertation, therefore, we prefer simpler hypotheses as they are more likely. Our preference is also in accordance with the general principle of Occam’s razor [5], which is often stated as, “all things being equal, the simplest solution tends to be the best one.” In our representation using set covers, therefore, the problem reduces to identifying the minimum set cover for a given failure signature set $F$.

We illustrate the problem with the help of an example. In Figure III.1, we show a risk model consisting of five root causes (labeled $c_1$ through $c_5$) and six symptoms ($s_1$ through $s_6$). In many networks, dependencies are ground-up; given a root cause we can identify the set of symptoms dependent on that root cause. Naturally, we begin with such symptom sets to represent the risk model—the relationship between root causes and symptoms—as shown in the Figure III.1. For example, the root cause $c_1$ has the set of symptoms $\{s_1, s_2, s_5, s_6\}$ dependent on it. Similarly, $c_2$’s failure will affect the set of symptoms $\{s_1, s_5\}$. Notice that both $c_1$ and $c_2$ have the symptoms $s_1$ and $s_2$ in common; thus, different root causes
can have common symptoms. In general, therefore, a one-to-many and a many-to-one (or jointly a many-to-many) relationship exists between root causes and symptoms.

While it is natural to represent dependencies using sets, it is easier to visualize the risk model using a bipartite graph as shown in Figure III.2. In the top partition, the set of symptoms $s_1$ through $s_6$ are shown, while the bottom partition contains the set of root causes $c_1$ through $c_5$. An edge exists from a root cause $c_i$ to a symptom $s_j$, if the failure of $c_i$ causes the symptom $s_j$ to be observed. The goal of the localization algorithm therefore is to find the best hypothesis that explains all symptoms in the failure signature. Therefore, at least one root cause in the hypothesis should have an edge to each and every symptom in the failure signature.

Given a set of symptoms, say $\{s_1, s_2, s_5, s_6\}$, as the failure signature, the fault localization algorithm needs to determine a hypothesis, i.e., the minimum set of root causes that can completely explain all the symptoms observed in the failure signature. For the particular symptom set $\{s_1, s_2, s_5, s_6\}$, we would like the fault localization algorithm to output $H_1 = \{c_1\}$ as the root cause, since according to the risk model, a failure due to $c_1$ results in all the above symptoms to be observed.
For the same example, note that there is another competing hypothesis, \( H_2 = \{ c_2, c_4 \} \) that can explain all the observed symptoms in the failure signature. The localization algorithm specifically does not know if the observed symptoms are due to one or multiple failures. Thus, the question is how to pick between \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \) in this case. As mentioned before, the likelihood of \( H_1 \) is \( p \) and \( H_2 \) is \( p^2 \) if all root causes are equally likely to fail with probability \( p \) and are independent. Thus, we would want the algorithm to produce \( H_1 \), the simpler hypothesis, as the best hypothesis for the given failure signature. Next, we look at the case when this all failures are not equally likely.

### III.B.2 Case II: All failures not equally likely

If all failures are not equally likely, it is not guaranteed that minimum cardinality hypothesis is the most likely hypothesis. Therefore, we need to identify the highest probability set cover for the failure signature, which in turn requires failure probabilities for individual root causes. In some scenarios, characterizing the probabilities of failures is feasible using either theoretical or empirical failure rates. For example, [95] outlines failure rate statistics based on empirical observations from ISPs. Such empirical failure rates often prove to be valuable for many network management tasks, including provisioning, capacity planning and traffic engineering.

It is unclear, however, whether these failure probabilities can be as valuable in the context of fault localization. We believe this is because real ISP networks are constantly in a state of flux with new technologies deployed and old equipment upgraded. Determining the failure models can be quite challenging, especially for newer technologies with little prior history (e.g., ultra long-haul optics). In such cases, one can perhaps approximate using existing models that correspond to obsolete technologies. However, it may not be desirable to use older and inaccurate fault models, because they can lead to inaccurate biases in the hypothesis output by the fault localization algorithm.
Therefore, in this dissertation, we use a structural approach to dependency relationships, by constructing the set of symptoms that directly depend on a root cause. If a certain symptom is observed, all the associated root causes are equally likely. The more symptoms we observe, the better we can disambiguate between different root causes. However, we hasten to add that, one can adapt the algorithms we proposed in this dissertation easily to scenarios where we not only have access to failure probabilities but also trust them.

For the rest of the dissertation, therefore, we assume that all failures are equally likely. Even with this simplifying assumption, we observed that our localization algorithms were quite effective in localizing the root causes in several empirically observed failure scenarios. In addition, we note that this assumption in fact reduces the run-time complexity of the localization algorithm significantly, which is an important requirement for any practical system. Thus our algorithms exhibit better scaling properties, as we apply our algorithms to large backbone networks with several thousand to millions of symptoms and root causes. In the next section, we describe our core algorithmic approach in more detail.

III.C Algorithmic framework for fault localization

As noted before, assuming all failures can occur with equal probability, the goal of the fault localization algorithm is to identify the minimum set cover for a given set of symptoms in a failure signature. Finding minimum set cover is a classic problem that has been shown to be NP-complete in [46], thus is computationally expensive. Fortunately, however, an approximation algorithm using a greedy approach exists for the minimum set cover problem [74]. Further, the greedy approximation is guaranteed to find a set cover with cardinality no more than $O(\log n)$ times the size of the minimum set cover. More important than this bound on the cardinality, the greedy approach is effective in identifying those set of root causes that are the most significant, i.e., those that explain the most set of
Algorithm 1 GREEDY(FailureSignature F)

1: E = {}; // Explained set
2: U = F;
3: H = {}; // Hypothesis set
4: R = {}; // RootCauseVector
5: while (U ≠ {}) do
6:   for (symptom s ∈ U) do
7:     // All root causes associated with s
8:     R = R ∪ getAllRootCauses(s);
9:   end for
10:  // Calculate metrics for comparing root causes
11:    calculateMetrics(R,F);
12:    bestRootCausesSet = identifyCandidates(R);
13:  // Move observations covered by root causes in bestRootCausesSet
14:    // from U to E
15:    moveSymptoms(bestRootCausesSet,E,U);
16:    addToHypothesis(H,bestRootCausesSet);
17: end while
18: return H;

symptoms in a given failure signature. It is this feature of the greedy approach in addition to low run-time complexity that makes it appropriate for the problem at hand.

The greedy approximation algorithm for fault localization, GREEDY, is shown in Algorithm 1. GREEDY initializes two sets E and U to the null set φ and the failure signature F respectively. The sets E and U correspond to the explained and unexplained set of symptoms in F. Then, GREEDY first obtains a root-cause vector R, that contains the union of all root causes associated with at least one symptom s ∈ F (i.e., have an edge between s and that particular root
cause). It then computes a greedy metric for each root cause in $R$ as a function of the failure signature $F$, in the `calculateMetrics()` routine. In the next step, GREEDY returns the best candidate root causes ranked based on the metrics associated with each root cause in $R$ in the `identifyCandidates()` function. It then prunes the set of observations explained by these candidate root causes (in `moveSymptoms()`) from the unexplained set $U$ to $E$ and repeats the process until no more symptoms remain in the unexplained set $U$.

The greedy approximation to the classic set-cover problem picks the sets covering most number of elements in every iteration [74]. However, depending on the particular problem, the algorithm can be adapted to use additional degrees of freedom in selecting the right candidate in every iteration. For example, we can choose to consider only those root causes for which all the symptoms associated with the root cause are found in the failure signature, irrespective of whether a large majority of symptoms in the failure signature are being explained by that particular given root cause. To preserve such flexibility, we abstract the `identifyCandidates()` and `calculateMetrics()` routines as black boxes. We describe these routines in detail when we apply the algorithm to specific localization problems later in the dissertation.

Depending on the particular problem, there could be other imperfections that need to be taken into account while designing the right fault localization algorithm. These imperfections include spurious and lost symptoms in the failure signature and inaccuracies in the risk models that we describe briefly next.

### III.C.1 Imperfections in failure signature

In most real networks, there is inherent noise due to various types of routing, congestion, maintenance and other related events. Due to this noise, there could be *spurious symptoms* in the failure signature that are not directly related to the particular real failures that we are localizing, thus complicating localization. Besides noise, inherent inefficiencies in the detection system or loss of
certain symptoms during reporting due to unreliable transport mechanisms could lead to an *incomplete failure signature*. The extent of both these imperfections varies based on the particular domain, and, therefore, has to be dealt with separately for each domain.

### III.C.2 Imperfections in the risk model

As is the case with the failure signature, there are likely to be imperfections in the risk model as well. These imperfections stem from inherent churn in the network and once again depend on the particular failure domain under consideration. Depending on whether the risk model is dynamic, the risk model may need to be refreshed at an appropriate frequency. In addition, risk models can potentially drift away from reality leading to errors in the database. These errors can affect the localization results and hence must be factored into the localization algorithm. Because these operational realities are problem-dependent, similar to the imperfections in failure signature, we defer to the subsequent chapters when we apply the algorithms to the particular scenarios to explain how we adapt to these operational constraints.

In the next section, we review other algorithmic choices, besides the greedy approximation to minimum set-cover, for fault localization that have been previously proposed in the literature.

### III.D Previous approaches

While our focus in this dissertation is in the context of backbone networks, many other similar problems have been observed in practice (for a more thorough survey, please see [87]). In a majority of these problem scenarios, the risk model is typically represented as a bipartite graph, that encodes the dependencies between symptoms and the actual faults, similar to our risk-model representation [17, 31, 48, 49]. However, the particular solution techniques are usually specific
to the particular fault localization problem they solve. This is primarily because operational constraints often dictate the feasibility of a given technique.

Regardless of domain, fault detection systems have taken three basic approaches: rule or model-based reasoning [39, 12, 32], codebook approaches [81, 99], or machine learning (such as Bayesian or Belief Networks [96, 85, 19]). Rule-based and codebook systems (otherwise known as “expert systems”) are often even more specific, only being able to diagnose events that are explicitly programmed. Model-based approaches are more general, but require detailed information about the system under test. Dependency-based systems like ours, on the other hand, allow general inference without requiring undue specificity. Indeed, the specific use of dependency graphs for problem diagnosis has been explored before [34, 86] but not for the particular problems we consider in this dissertation. Finally, the difficulty with probabilistic or machine learning approaches is that they are not prescriptive: it is not clear what sets of scenarios they can handle besides the specific training data. In addition, such approaches tend to be too slow when the number of nodes in the network is large such as ours.

Perhaps, the closest to our greedy approach on bipartite risk model is a Bayesian network [45, 86]. Using a prior distribution of probabilities (or assuming all probabilities identical) to each root cause, Bayesian analysis approaches attempt to identify the most probable hypothesis for a given set of observed symptoms. Given an assignment of 0 or 1 to a random variable representing the state of all the symptoms, \((s_1, s_2, ..., s_n)\), the Bayesian inference algorithm finds the most likely joint assignment of values to random variables representing the root causes, \((c_1, c_2, ..., c_m)\).

\[
\arg\max_{c_1, ..., c_m} P(c_1, c_2, ..., c_m | s_1, s_2, ..., s_n)
\]

where \(c_i \in \{0, 1\}\) and \(s_i \in \{0, 1\}\).

The basic Bayesian approach as explored in [86] does not automatically deal with inaccuracies stemming from operational realities. It is also computationally expensive and hence does not scale well. Shrink [45] addresses these limita-
tions by using two techniques. First, it augments additional edges in the bipartite graph to represent errors in the model. Second, it hypothesizes that the number of simultaneous failures is always less than a pre-determined $k$, typically $k < 4$. By exhaustively trying out $\binom{n}{k}$ failure assignments and computing the associated probabilities, the algorithm performs in $O(n^{k+1})$ time complexity which is typically much faster than the general approach in [86].

While Shrink addresses some of the basic problems with general Bayesian inference approaches, still, the algorithms are generally not easily applicable in our problem domains due to two reasons: First, although Shrink brings down the complexity to polynomial time, $O(n^4)$ is typically large for the problem domains under consideration in this dissertation. Second, Bayesian approaches fundamentally require access to the complete risk model, which as we shall show in Chapter V is not always true in practice. While one of the advantages claimed by the Bayesian approaches is that they can easily incorporate prior distribution of failure probabilities (for individual root causes), our basic greedy can easily be extended to incorporate weights with each root cause as well.

III.E Summary

In this chapter, we described two fault-localization problems considered in this dissertation. Both these problems share the same basic abstraction, in which each fault affects multiple entities simultaneously that are monitored in the network. Based on this abstraction, we developed a risk-modeling methodology that creates a risk model (i.e., a dependency relationship) between a set of root causes with a set of symptoms monitored in the network. Given a set of observed symptoms and the associated risk model, the goal of the fault-localization algorithm is to infer the root causes that can explain the set of observed symptoms. We showed that this problem can be stated as finding a set cover for the set of observed symptoms. If all failures are equally likely, then the most probable hypothesis is
in fact a minimum set cover. Because finding minimum set cover is NP-complete, we approximate finding minimum set cover using a greedy approach which we outlined in Algorithm 1. Finally, we reviewed some operational imperfections that a localization algorithm needs to take into account. These imperfections, however, are problem-domain dependent; hence, we explain how the algorithms can be adapted in the next two chapters, when we apply the risk-modeling approach to the particular problems.
Chapter IV

IP Link Fault Localization

In this chapter, we apply the risk-modeling methodology developed in the previous chapter to the specific problem of fault localization across IP and optical network layers, a daunting problem faced by network operators today. Currently, when network operators receive router-interface alarms indicating link failures, they are often faced with time-intensive manual investigation determining which layer the problem occurred, where, and why. This task is hampered by the architecture of the underlying network: IP uses optics for transport and (in some cases) for self-healing services (e.g., SONET ring restoration) in an overlay fashion. The task of managing each of the two network layers is naturally separated into independent software systems.

Joining dynamic fault data across IP and optical systems is challenging—the network elements, supporting standards and information models are totally different. Though network operators routinely use fields, such as circuit IDs, to join databases across IP and optical databases, they indicate the lack of automated mechanisms to ensure the accuracy of these joins. Unfortunately, the network elements and protocols provide little help as well. Path-trace capabilities (counterparts of IP traceroute) are often not available at the optical layer, and, even when available, do not work in a multi-vendor environment (e.g., where the DWDM systems are provided by multiple vendors). In optical systems such as SONET, there
is no counterpart to IP utilization statistics, which might be used to correlate traffic at the IP layer with the optical layer. Both IP and optical network topologies are rapidly changing as equipment is upgraded, network reach is extended, and the topologies and capacities are re-engineered to manage changing demands.

One of the key contributions of this dissertation is the application of our risk-modeling methodology to localize faults across the IP and optical layers in operational networks. Roughly speaking, a physical object such as a fiber span or an optical amplifier represents a shared risk for a group of logical entities (routers or IP links) at the IP layer. That is, if the optical device fails or degrades, all of the IP components that had relied upon that object fail or degrade. In the literature, these associations are referred to as shared risk link groups or SRLGs [18]. Using only event data gathered at IP layer, and topology data gathered at both IP and optical layers, we bridge the gap between the operational information network managers need and what is actually reported at IP layer. Our system assists operators alleviate the burden of cross-correlating dynamic fault information from two disparate network layers. Once the layer and the location of the fault has been determined, other systems and tools at the appropriate layer can be targeted towards identifying the precise characteristics (for example, rule-based or statistical methods [39, 81]) of the particular failure sometimes required before repair can be performed.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: First, we discuss troubleshooting IP link failures using SRLGs in Section IV.A. Then we describe the application of risk-modeling methodology in the context of IP fault localization in Section IV.B, including dealing with imperfections stemming from operational constraints. Next, we discuss the system architecture in Section IV.C followed by evaluation using simulations as well as real failure data in Section IV.D and Section IV.E respectively.
IV.A Troubleshooting IP link failures using shared-risks

Faults that affect IP layer performance come in many flavors—some disappear of their own accord, and are thus never investigated or are investigated offline to identify chronic conditions. Others, such as fiber cuts, can cause a number of links in the network to fail simultaneously; impacted capacity remains unavailable until the failure is repaired. In addition to faults which affect capacity, networks are also subject to failure modes which impair performance—such as by introducing errors into packets transmitted through the network. For example, very low level spurious errors are a fact of life with optical transmission systems, but typically have minimal or no impact on customer service [72]. However, as components degrade over time, these error rates can increase and can start impacting IP layer services. Thus, it is critical for operators to be repair such performance degradations pro-actively before they turn catastrophic.

Network operators in large-scale IP networks need to detect and rapidly troubleshoot before they can repair a failed component or a performance degradation. Thus, the life-cycle of a typical fault involves the following steps.

- **Network monitoring.** Network elements and components are continually monitored, with notifications generated in the form of SNMP [16] traps or alarms when “problematic” conditions arise. A centralized management system collects and correlates these alarms to eliminate duplicates and dampen intermittent faults that do not require immediate further investigation (left for offline analysis).

- **Fault localization and diagnosis.** Once a fault has been reported, network operators must determine the root cause before it can be repaired. Typically, the job of isolating and diagnosing a problem requires highly skilled staff to collect relevant information regarding the failure, and gather additional data to assist in the diagnosis.

- **Verifying components.** As part of diagnosis, supporting performance, topol-
ogy and other information can be critical to isolating and further verifying the problem. In some cases, by purely trying out all combinations and wild guesses, operations try and troubleshoot the problem.

- **Repair.** After the troubled component is isolated and the problem identified, an appropriate course of action must be determined and repair actuated. In simple fiber cuts, this will likely involve sending personnel out into the field to splice fibers. However, other types of problems may require software “bug” fixes or configuration changes.

Depending on the root cause of a fault, diagnosis and repair can be very time consuming. Numerous problems arise in managing large networks where it is extremely challenging to sort through the relevant data to identify the root cause of a problem—particularly when it involves inter-layer inter-working, software or configuration related faults or interactions. In most situations, networks are designed to have sufficient capacity to re-route traffic around failures; so, as long as repair is completed before another large failure, customers see little or no performance impact. However, despite careful engineering practices, the edge of the network is inherently a single point of failure—certain failures can interrupt customer service until they are repaired. Rapid fault isolation and repair are thus of significant importance here.

Network elements today, however, typically generate alarms on an individual basis, thus requiring a manual correlation to determine that they are all because of a common network element. For example, a router failure will appear as a failure of all of the links terminating at that router. Best current practice requires correlation of these link failures to determine that it was a router failure. In some failure scenarios, it can be substantially more challenging to group individual alarms into groups, and often difficult to even identify in which layer the fault occurred (e.g., in the transport network interconnecting routers, or in the routers themselves). By identifying the set of possible components that could have
caused the observed symptoms, risk modeling using SRLGs can serve as the first step of diagnosing the root cause of a network problem.

IV.A.1 Shared risks in IP networks

Our challenge is to construct a model of risks that represents the set of IP links that would likely be impacted by the failure of each component within the network. The complexity of hardware and software upon which an IP network is built implies that constructing a model that accounts for every possible failure mode (e.g., individual circuit boards within a DWDM system) is impractical. Instead, we identify the key components of the risk model that represent the prevalent network failure modes and those that do not require deep knowledge of each vendor’s equipment used within the network. We hasten to add that the finer the granularity of the risk model, the more precise the fault diagnosis can be.

The basic network topology can be represented as a set of nodes interconnected via links. Intra- and inter-domain routing protocols such as OSPF and BGP operate with a basic abstraction of a point-to-point link between a routers. Figure IV.1(a) illustrates the logical view of a simple network consisting of five nodes connected via seven links or optical circuits. So if a fault occurs on a particular link (say CKT 1 in the figure), there would be a corresponding OSPF/BGP message that refers to this failure.

Each inter-office IP link is carried on an optical circuit (typically using SONET). This optical circuit in turns consists of a series of one or more fibers, optical amplifiers, SONET rings, intelligent optical mesh networks and/or DWDM systems [72]. These systems consist of network elements that provide optical to electrical to optical (O-E-O) conversion and, in the case of SONET rings or mesh optical networks, protection/restoration to recover from optical layer failures. Multiple optical fibers are then carried in a single conduit, commonly known as a fiber span.

Typically, each optical component may carry multiple IP links—the fail-
Figure IV.1: Example topology showing logical as well as physical topologies of an IP network. IP circuits in the logical topology share various optical components in the physical topology.

Figure IV.1: Example topology showing logical as well as physical topologies of an IP network. IP circuits in the logical topology share various optical components in the physical topology.

In essence, each network element represents a shared risk among all the
links that traverse through this element. Hence, this set of links represents an SRLG [43, 90], as we have discussed before. The concept of SRLGs is widely used in the context of traffic engineering, where primary and backup paths are chosen such that they do not have any SRLG in common. However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply the notion of SRLGs to fault localization. Note that our approach is mainly effective in scenarios where the root cause of the failure affects many different IP links. If only one link fails, then our approach is not as effective since the failure of another link cannot be used to disambiguate between many different root causes. We now discuss the different types of SRLGs that can be used to create the risk model for fault localization.

IV.A.2 Network SRLGs

We divide the risk model into hardware-related risks and software risks. Note that this model is not exhaustive, and can be expanded to incorporate, for example, additional software protocols.

Hardware-related SRLGs

- Fiber: At the lowest level, a single optical fiber carries multiple wavelengths using DWDM. One or more IP links are carried on a given wavelength. All wavelengths that propagate through a fiber form an SRLG with the fiber being the risk element. A single fiber cut can simultaneously induce faults on all of the IP links that ride over that fiber.

- Fiber Span: In practice, a set of fibers are carried together through a cable. A set of cables are laid out in a conduit. A cut (from, e.g., a backhoe) can simultaneously cause all links carried through the conduit to fail. These set of circuits that ride through the conduit, therefore, form a fiber span SRLG.

- SONET Network Elements: We collectively group the SONET network elements together to the SONET SRLG category: these consist of optical am-
plifiers, add-drop multiplexers (used to construct optical rings), and DWDM O-E-O converters and other similar components.

- **Router Modules**: A router is usually composed of a set of modules, each of which can terminate one or more IP links [1]. A module-related SRLG denotes all of the IP links terminating on the given module, as these would all fail should the module die.

- **Router**: A router typically terminates a significant number of IP links, all of which would likely be impacted by a router failure (caused by either router software or hardware). Hence, all of the IP links terminating on a given router collectively belong to a router SRLG.

- **Ports**: An individual link on a router can also fail due to the failure of a single port on the router (impacting only the one link), or through other failure modes that impact only the single link. Thus, we also include Link SRLGs in our model. Note that, even though each port is a singleton set consisting of only one link, still, it is important to consider them in the risk model because otherwise, we would miss ports from being root causes in the risk model.

**Software-related SRLGs**

- **Autonomous System**: An autonomous system (AS) is a logical grouping of routers within a single enterprise or provider network (typically managed by a common team and systems). These routers typically all run a common instance of intra-domain protocol software. Hence, although extremely rare, a single IGP software implementation bug can cause an entire AS to fail.

- **OSPF Areas**: Although an OSPF area is a logical grouping of a set of links for intra-domain routing purposes, there can be instances where a faulty routing protocol implementation can cause disruptions across the entire area. Hence, the IP links in a particular area form an OSPF Area SRLG.
Not all SRLGs have corresponding failure diagnosis tools associated with them. For example, a fiber span is a physical piece of conduit that generally cannot indicate to the network operator that it has been cut. Similarly, there is no monitoring at the OSPF area level that can indicate if the whole area was affected. Diagnosis is therefore based on inference from correlated failures that can be attributed to a particular SRLG. In the absence of monitoring information directly from the equipment, this is the only known approach to localize the root cause of the failure in the network.

IV.A.3 Shared risk in real networks

Fault localization using spatial correlation is inherently enabled by richness in the overlaps between between SRLGs. In particular, spatial correlation will typically be most effective in networks where SRLGs consist of multiple IP links, and each IP link consists of multiple SRLGs. Figure IV.2 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SRLG cardinality (the number of IP links in each SRLG) in a segment of a large tier-one IP backbone network (in particular,
customer-facing interfaces are not included here). The figure shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of both individual SRLGs as well as for the aggregated database. We can observe from this figure that, as expected, OSPF areas typically consist of a large number of links (and, hence, are included in their SRLG), whereas port SRLGs (by definition) comprise only a single circuit. In between, we can see that fiber spans typically have a significant number of IP links sharing them, while SONET network elements typically have fewer. The important observation here is that there is a significant degree of sharing of network components that can be utilized in spatial correlation. Studies of the number of SRLGs along each IP link show similar results. Thus, we conclude that risk modeling using SRLGs holds great promise for large-scale IP networks. We describe the application of risk modeling to IP fault localization in the next section.

IV.B Fault localization using risk modeling

Given the risk model constructed using SRLGs and link failure notifications from routers, the essential problem of IP fault localization is to determine the set of SRLGs that can explain a given set of link failure notifications. It is easy to observe that this problem can be directly reduced to the general fault-localization problem formulation in Section III.B, with link failure notifications $l_i$ corresponding to the symptoms $s_i$, and SRLGs $g_j$ to the root causes $c_j$. Therefore, given an input failure signature comprising of link failures, $F = \{l_{i1}, l_{i2}, \ldots, l_{in}\}$, therefore, the goal is to identify the hypothesis, $H = \{g_{h1}, g_{h2}, \ldots, g_{hh}\}$ such that $H$ is a minimum set cover for $F$, assuming all root causes $g_j$ can occur with same probability.

Similar to the representation in Section III.B, we can also model the problem using a bipartite graph as shown in Figure IV.3. Each link, $l_i$, and group, $g_j$, is represented by a node in the graph. The bottom partition consists of nodes corresponding to the risk groups; the top nodes correspond to links. An edge
Figure IV.3: Representing shared-risk groups as a bipartite graph. At the bottom partition are the risk groups corresponding to the root causes. The top partition consists of the individual IP links.

exists between a link node and a group node if that link is a member of the risk group. Given this bipartite graph and a subset of vertexes in the top partition (corresponding to the failure signature), the problem is to identify the smallest possible set of groups that cover the link failure events in the failure signature.

Before we proceed further, we observe that if multiple risk groups have the same membership—that is, the same set of circuits may fail for two or more different reasons—it is impossible to distinguish between the root causes. We call any such risk groups aliases, and collapse all identical groups into one in our set of risk groups. For example, in Figure IV.3, group $g_5$ and $g_6$ have the same membership: $l_4$. Hence, $g_5$ and $g_6$ are collapsed into a single group as a pre-processing step.

Given that determining the minimum set cover is computationally prohibitive, we compute an approximation instead using the greedy approach outlined in Section III.C. Our algorithm called SCORE is predominantly based on Algorithm 1, except that we specify the particular functions $calculateMetrics()$ and
Algorithm 2 calculateMetrics(rootCauses R, failureSignature F)

1: for (rootCause r ∈ R) do
2:   r.hitRatio = |R ∩ F|/|R|;
3:   r.covRatio = |R ∩ F|/|F|;
4: end for

selectCandidates() left undefined in Algorithm 1. There is one more difference between SCORE and GREEDY—an additional threshold $T \in (0, 1]$ that is input to SCORE along with the failure signature, for reasons that would become clearer soon.

The function calculateMetrics() shown in Algorithm 2, computes two metrics for each SRLG—hit- and coverage-ratio. The hit ratio of a group $G_i$ is defined as $|G_i ∩ F|/|G_i|$, with $|G_i|$ denoting the cardinality of $G_i$. In other words, the hit ratio of a group is the fraction of circuits in the group that are part of the failure signature $F$. The coverage ratio of a group $G_i$ is defined as $|G_i ∩ F|/|F|$. Basically, the coverage ratio is the proportion of failure signature explained by a given risk group.

Intuitively, SCORE attempts to iteratively select the risk group that explains the greatest number of faults in the failure signature with the least error: in other words, the highest coverage and hit ratios. Ideally, if an SRLG fails, all the associated links would fail; we should, therefore, only consider those risk groups whose members are all part of the failure signature $F$ (i.e., $G_i ∩ F = G_i$). For such risk groups, clearly, hit ratio equals one. Thus, SCORE should ideally consider only risk groups with a perfect hit ratio. However, in order to take into account certain operational realities such as losses in failure notifications, we relax this requirement slightly using a threshold $T$ input to SCORE. As shown in Algorithm 3, SCORE only considers those risk groups which have a hit ratio greater than a given threshold $T$. Among such risk groups, it picks the one which has the highest coverage ratio.

Considering risk groups that have a hit ratio less than one can lead to a
Algorithm 3 selectCandidates (rootCauses R, threshold T)

1: max = 0;
2: candidateSet = {}
3: for all rootCause r ∈ R do
4:   if (r.hitRatio ≥ T) then
5:     if (r.covRatio > max) then
6:       max = r.covRatio;
7:       candidateSet = {r};
8:     else if (r.covRatio == max) then
9:       candidateSet = candidateSet ∪ {r};
10:   end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: return candidateSet

A hypothesis that potentially explains more circuit failures than actually occurred. In a straightforward failure model, such hypotheses are nonsensical. Operational realities described below, however, require us to consider risk groups with hit ratios less than one.

- Incomplete/erroneous monitoring data. The failure notices (e.g., SNMP traps) are often transmitted using unreliable protocols such as UDP which can result in partial failure observations. Hence, the accuracy of the diagnosis can be impacted if the data is erroneous or incomplete. For example, if due to the failure of a particular optical component failure, six links went down out of which only five, say, messages made it to the monitoring system. The hit ratio for the risk group representing the shared component is then 5/6. Without expressly allowing for the selection of this risk group, the algorithm would output a hypothesis, that, while plausible, is likely far from reality.

- Inaccurate modeling of the shared-risk groups. While theoretically it should
be possible to precisely model all risk groups, it is impossible in practice to exactly capture all possible failure modes. This difficulty leads to two interesting cases of inaccurate modeling. One is failure to model high-level risk groups (e.g., all links terminating in a particular point of presence may share a power grid) while the other is failure to model low-level risk groups (for example, some internal risk group within a router). Our algorithm needs to be robust against imprecise failure groups and, if possible, learn from real observations.

- *Errors in databases.* Currently, the SRLG databases are constructed and maintained by humans, given the lack of architectural mechanisms to derive dependencies between IP links and optical components automatically. These errors can cause the database to drift away from reality, thus risk models constructed out of the SRLG databases are only an approximation of reality. For example, a human accidentally swaps fibers that belong to two different interfaces. Or, perhaps, a technician re-routes an optical circuit through another set of components, but forgets to log an entry into the database. In such case, the algorithm assumes that it would detect the complete risk-group failure, while due to the errors, some elements in the risk-group might be missing. Since IP to optical associations are important across other network management tasks such as traffic engineering, we consider architectural approaches to maintain these associations accurately in Chapter VI.

We allow for these operational realities by selecting the risk group with greatest coverage out of those with hit ratios above a certain error threshold. So, even if a particular circuit is omitted (either due to incorrect modeling or missing data), the error threshold allows consideration of groups that have most links but not quite all and cover a large number of failures.

It turns out to be extremely difficult to select a single error threshold for all failure instances, as it depends greatly on the size of individual risk groups
involved in the failure. In practice, we run SCORE multiple times and generate hypothesis for decreasing error thresholds until a plausible hypothesis is generated. More generally, we assign a cost function to evaluate the confidence of a particular hypothesis and choose the one which has the lowest cost. Our cost function is directly proportional to the size of the hypothesis and inversely proportional to the error threshold. Thus, the cost function penalizes large hypothesis and large relaxation. Next, we present an overview of the system based on the SCORE algorithm.

IV.C System overview

We created the IP fault localization (IPFL) system with generality in mind. Accordingly, key systems and algorithmic components are factored out so that they may be reused in multiple problem domains or in variations for a
single problem domain. A standalone SCORE algorithmic module is driven by an extensible set of problem-domain dependent diagnosis processes. Intelligence from the problem domain is built into the SRLG database, and is reflected in the IPFL queries. Figure IV.4 depicts the IPFL system architecture as it is implemented today. The following subsections describe the various modules in more detail.

**IV.C.1 SRLG Database**

The SRLG database manages SRLG groups and corresponding links. For example, in our application, the database atoms used to form SRLGs at the SONET layer describe SONET-level equipment IDs that particular IP links traverses, extracted from databases populated from operational optical-element management systems. Other risk groups such as area, router, modules, etc. are similarly formed from the native databases extracted from the various network elements (e.g. router configurations). We note that the underlying databases track the network and therefore exhibit churn. The IPFL software is currently snapshot driven, and copes with churn by reloading multiple times during the course of a day.

**IV.C.2 SCORE localization algorithm**

The SCORE algorithm described in Section IV.B forms the core of the system. The IPFL system periodically invokes the SCORE algorithm with the SRLG database, which then responds to queries for fault localization. That is, SCORE obtains the minimum set hypothesis using the SRLG database and a given set of inputs. An optional error threshold can be specified, as described in Section IV.B.

**IV.C.3 Data Sources**

The set of observations upon which spatial correlation is applied are obtained from network fault notifications and performance reports (including IP
performance-related alarms). These in turn come from a wide range of data sources. We discuss below some of the more popular fault and performance-related data sources that have been used within the IPFL system to date. Though we describe certain optical-layer event data sources (such as SONET performance management data) and have indeed experimented with such sources with SCORE, we only focus on IP event sources in this dissertation due to lack of enough data from other sources.

**IP-layer SNMP traps**: Link failures and other faults will be observed by the routers and reported to centralized network operations systems via SNMP traps sent from the router. These SNMP traps provide the key event notifications that allow network operators to learn of faults as they occur.

**Router syslogs**: Router operating systems, much like Unix operating systems, log important events as they are observed. These are known as router syslogs and provide a wealth of useful information regarding network events (at least once they can be interpreted!). These can be used as additional information to complement the SNMP traps and the alarms that they generate. Table IV.1 shows sample syslog messages for a failure observed on a Cisco router, and another failure observed on an Avici router. The failures are reported at different layers—illustrated here for the SONET layer, PPP layer and IP layer (OSPF). Note that there is no standardized format for these messages as they are usually output for debugging purposes.

**SNMP performance measurements**: SNMP performance data is generated by the routers on either a per-interface or per-router basis, as applicable. It typically contains five-minute aggregate measurements of statistics such as traffic volumes, router CPU average utilization, memory utilization of the router, number of packet errors, packet discards and so on.

**SONET performance monitoring (PM)**: Performance metrics are also available on a per-circuit basis from SONET network elements along an optical path (as are alarms, although these are not discussed here). Numerous param-
Table IV.1: Syslog messages output by Cisco and Avici Routers when a link goes down at different layers of the stack. When the link comes back up, the router writes similar messages indicating that each of the layer is back up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syslog Message on Cisco/Avici Routers</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Router</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug 16 04:01:29.302 EDT: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface POS0/0, changed state to down</td>
<td>SONET layer</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 16 04:01:29.305 EDT: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface POS0/0, changed state to down</td>
<td>PPP layer</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 16 04:01:29.308 EDT: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 11, Nbr 1.1.1.1 On POS0/0 from FULL to DOWN, Neighbor Down: Interface down or detached</td>
<td>OSPF/IP layer</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>module0036:SUN SEP 12 17:23:29 2004 [030042FF] MINOR:snmp-traps :Sonet link POS 1/0/0 has new adminStatus up and operStatus up.</td>
<td>SONET Layer</td>
<td>Avici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>server0001:SUN SEP 12 17:25:01 2004 [030042FF] MINOR:snmp-traps :PPP link POS 1/0/0 has new adminStatus up and operStatus up.</td>
<td>PPP layer</td>
<td>Avici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>server0002:THU AUG 12 07:21:58 2004 [030042FF] MINOR:snmp-traps:OSPF with routerId 1.1.1.1 had non-virtual neighbor state change with neighbor 1.1.1.2 (address less 0) (router id 1.1.1.4) to state Down.</td>
<td>OSPF/IP layer</td>
<td>Avici</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
eters will be reported in, for example, fifteen-minute aggregates. These include parameters such as coding violations, errored sections and severely errored seconds (indicative of bit error rates and outages), and protection switching counts on SONET rings. More information on various types of events reported by SONET PM data can be found in [3].

IV.C.4 Data translation/normalization

Each of these types of monitoring data are usually collected from different network elements (such as routers, SONET DWDM equipment, etc.) and streamed to a centralized database. These different data types are usually stored in different formats with different candidate keys for database access. For example, the candidate key for SNMP database is an interface number as it collects interface-level statistics. OSPF messages are based on link IP addresses. SONET performance monitoring data is based on circuit ID. All these data sources are mapped into link circuit IDs using a set of mapping databases.¹

IV.C.5 Fault localization policies

Fault localization is performed on various monitoring data sources (such as those mentioned in the previous section) using flexible data-dependent policies. In Figure IV.4, fault isolation policies form the bridge between the various monitoring data sources (translators) and the main SCORE localization engine. These policies dictate how to form the failure signature from the raw incoming event stream and query the SCORE algorithmic engine to identify the best hypothesis.

Data sources that are based on discrete asynchronous events (e.g. OSPF messages, syslog messages) need to be clustered to form the failure signature. Temporal clustering captures all the events that took place in a fixed time interval as potentially correlated. Note that a fault can trigger events that are slightly off in time either due to time synchronization issues across various elements, or

¹We map all the databases into link circuit IDs since the network database itself is organized based on link circuit IDs. However, any unified format would work equally well.
propagation delays in an event to be recorded, or even delay in impact due to convergence in the network. Hence, event clustering has to account for these in recording observations.

There are many different ways to cluster events. A naive approach to clustering is based on fixed time bins. For example, we can make observations (set of links potentially correlated) by clustering together all events in a fixed five-minute bin. The problem with this approach, however, is the fact that events related to a particular failure can potentially straddle the time-bin boundary, thus creating two different observations for correlated events, which in turn may affect the accuracy of diagnosis.

In our system, we use a clustering algorithm based on gaps between failure events. We use the longest chain of events that are spaced apart within a set threshold (called a quiet period) as potentially correlated events. The intuition here is that two events that are separated by less than the quiet period are potentially correlated. The algorithm clusters events that are correlated in a transitive fashion. For example, if A and B are correlated, B and C are correlated, A and C are potentially correlated and belong in the same cluster. These clustered events are then fed to the SCORE engine to obtain a hypothesis that represents the failed components in the network.

Although currently we use temporal correlation as a good indication that events potentially can have the same root cause, it is possible to apply other methods to cluster events. For example, consider a bug that affects only routers with a particular version of software. In such a scenario, while all these routers share the same root cause, i.e., the version of software, still, the symptoms associated with this bug may not manifest at the same time. Therefore, an offline mechanism is required to identify these failure signatures, that then can be used to localize the root cause.
IV.C.6 Web interface

The IPFL system also exports a convenient web user interface to assist operators. It consists of a table consisting of the following columns. Figure IV.5 shows a live screenshot of the SCORE web interface updating each and every time, a new set of events are generated for real-time diagnosis. The interface also allows viewing archived logs including raw events and their associated diagnosis results. The first column lists the actual event start time and the end time using one of the clustering algorithms. The second column represents the set of links that were impacted during according to the reported alarms during the failure scenario. The third and fourth columns give descriptions of the groups of components that form the diagnosis report for that observation. The diagnosis report also consists of the hit ratio, coverage ratio and finally error threshold used for the groups involved in the diagnosis.
IV.C.7 Implementation details

The SCORE algorithmic engine loads (and periodically refreshes) an SRLG database that defines the associations between SRLGs and links. It constructs two hashtables: one for the set of circuits and one for the set of groups. Each group consists of the circuit identifiers that can be used to query the circuits hashtable. This particular implementation allows for fast associations and traversals to speed up the implementation of the SCORE algorithm outlined in Section IV.B. This SCORE engine also has a server that listens at a particular port to which various diagnosis agents can connect via popular socket interface [88] and input a failure signature. The SCORE engine then responds with the hypotheses that best explains the failure signature.

The main function of the SRLG database module is to obtain risk groups from different databases that contain fiber, fiber-span, router, and other SRLGs. The other function the SRLG database provides is grouping aliases. The algorithm for grouping aliases is not a performance bottleneck as it is refreshed fairly infrequently (usually twice a day). Thus, the SRLG database module is implemented in Perl. The code for clustering events together into a failure signature is also implemented in Perl. Thus, the total number of lines of Perl code for the entire system including all the individual modules is greater than two thousand.

IV.D Simulated faults

We evaluated the performance of the SCORE algorithm using both artificially generated faults as well as real fault data. In this section, we investigate the performance of the algorithm on the artificially generated faults; the following section reports the performance evaluated using real network faults. The main goal of the initial experiments is to evaluate the accuracy of SCORE within a controlled environment by using emulated faults. We use an SRLG database constructed from the network topology and configuration data of a tier-one service
provider’s backbone. We then simulate different numbers of simultaneous faults that are injected into SCORE. We also study the efficacy of the SCORE in the presence of noisy data by simulating errors in the SRLG database and the failure signature.

IV.D.1 Algorithm accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of SCORE, we simulated scenarios consisting of multiple simultaneous failures and evaluated the accuracy in terms of the number of correct hypotheses (faults correctly localized by the algorithm). We randomly generated a given number of simultaneous failures selected from the set of all network risk groups: the set of all SONET components, fiber spans, OSPF areas, routers, and router ports and modules in our SRLG database. Once the faults were selected for a given scenario, we computed the union of all impacted links. These link failures were then input to the SCORE algorithm and hypotheses were generated. The resulting hypotheses were compared to the actual injected failures. We use the term accuracy to denote the fraction of injected failures that are found in the hypothesis output by SCORE.

Figure IV.6 depicts the accuracy of localization as a function of the number of injected faults, where each data point represents an average across 100 independent simulations. The figure illustrates that the accuracy of the algorithm on these data sets is greater than 99% for ports, modules and routers, irrespective of the number of simultaneous failures generated. In general, the accuracy of the algorithm decreases as the number of simultaneous failures increases, although the accuracy remains greater than 95% for less than five simultaneous failures. In reality, it is extremely unlikely that more than one failure will occur (and be reported) at a single point in time. Thus, for failures such as fiber cuts, router failures, and module outages (corresponding to a single simultaneous failure), our results indicate that the accuracy of the system is near 100%.

However, it is entirely possible in a large network that multiple indepen-
dent components will simultaneously be experiencing minor performance degradations, such as error rates, which are reported and investigated on a longer time scale. Thus, the results representing higher number of simultaneous failures are likely indicative of performance troubleshooting. However, we can still conclude that for realistic network SRLGs, SCORE algorithm is highly accurate when we have perfect knowledge of our SRLGs and failure observations.

IV.D.2 Imperfect fault notifications

The SRLG model provides a solid, but not perfect representation of the possible failure modes within a complex operational network. Thus, we expect to find scenarios where the set of observations cannot be perfectly described by any SRLG. Similarly, data loss associated with event notifications and database errors are inherent operational realities in managing large-scale IP backbones. In this section, therefore, we evaluate the accuracy of the SCORE algorithm in the presence of such losses and errors in both failure signature as well as risk model. We consider three parameters: the error threshold used in the SCORE algorithm, the number of simultaneous failures, and the loss probability (which represents the
percentage of IP link failure notifications lost for a given failure scenario).

Figures Figure IV.7 and Figure IV.8 demonstrate the accuracy of the algorithm under a range of loss probabilities and algorithm error thresholds and for different number of simultaneous failures. Specifically, the figures plot the percentage of correct hypotheses as a function of the loss probability. In Figure IV.7, the algorithm error threshold is varied from 0.6 to 1.0, whilst the number of simultaneous failures is set to three. In Figure IV.8 the algorithm error threshold is fixed at 0.6 and the number of simultaneous failures is varied from one to five. As expected, increasing the loss probability reduces the accuracy of the algorithm. Under three simultaneous failure events and an loss probability of 0.1, we can observe from Figure IV.7 that an algorithm error threshold of between 0.7 and 0.8 restores the accuracy of the SCORE algorithm to around 90%. However, if we mandate perfect matching of failure observations to SRLGs (i.e., error threshold = 1.0), then our accuracy in isolating our fault drops to around 78%. This shows the necessity and effectiveness of the of the error thresholds introduced into the algorithm for fault localization in the face of noisy event observation data.
IV.D.3 Performance results

The algorithm’s execution time was also evaluated under a range of conditions. In general, execution time increases as the number of IP links (observations) impacted by the failures increases. This increase is because all of the SRLGs associated with each of the failed links must be included as part of the candidate set of SRLGs for localization, and thus must be evaluated. Thus, the execution time increased within increasing numbers of failures, but on average was below 150 ms for up to ten failures. Similarly, the execution time for scenarios involving router failures was typically higher than for other failure scenarios, as the routers typically involved larger numbers of links. Execution times of up to 400 ms were recorded for events involving large routers. However, even in these worst-case scenarios, the algorithm is more than fast enough for real-time operational environments.

IV.E Experience in a tier-one backbone

The IPFL system prototype implementation based on the SCORE algorithm has been deployed in a tier-one backbone network and is being used in an
offline fashion to isolate IP link failures reported in the network. In this section, we discuss our experience with IP link failure events reported in router syslogs. Determining whether or not SCORE correctly localized a given fault requires identification of the root cause of the fault via other means. In many cases, identifying root causes involves sifting through large amounts of data and reports—a tedious process at best.

Therefore, we performed our evaluation in two parts: First, we evaluated localization accuracy of SCORE, by identifying the root cause of a set of 18 faults and comparing with the output reported by SCORE algorithm. Second, we studied localization efficiency of SCORE, in terms of the amount of reduction in the number of root causes, using about 3,000 different faults from real failure data in an automated fashion. For these failures, however, we did not manually verify the accuracy of our SCORE output.

IV.E.1 Localization accuracy

Table IV.2 denotes the results of our analysis of each of our 18 faults. For each failure scenario, we report:

- a name uniquely identifying the failed component,
- the number of SRLG groups localized when the algorithm was run with a threshold (t) of 1.0,
- the threshold used to generate a final conclusion,
- the number of SRLGs localized when the algorithm was run with the final threshold,
- the number of SRLGs correctly localized, and
- description of the reason why we had to reduce the threshold, or why we were unable to identify a single SRLG as the root cause in certain situations.
Table IV.2: Summary of failures we have observed in various traces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component name</th>
<th>size ((t=1))</th>
<th>Final Thld</th>
<th>size ((t=final))</th>
<th>correct</th>
<th>comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Router A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No event reported by some links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router B</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No event reported by some links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No event reported by some links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router E</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No event reported by some links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router G</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonet A (OA)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No event reported by one link and database problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonet B (Transceiver)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonet C (Flap)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No observation reported by one link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonet D (OA)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No observation reported by one link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Database problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Span A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF Area A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Incorrect SRLG modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF Area B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>OSPF Area A MPLS enabled interfaces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall, we were able to successfully localize all of the faults studied to the SRLGs in which the failed network elements were classified—except where we encountered errors in our SRLG database. However, when we used a threshold of 1.0 (i.e., mandated that an SRLG can be identified if and only if faults were observed on all IP links), then we were typically unsuccessful—particularly for router failures, and for the failure involving OSPF Area A in Table IV.2. In the majority of the router failures, even though these events corresponded to routers being rebooted, the remote ends of the links terminating on these routers did not always report associated link-level events. This phenomenon could be because of a number of possible reasons:

- events may never have been logged in the syslogs,
- data may have been lost from the syslogs,
- the links may have been operationally shut down and hence did not fail at this point in time, or
- the links were (inexplicably) not impacted by the reboot.

Independent of why the link notifications were not always observed, the router failures were all successfully localized when the threshold was marginally reduced. Thus, error threshold in SCORE algorithm is important to localize faults in operational networks.

Of course, router failures are typically easy to identify through visual correlation, as all of the links impacted have a common end point (the failed router). Optical-layer impairments, however, can impact seemingly logically independent links at the IP layer if these links are all routed through a common optical component. We study four different SONET network element failures, labeled SONET A through D in Table IV.2.

The first—an optical amplifier failure—induced faults reported on thirteen IP links. With a threshold of 1.0, our algorithm identified eight different
SRLGs as being involved. However, as the threshold was reduced to 0.9, we were able to isolate the fault to only two different SRLGs. Reducing the threshold further, however, did not reduce the number of SRLGs to which the fault was localized.

Upon further investigation, we uncovered an SRLG database problem where our SONET network element database did not contain any information regarding one of the circuits impacted by the fault. Thus, the SCORE algorithm was unable to localize the fault for this particular IP link to the SRLG containing the failed optical amplifier, and instead incorrectly concluded that a router port was also involved (the second SRLG). However, the SRLG containing the failed amplifier was also correctly identified for the other twelve IP links; the lower threshold was required because no fault notification was observed for one of the IP links routed through the optical amplifier.

This optical amplifier example highlights a particularly important capability of the SCORE system—the ability to highlight potential SRLG database errors. Links missing from databases, incorrect optical layer routing information regarding circuits and other potential errors in databases play havoc with capacity planning and network operations and so must be identified. In this scenario, the database error was highlighted by the fact that we were unable to identify a single SRLG for a single network failure, even after lowering threshold using in the SCORE algorithm.

The other three SONET failures were all correctly isolated to the SRLG containing the failed network element: in two cases we again had to lower the threshold used within the algorithm to account for links for which we had no failure notification (in one of these cases, the missing link was indeed a result of the interface having been operationally shut down before the failure).

We tested SCORE on a second, previously identified failure scenario impacted by a SRLG database error (Fiber span A in Table IV.2). Again, the SCORE system was unable to identify a single SRLG as being the culprit even as the thresh-
old was lowered, because no SRLG in the database contained all of the circuits reporting the fault. So, again, a database error was highlighted by the inability of the system to correlate the failure to a single SRLG.

The final case that we evaluated involved a low-level protocol implementation problem (i.e., software bug) that impacted a number of links within a common OSPF area, labeled OSPF Area A in Table IV.2. This scenario occurred over an extended period of time, during which three other independent failures were simultaneously observed in other areas. When SCORE used a threshold of 1.0, it attributed the failure to 20 independent SRLG failures—a large number even for the extended period of time. As the threshold was reduced to a final value of 0.7, the event was isolated to four individual SRLGs: three SRLGs in other OSPF areas (corresponding to the other independent failures) and the OSPF area in question. Thus, the SCORE algorithm was correctly able to identify that the event corresponded to a common OSPF area.

More investigation into the matter uncovered that the reason why not all links in the OSPF area were impacted was that only those interfaces that were currently MPLS-enabled were affected. Thus, an additional SRLG was added to or database that incorporated the interfaces with MPLS in a given area; application of this enhanced SRLG database successfully localized all of the SRLGs impacted by the four simultaneous failures with a threshold of 1.0.

In general, any level of SRLG modeling can be inadequate, as there could be complicated failure scenarios not modeled a priori. Therefore, SCORE uses the error threshold in order to be robust against such inaccuracies. We also illustrated how we can continually learn new SRLGs through further analysis of new failure scenarios, thereby enhancing SRLG modeling. Of course, for these more esoteric failure scenarios, updating the SRLG models may not always be justified unless there is some likelihood that the particular failure scenario may be repeated again in the future.
IV.E.2 Localization efficiency

While the 18 faults we have studied demonstrate the ability of SCORE to correctly localize faults, they do not give an indication about the amount of reduction in the number of suspects. In this section, therefore, we evaluate SCORE using a metric we call localization efficiency, that is defined as the ratio of the number of components after localization to that before localization. In other words, it is the fraction of components that are likely to explain a particular fault (or observation) using our localization algorithm out of all the components that can cause a given fault.

Let $G_i = \{g_{i1}, g_{i2}, \cdots, g_{ik}\}$ denote the set of SRLGs to which a circuit $c_i$ belongs. Therefore, for a failure signature $F = \{c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_i\}$, the set $G = \bigcup_{k=0}^{i} G_k$, represents the universe of all SRLGs associated with at least one circuit $c_k$ in $F$. In other words, the set $G$ represents the set of all possible root causes that can potentially explain $F$. Let $H$ denote the hypothesis output by SCORE. Then, localization efficiency is given by $|H|/|G|$. 

Figure IV.9: CDF of localization efficiency out of about 3,000 real faults we have been able to localize. Note that we have not verified manually the correctness of hypothesis for these faults.
In Figure IV.9, the cumulative distribution function of the localization efficiency is shown. From the Figure IV.9, we can clearly observe that SCORE could localize faults to less than 5% for more than 40% of the failures and to less than 10% for more than 80% of the failures. We conclude that SCORE identifies likely root causes very precisely from a large set of possible causes for a given failure. We note, however, that we do not know the root cause of all 3000 faults shown here; we cannot speculate on SCOREs accuracy except for the 18 faults discussed previously.

IV.F Summary

Using the risk modeling methodology, we have developed a system that accurately localizes failures in an IP-over-optical tier-one backbone network. Given a set of IP-layer events occurring within a small time window, our heuristics pin-point the shared risk (optical device) that best explains these events. Given the harsh operational reality of maintaining complex associations between objects in the two networking layers in separate databases, we found that it is necessary to go beyond identifying the single best explanation, and, instead, to generate a set of likely explanations in order to be robust to transient database glitches.

We put forward a simple, threshold-based scheme that looks for best explanations admitting inconsistencies in the data underlying the explanations up to a given threshold. We found that not only does this increase the accuracy and robustness of fault localization, it also provides a new capability for identifying topology database problems for which we have no alternative automated means of detecting. Getting shared-risk information correct is critical to IP network design—a misidentification of a shared risk might produce a design believed to be resilient to single SRLG failure, which in fact is not. Owing to the fundamental importance of shared risk information across network operations and capacity planning, the automated database auditing capability provided by the thresholding method is
itself a significant contribution.

From an architectural perspective, however, we believe it is important to provide automated mechanisms to accurately query the cross-layer dependencies directly from the network. In Chapter VI, we qualitatively discuss the importance of cross-layer associations in major network management functions and argue that such associations should be provided as a service to many such management functions.

In the next chapter, we consider the problem of black hole localization, which is vastly different from IP fault localization. In this problem domain, the topology is huge and dynamic, thus forcing us to consider alternate algorithmic techniques to SCORE. Yet, we show that the problem can be effectively solved by applying the risk-modeling methodology.
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Chapter V

MPLS black hole localization

In this chapter, we apply the risk modeling methodology developed in Chapter III to localizing complex failure modes in current systems, known as silent failures or black holes. In contrast to the IP link failures in the previous chapter, the network fails to detect—and, therefore, is unable to recover from black holes, while packets are silently dropped in the network. Specifically, the black holes we refer to in this dissertation are in the context of VPN-over-MPLS-over-IP backbone networks, an architecture deployed by a number of tier-one ISPs. In this setting, packets belonging to customer VPNs are switched over MPLS tunnels, which themselves are established using standard IP routing protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS. A black-hole scenario can occur when the underlying IP infrastructure is operational, that is, each IP hop along the route is functioning properly, but the corresponding MPLS tunnel fails to deliver packets. We are particularly interested in cases where a black hole is silent in nature, with no router alarm indicating that the MPLS tunnel is actually broken.

Black holes have a variety of causes, ranging from delayed routing protocol convergence to mis-configurations to bugs in individual router implementations. While backbone networks are generally able to address each cause after an incident occurs (i.e., by asking the vendor to fix the bug), experience shows there is always another bug. Due to the ever-increasing complexity of router-control software, it
is highly unlikely that they will ever disappear entirely. While such silent failures are rare, they can have a large and egregious impact; in many cases, a complete loss in VPN connectivity results in a significant financial damage to both the ISP as well as the customer. These failures are extremely time-consuming to localize (order of hours to days) because there are no alerts/alarms to guide operators to the location of the failure. Hence, from an operational stand-point, it is imperative to design a mechanism that can quickly detect such failures, and, moreover localize the root cause of the failure.

Luckily, most tier-one ISPs already conduct a significant amount of active probing within their networks to provide SLAs. In this chapter, therefore, we describe a black hole detection system that uses these end-to-end probes to detect the presence of black holes. Further, we show the efficacy of a system we designed based on the risk-modeling methodology in Chapter III to localize black holes. In particular, we analyze three known black holes in a tier-one backbone network. We show that, had our localization system been in place at the time of the failures, they would have taken considerably less time to detect and localize. In order to validate our methodology further, we collect probe data resulting from a large number of (less serious) network events (e.g., routing changes) that are usually logged by routers in syslogs. By definition, such failures are not silent in nature, but this approach gives us a reasonably large—albeit non-random—set of cases to test our technique. Note that the majority of these events are very short-term, which makes them hard to detect and localize using active probing mechanisms. Even with this challenging data set, we find that our technique is highly successful in localizing the problems; we achieve greater than 80% accuracy and 80% precision across a wide range of failure scenarios.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the silent failure problem, our approach to detect and localize them, and finally the system architecture in the next section (Section V.A). We evaluate the system using simulations in Section V.B and using real failure data from a
tier-one ISP network in Section V.C followed by related work in Section V.D and a summary in Section V.E.

V.A Silent network failures

As mentioned before in Chapter II, many customer VPNs are overlaid on top of MPLS tunnels between various provider-edge routers within an ISP network. Moreover, MPLS tunnels are often configured to route along the underlying shortest path between end points as dictated by the IGPs such as OSPF and IS-IS. Given the cross-layer dependency between MPLS and IGPs, any topology change at the IP layer, either due to IP link weight changes or link failures, automatically triggers rerouting at MPLS layer along the new IGP shortest paths. This signaling across layers allows the MPLS layer to automatically heal around the failure, thus providing a first line of defense against link failures.

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that this first line of defense always succeeds. For example, one failure scenario that has been observed in practice is when OSPF re-routes due to a problem on a link but MPLS does not re-route. In such cases, MPLS forwarding table entries are not updated to reflect the link failure; many MPLS tunnels continue to have the failed link as the next hop in the forwarding table. Therefore, the forwarding element within the router continues to switch MPLS packets to the old interface (that is currently down), which are subsequently dropped by the interface hardware, thus resulting in a black hole. In other failure instances, the MPLS control plane is working properly (hence, no alarm), yet there is corruption in the forwarding elements due to bugs in the implementation and/or configuration errors. Many other subtle failure scenarios at the MPLS layer can be found in [30]. While router vendors continue to develop work-arounds to deal with such failure scenarios, it is unlikely such problems are going to disappear completely.

Given that routers do not automatically detect and alarm on black holes,
network operators typically rely on a fault detection system that uses an end-to-end approach [76] to detect black holes. Edge routers or special measurement servers connecting to them issue probes periodically that test connectivity to other edge routers and report failures when probe packets are not acknowledged by their destination. While these end-to-end probes detect black holes, they do not determine the exact location of the failure, which is required by the operator to fix the problem and recover traffic. Thus, both fault detection and fault localization are important steps that need to be performed before operators can recover the network from silent failures.

The key idea we use for black-hole localization is risk modeling as discussed in Chapter III. A detection system based on active probes identifies the set of origin-destination pairs (OD-pairs) impacted by a black hole in the network. It then forms the failure signature by clustering together OD-pairs that are temporally correlated. The OD-pairs in the failure signature are then spatially correlated by the localization algorithm to locate shared links along the paths. For example, in Figure V.1, nodes A through F form the edge nodes that are connected via intermediate nodes G and H. Nodes A to F are being monitored using the active measurement mechanism described earlier. If the set of paths A-G-H-D, F-G-H-C,
B-G-H-E all fail in the same time interval (temporally correlated failures), spatial correlation leads to the link that is common to all these paths—the link from G to H.

In contrast to IP-layer faults, where traffic itself is often not impacted because routers can re-route traffic around the link failure, black holes result in many customer VPNs disconnected for extended periods of time, before operators can detect, localize and recover traffic. Operational experience shows that the total customer down-time is dominated primarily by the detection and localization step; once the problem is localized, it can often be quickly recovered (e.g., by rebooting the interface). In many cases, the actual repair can be completed off-line. The rest of this section formally describes the problem and explains the detection and localization steps in more detail.

V.A.1 Problem formulation

We consider a graph $G = \{V, E\}$ with vertex set $V$ and edge set $E$ that corresponds to the topology of the network. Denote $A$ as the subset of the vertices, $A \subseteq V$, whose connectivity to each other we are interested in monitoring. In essence, these vertices represent the MPLS tunnel end points, between which black holes can occur. On this graph, between every origin $u$ and destination $v$, $(u, v \in A)$, there exists a set of paths $P_{uv} \subseteq P$, where $P$ is the set of all paths between every OD-pair, that correspond to the IGP shortest paths between $u$ and $v$. In real networks, $P$ varies with time with topology changes.

In our failure model, we assume that a path $p \in P$ fails if any of the links $l_{i1}, l_{i2}, ..., l_{ik} \in E$ on that path fail, because the connectivity of a given path is directly dependent on only the links along that path. Conversely, if any edge fails, all the paths $p_i \in P$ that contain the edge fail. Given an input failure signature $F$ consisting of a set of OD-pairs $(u, v) \in F$, the problem is to identify a hypothesis $H = \{l_{j1}, l_{j2}, ..., l_{jm}\} \in E$, consisting of all the candidate links that can explain the given failure signature $F$, and also matches the ground truth as much as possible.
Similar to the IP fault localization problem, we reduce the black-hole localization problem to the formulation in Chapter III. At first glance, this reduction seems straightforward; the symptoms comprise the OD-pairs that have lost connectivity and individual links along the path(s) between a given OD-pair correspond to the root causes. However, in contrast to the IP fault localization problem, there are a few additional issues such as dealing with multiple paths between OD-pairs, incomplete failure signatures and so on, that need to be taken into account for the reduction. We discuss these issues individually in the context of fault detection, construction of the risk model and fault localization algorithm, in the following subsections.

V.A.2 Fault detection

The goal of the fault detection system is to detect any black hole condition in the network that effects traffic between various OD-pairs. The monitoring system, therefore, injects end-to-end MPLS bi-directional probes periodically between all OD-pairs of interest. If probes do not get back to the origin within a certain timeout, the system determines that the probe has been lost between this OD-pair. The system forms the failure signature consisting of the OD-pairs between which probes are lost.

In practice, many equal-cost IGP paths can potentially exist between a given OD-pair, typically referred to as equal cost multi-path (ECMP) [37]. In such cases, the router splits traffic based on a hash of certain packet header fields such as source and destination IP addresses. Even if one path experiences a black hole, that would result in disconnecting some of the customer VPNs that traverse that particular MPLS path. While operators are, therefore, interested in monitoring all the paths, probes only monitor a single path between a given OD-pair. Depending on whether the packet exercised the failed path, the probe may or may not detect that a given OD-pair is black holed. Thus, the fault detection system inherently detects only partial failure signatures during black holes.
Of course, one could send multiple probes with varying header fields (typically source or destination IP addresses), so that different packets potentially hash to different routes. A sufficient number of such probes can exercise all paths that exist. However, this approach increases the probe bandwidth in the network besides requiring extra administrative effort in maintaining multiple IP addresses per router.

Another reason for partial failure signatures stems from the low frequency of probes. In order for a probe to observe a black hole, it needs to be transmitted within the duration of the black hole; of course, if the black hole remains persistent, eventually all probes will observe it. So, depending on the duration of the black hole and the timing of the probes, the set of lost probes may or may not contain all the OD-pairs really affected by the black hole.

Black holes cause every packet to be dropped at the failed interface, including the probe packets. However, a lost probe does not necessarily mean the presence of a black hole; probes can be dropped because of non-black-hole reasons as well, such as routing loops or congestion in the network, which cause transient packet losses in the network or in short, noise. Noise can, in many situations, be thought of as a result of link(s) that drop packets with some probability for a very short duration of time. Thus, the set of lost probes during a black hole can include both due to the black hole as well as noise. Since the fault detection system cannot differentiate between black holes and other transient failures, the failure signature typically consists of a mix of both signatures.

We now present a formal description of the fault detection mechanism. Define the true link failure signature $F_l(t)$ as the complete set of OD-pairs that would be impacted as a result of a failure of link $l$ at time $t$. In other words, if any path $p \in P_u^v$ contains a link $l$ at time $t$, then the OD-pair $(u, v) \in F_l(t)$. Note that a link failure signature’s dependence on time is the result of flux in topology either due to operational maintenance activities or previous link failures.

Next, we define an aggregate true failure signature $\Phi(t)$ at any time instant
Figure V.2: The aggregate failure signature, $\Phi(t)$, changes as a result of overlapping failures. The shaded boxes indicate the portion of the failure that we detect using active measurement.

$t$ as the union of all true link failure signatures of links that are in a failed condition (i.e., the link drops all packets) at time $t$. In Figure V.2, we show pictorially how the aggregate failure signature $\Phi(t)$ can increase as the number of overlapping failures increases. In the Figure, we can observe that $\Phi(t)$ is in fact a piece-wise constant function, with each piece indicating a given set of links that have failed in that time interval. Therefore, as a new link is added to the actual failure set, the number of tunnels that are dependent on the new link are added to $\Phi(t)$, thus increasing it’s overall size. Similarly, as the failed link becomes functional again, the set of associated tunnels are removed resulting in a decrease in the size of $\Phi(t)$. When there are no more active failures, $\Phi(t)$ reduces to the null set.

Although, ideally, we would like to obtain the entire $\Phi(t)$ at every instant of time, it is often not practical since item the number of probes we can transmit through the network is constrained by CPU and bandwidth resources. Instead, the detection system captures only a subset of $\Phi(t)$ using active probes, both because the probes are at lower frequency as well as because of the multi-path
effects. Therefore, the *measured failure signature* \( \phi(t) \) is the part of the aggregate true failure signature at time \( t \). In Figure V.2, the measured failure signature, as shown in the shaded boxes, is a subset of the aggregate true failure signature.

Note that the detection system only outputs a stream of probe losses during the failure. In order to form the measured failure signature, we need to devise a mechanism to group together probes that are lost due to the same root cause. However, given that multiple link failure signatures can overlap, it is not straightforward to separate them apart directly. One possible option is to use a similar clustering algorithm to that in IP fault localization (in Section IV.C.5), in which a continuous chain of events separated in time by less than a threshold are clustered together. While such a clustering algorithm worked well for IP faults, it holds less promise in this domain because of noisy probe losses that happen on a continuous basis in the network. Thus, if we apply the clustering algorithm above, there will always be some probe loss due to noise that will occur within a time less than the threshold, thus getting added to the cluster. In effect, every probe loss could potentially get clustered together, even those that are totally unrelated, thus defeating the purpose of clustering and complicating the localization step.

Therefore, we instead divide time into equal-size bins of, say, 15 minutes and consider the set of probe losses within the bin to form the measured failure signature that is subject to localization. Note that this approach still does not guarantee that individual link failure signatures are extracted. Indeed, the onus still remains on the localization algorithm to produce meaningful hypothesis with overlapping failure signatures. Clearly, either a given signature is completely within the time bin, or the signature straddles bin boundaries. In either case, at least half of the signature ends up becoming part of either of the two bins. As we shall show later in Section V.B, in many cases, a reasonable fraction (>10%) of the failure signature is enough for the localization algorithm to disambiguate the root causes. Thus, binning works fine for forming failure signatures. Next, we discuss how to construct the necessary risk model.
V.A.3 Risk model construction

As mentioned before, it is plausible to construct the risk model in a similar fashion to the IP fault localization problem. There are a few additional challenges, however. The first challenge is to determine the dependencies between the OD-pairs representing MPLS tunnels (symptoms) and the root causes of black holes (i.e., links). Because MPLS tunnels follow IGP shortest paths under normal conditions, we can use links along these shortest paths as root causes that can affect the particular tunnel. In order to obtain the shortest paths, we rely on an OSPF monitor [79] to passively record the link-state advertisements and compute shortest paths between every pair of nodes in the network. However, due to the dynamic nature of this topology, there could be many different topology snapshots during the particular failure interval. Unfortunately, it is not known a priori which topology contains the location of the fault. Therefore, the fault localization algorithm needs to consider multiple risk models using different topology snapshots.

The second challenge involves cases when multiple shortest paths exist between two end points. Unfortunately, since it is not possible to determine the exact path, we take a conservative stance and include the union of all links that belong to every possible shortest path between the OD-pair as possible root causes associated with the symptom.

V.A.4 Fault localization

Using the bipartite risk model and the detected failure signature, the fault-localization algorithm outputs an appropriate hypothesis that explains all the observed symptoms. While our localization engine is similar in spirit to SCORE (and more generally to the greedy approach explained in Chapter III), there are several key differences in our problem domain that prevent using either SCORE’s greedy approximation to the set cover problem or even the Bayesian approaches in [45, 86]:
• **Lack of complete information.** In the problem domains considered previously, the failure signature consists of all impacted IP links. Due to our active measurement methodology, we are unlikely to collect the full set of impaired links, leading to a partial failure signature in many transient black-hole scenarios. Hence, algorithms that rely on the assumption that the lack of reported failure on a particular path implies that all the constituent links are good are not appropriate for our scenarios.

• **Noisy failure data.** A second major difference is the presence of noise that can bias localization towards large hypotheses with quite a few spurious candidates. We address this problem by subjecting the output of the localization algorithm to additional filtering described in Section V.A.5.

• **Scale.** The topology is much larger (in terms of the number of end-to-end paths) and dynamic in nature; calculating paths on-the-fly between all OD-pairs for computing the appropriate risk model for localization of every fault is impractically time consuming. This reality forces us to again deviate from algorithms that require considering all OD-pairs during diagnosis. We restrict ourselves only to the set of OD-pairs that indeed failed.

• **Redundant paths.** Finally, there can be multiple paths between an OD-pair due to equal cost multi-path—a scenario that does not exist in the earlier IP fault localization problem studied in Chapter IV. As we mentioned before, we address this problem by considering the union of all the paths between a given OD-pair at the instant of the failure. We will show that this approximation, while conservative, works well in practice.

Our localization algorithm called MAX-COVERAGE is derived from the same basic greedy approach defined in Algorithm 1 that we used for SCORE. The only place where it differs from the SCORE algorithm is in the two black-box routines left undefined in the original GREEDY in Algorithm 1—`calculateMetrics()`
Algorithm 4 calculateMetrics(rootCauseVector R, failureSignature F)
1: for (rootcause r ∈ R) do
2:   for (symptom s ∈ F) do
3:     if (checkAssociation(r, s)) then
4:       r.coverage ++;
5:     end if
6:   end for
7: end for

Algorithm 5 selectCandidates(rootCauseSet R)
1: max = 0;
2: candidateSet = {}
3: for (rootcause r ∈ R) do
4:   if (r.coverage > max) then
5:     max = r.coverage;
6:     candidateSet = {r};
7:   else if (r.coverage == max) then
8:     candidateSet = candidateSet ∪ {r};
9:   end if
10: end for
11: return candidateSet;

and selectCandidates(), which are defined for MAX-COVERAGE in Algorithms 4 and 5 respectively. MAX-COVERAGE iteratively picks the root cause (link) that explains the most number of symptoms in the failure signature, prunes this set of events from the failure signature and repeats the process until no more events remain in the failure signature. Therefore, for each root cause, the routine calculateMetrics() associates the number of symptoms in the failure signature explained with that particular root cause as the metric for ranking. Note that the checkAssociation() routine checks whether the a given symptom is associated
with a given root cause according to the risk model. MAX-COVERAGE is biased in favor of link(s) that explain the most symptoms in the failure signature. The routine `selectCandidates()`, therefore, picks those candidate links have the highest value of the metric computed earlier. The rest of the steps proceed similar to the basic GREEDY in Algorithm 1.

V.A.5 Additional issues

From the network operator stand point, we need to address two additional issues. First, the core localization algorithm MAX-COVERAGE outputs a hypothesis given a topology and a failure signature. However, routing changes during the time interval of interest can result in multiple topologies that must be accounted for. In order to localize failures in such scenarios, we need to use the route before and after each routing change. If multiple route changes occur within a failure interval, applying different topologies results in different hypotheses for the same failure signature. Hence, we need a mechanism to combine all these hypotheses into one that the network operator can use for localization. Second, MAX-COVERAGE generates an explanation for every observation in the failure signature, even those due to noise, thus resulting in an unnecessarily large hypothesis making it cumbersome to the operator. We need a mechanism to reduce the size of the hypothesis further so that the system is more effective and usable to the network operator.

To address these issues, we first generate multiple hypotheses for a given failure signature using all the available topology snapshots obtained from the OSPF monitor in the failure interval, and apply the following two algorithms in sequence to output the final hypothesis:

- *A hypothesis selection algorithm* for selecting a hypothesis across different topology snapshots; and

- *A candidate selection algorithm* for selecting candidate links within the hy-
hypothesis (based on the contribution of each failure in the hypothesis to the observation set) to deal with noise.

A hypothesis selection algorithm that has access to the ground truth (we call it ORACLE) can easily pick the best hypothesis that is closest to the truth. In practice, however, we do not have access to the ground truth, and hence ORACLE is not an algorithm we can implement in practice. Thus, we need an online approximation to ORACLE that can select the best possible hypothesis among seemingly plausible competing hypotheses. One such algorithm we found to be a good approximation is UNION (shown later in Section V.C.3), that computes the union of all the hypotheses with different topology snapshots.

For candidate selection, a natural choice is to use a threshold. We can use one of two standard types of thresholds—absolute and relative—to filter out candidates due to noise. We can use an absolute threshold to pick those candidate links that explain greater than a threshold number of events in the failure signature. On the other hand, using a relative threshold, we can pick candidates that explain greater than a particular fraction of all the events within the failure signature. In general, either of these thresholding mechanisms work fine. We, therefore, arbitrarily chose to use an absolute threshold to filter out candidates that explain observations less than the threshold. Putting all these components together, the overall system architecture is explained next.

V.A.6 System architecture

In Figure V.3, we show the complete data flow in the fault localization system. Each edge router issues probes to \((n - 1)\) (\(n\) is the total number of routers) other destinations and report the probes that get lost to the monitoring server. The monitoring server invokes the localization algorithm with the failure signature obtained from the detection system and obtains hypothesis corresponding to each topology snapshot for that failure interval. The topology snapshots themselves are constructed from link-state advertisements obtained from the OSPF monitor. It
Figure V.3: System architecture

then uses the hypothesis selection algorithm followed by the candidate selection algorithm to output the final hypothesis that the operator uses to perform further diagnosis. In the next few sections, we evaluate this system using both simulation and offline analysis of real failure data, similar to the evaluation in IP fault localization.

V.A.7 Challenges with real-time tools

One more level of complexity is introduced when tools operate in real time with streaming symptoms arriving in real time. For offline data, clearly demarcating failure boundaries is relatively easier as compared to streaming data, because of the dilemma that the tool has to face—whether to wait for more symptoms or to proceed with what it has. We solve this using the following techniques.
• *Maintaining history:* We maintain a small amount of history consisting of symptoms that belong to the last cluster of events. As new events arrive, we determine whether to add these events to the last cluster or to start a new cluster.

• *Incremental hypothesis:* We generate incremental hypothesis with symptoms collected thus far. As new symptoms arrive, we check whether the new symptoms belong to the same cluster as the history. If they do, the hypothesis is refined with new evidence by re-running the algorithm with the larger cluster.

• *Sampling:* Sometimes, the number of symptoms could be too large to generate a quick diagnosis. For example, during black holes, we have observed as many as five thousand symptoms, for which calculating paths on-the-fly for all these failed probes is difficult. So, we reduce the size of the failure signature by randomly picking symptoms to feed the localization algorithm.

While we have built this real-time version of the tool, for our evaluation with real failure data, we operate the tool in an offline fashion.

V.B Simulation results

To evaluate the performance of the detection and localization system, the output of the localization algorithm needs to be compared against the ground truth. Often, however, such ground truth for many failure scenarios is hard to obtain. Therefore, we built a simulator that can inject artificial failures that mimic real-life failure scenarios, and compare the output of the algorithm with the injected failures using the metrics—accuracy and precision.

V.B.1 Metrics for comparison

*Accuracy* is the fraction of elements in ground truth $G$ also contained in the hypothesis $H$, or $|G \cap H|/|G|$. If $G$ is a proper subset of $H$, then the accuracy
is 1. This metric alone can not capture the efficacy of the localization algorithm, however. For example, if we design an algorithm that always outputs $U$ where $U$ is the universal set of elements, then $G \subseteq U$ by definition, thus always leading to an accuracy of 1. Such an algorithm obviously is not very useful in practice.

Therefore, we define another metric called \textit{precision} that quantifies the size of the hypothesis in relation to the ground truth. It is defined as the fraction of elements in the hypothesis that are also present in the ground truth or $|G \cap H|/|H|$. In effect, precision captures the amount of truth in the hypothesis. For example, a precision of 0.9 would imply that the 90% of the elements in the hypothesis match the ground truth.

High accuracy in a localization system means few false negatives, and high precision implies few false positives. Typically, most algorithms tend to trade one metric for the other depending on how conservative or aggressive the algorithm is. A conservative algorithm tends to include all the possibilities in order to achieve better accuracy while losing precision, while an aggressive algorithm includes only the significant ones thus gaining precision while somewhat sacrificing accuracy. Our goal is to ensure that both these metrics are within reasonable bounds.

V.B.2 Simulation methodology

In this subsection, we discuss the architecture of our simulator before we proceed to the simulation results. The essential ingredients of our simulator include:

1. \textit{Topology}. In order to produce observations that are similar to that of the real-life fault observations, the simulator needs a topology model. Since topology is an important component in evaluating the efficacy of any heuristic or algorithm, we decided to use real topology data. We used a section of a real tier-one ISP backbone network that is MPLS switched.
2. **Failure model.** In our failure model, each link failure is characterized by three parameters—the start time of the failure, duration and finally, the nature of failure (soft or hard). Typically, black holes are hard failures, so, every packet that traverses the black-holing interface is dropped. On the other hand, soft failures are used to model any type of transient probe losses, and thus, packets are dropped with some configured probability.

3. **Detection model.** For detection, our simulator can generate a failure signature in one of two ways. First, the simulator can generate individual probes between all the OD-pairs, and for each link along one particular path, fail the probe if the link is in failed condition according to the failure model. It can also directly generate a random fraction of the true failure signature, and output it as the failure signature. While either of the two approaches work just as well, in our experiments, we mainly used the random fraction approach.

4. **Noise model.** Real networks are noisy. So, spurious packet losses in the network can get mixed with the actual failure signatures. The simulator is equipped with modeling noise events according to many different models. For example, the simulator generates random noise by failing probes that belong to a random set of OD-pairs. Noise can alternatively be modeled as a set of link failures with extremely short duration, so only a few OD-pairs are affected depending on when the probe traverses that particular link failure. We call this type as structured noise.

The simulator provides a realistic environment in which to evaluate detection models and diagnosis algorithms. We simulated mainly three different scenarios: without any noise, with random noise, and with structured noise. The scenarios without any noise, while unrealistic, determine an upper bound on the accuracy of the algorithm. Random noise simulates failure scenarios where the failure signature is mixed with spurious probe losses in the network. In our sim-
ulations, we added a random number of spurious observations with an average of 80 per failure. We arrived at the number 80 based on our experience with real data. Structured noise, on the other hand, models scenarios where failures of short duration overlap with the main failure(s) and appear as noise. As an arbitrary starting point, we generated structured noise by failing five links at random for five seconds; the simulated “real” faults last for 60 seconds.

For each of these experiments, the following steps were used to obtain a failure scenario and then identify the corresponding $\phi(t)$.

- For $k$ overlapping failures, pick $k$ links at random from the link set to form the true failure scenario. We vary $k$ from one to five in our experiments. This forms the ground-truth set.

- Assign a random start time to each of these failures, such that all these failures are contained within the 90 second bin. Of course, the duration of the outage has been fixed at 60 seconds for the main failures of interest.

- Compute the failure signature for every change point depending on the start and end times of the link failure. For example, if a link A fails in the interval $(s_1, e_1)$, and B in the interval $(s_2, e_2)$ and that $s_1 < s_2 < e_1$. Then, \( \Phi(t) \) is a piece-wise constant function (similar to Figure V.2), so, between $s_1$ and $s_2$, \( \Phi(t) \) consists of only the failure signature of A. On the other hand, \( \Phi(t) \) consists of the union of failure signatures of A and B between $s_2$ and $e_1$, since both failures are active during this interval. In case we simulate structured noise, we add these short outages into the failure signature \( \Phi(t) \).

- We simulate ECMP by making the reverse mapping from a given link to its failure set, probabilistic, depending on the number of paths between a given origin and a destination that contain A. For example, if a link is present on half of the multiple paths between a given OD-pair, then the OD-pair belongs to the failure signature of A with probability 0.5.
• In each piece-wise constant interval, each OD-pair from \( \Phi(t) \) is added to \( \phi(t) \) with a probability \( \alpha/60 \cdot d \), where \( d \) is the duration of that interval and \( \alpha \) is the target fraction of the signature we would like to obtain.

• If we are simulating random noise events, we picked random OD-pairs and added them to the \( \phi(t) \) to obtain our measured failure signature.

• The localization algorithm is run on this measured signature \( \phi(t) \) to obtain a hypothesis.

• The hypothesis matched the ground truth if each of the links in the ground truth is also present in the hypothesis. The accuracy of the localization algorithm is the percentage of number of failure scenarios for which the ground truth matched the hypothesis. For the purposes of evaluating accuracy, we do not consider any noise events (both structured and random).

V.B.3 Accuracy of the localization algorithm

We measured the average accuracy as a function of the fraction of signature, \( \alpha \) for varying number of simultaneous failures and for the three different types of failure scenarios. In simulations with no noise (shown in Figure V.4(a)), we can observe that the average accuracy is well above 90% even with five simultaneous failures and only 1% of the failure signature. Intuitively, this fact is because the groups of OD-pairs that form the failure signature for each link are large; hence, even a small fraction can create a sample of observations that can uniquely identify the injected failure.

When random noise is introduced into the failure signature (shown in Figure V.4(b)), we can observe that the accuracy is reduced. In particular, lower fractions of the failure signatures are much more susceptible to noise than the higher ones. For example, at \( \alpha = 0.01 \), the average accuracy is only 60%, while it reaches 90% at \( \alpha = 0.16 \). This phenomenon is because at smaller fractions of the failure signature, there is a higher chance that the spurious observations can morph
Figure V.4: Accuracy of MAX-COVERAGE for different number of simultaneous failures under no noise, random and structured noise scenarios. The y-axis is the average accuracy measured over 500 random failure scenarios.
the failure signature of one shared risk into another. Since our algorithm tries to identify risk groups with highest coverage first, it is likely that the original failure signature and the noise will add up to a stronger candidate risk group different from the injected failure.

With structured noise (in Figure V.4(c)), we observe a similar, although less pronounced, phenomenon. The accuracy dips a little compared to the case when there is no noise but is higher than with random noise. The reason is as follows. Since noise is more structured in this case, the resultant failure signature is a composition of $\alpha$ fraction of the original failure signature and $\alpha \times \beta$ fraction of the five noise links, where $\beta$ is the ratio of the failure durations of the noise and the original failure ($\beta = 5/60$ in our simulations). Since even a small $\alpha$ is enough to achieve high accuracy even for five simultaneous failures with no noise, we achieve high accuracy for the structured noise case.

V.B.4 Precision of the localization algorithm

Along with the accuracy, we also evaluated the precision of the localization algorithm—the fraction of truth in the hypothesis—with varying signature fraction $\alpha$. Without noise in Figure V.5(a), the algorithm enjoys extremely high precision, especially when $\alpha > 0.16$. Precision drops with lower values of $\alpha$ since the failure signature is not strong enough to distinguish between multiple contending risk groups. We also observe that the precision, similar to accuracy, is higher for scenarios with one failure than those with five. Lower accuracy implies that part of the ground truth is not present in the hypothesis, which in turn means that the hypothesis might contain additional candidates not part of the ground truth (i.e., lower precision) to cover all observations, thus leading to lower precision.

In the presence of noise, we only considered the injected faults as part of the ground truth and not the noise itself. Thus the localization precision is expected to be much lower as the algorithm tries to cover all observations including those caused by noise, which in turn leads to a larger hypothesis. We can observe
Figure V.5: Precision of MAX-COVERAGE for different number of simultaneous failures under no noise, random and structured noise scenarios. The y-axis is the average precision measured over 500 random link failure scenarios.
this trend for both the random (in Figure V.5(b)) and structured noise (in Figure V.5(c)) scenarios. For the structured noise, though, the precision is higher than that of random noise; fewer risk groups are required to cover the small fraction of structured noise introduced.

We also observe that the precision is higher for five failures than one in both noisy scenarios, while the opposite is true without noise. The reason for this phenomenon is straightforward: Since the amount of added noise remains constant across the varying number of simultaneous failures, the number of spurious observations and, therefore, the additional risk groups required to cover them remains similar in all cases. The amount of truth, however, increases linearly with the number of simultaneous failures injected, thereby increasing the overall precision.

V.B.5 Candidate selection algorithm to improve precision

Fortunately, we can improve the precision without significantly decreasing the accuracy by applying the candidate selection algorithm described in Section ??.

In Figures Figure V.6(a) and Figure V.6(b), we plot the accuracy and precision obtained after applying the candidate selection algorithm for different absolute thresholds. For this experiment, we fixed the fraction of the failure signature to 0.16, which is still very low.

Eliminating candidate links from the hypothesis that were less than the threshold improves precision significantly until a threshold of about 25, after which the decrease in accuracy out-weighs the additional benefit obtained by increasing the threshold. The optimum threshold varies depending on the specifics of the topology and fault detection system, and should be derived empirically for a given deployment.
Figure V.6: Accuracy and precision of the candidate selection algorithm when we change the threshold. For these graphs, we fixed the fraction of the failure signature to 0.16 and varied the threshold.
Table V.1: Features of the MPLS fault monitoring system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>MPFM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topology</td>
<td>Core and outside backbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of routers</td>
<td>100s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe distribution</td>
<td>Periodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe frequency</td>
<td>1 per minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer of the probes</td>
<td>MPLS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.C Experience with real failure data

In addition to the simulations, we also collect failure data from an MPLS fault monitoring (MPFM) system that monitors a section of a real MPLS-switched tier-one ISP backbone network. The MPFM system monitors MPLS tunnels that originate from a subset of edge routers in the backbone, traversing the backbone and finally terminating at other edge routers. Since the MPLS tunnels are established and maintained using the underlying IP topology (through OSPF), any IP-layer failure can impact the MPLS tunnels above the IP layer. The topology consists of a few hundred routers and the probes are transmitted at a periodic rate of one every minute, as shown in Table V.1.

The goal of our evaluation is to stress test our system; we consider every probe loss as part of the failure signature, including those due to noise. Note, however, that this does not bias the accuracy of our tool since we do not include the root causes of the noise (which we do not know anyway) in our ground truth. This however affects precision since the tool attempts to explain all symptoms including those due to noise. In the production version of the tool, we are mainly interested in characterizing large failures, thus noise can be reduced by considering only those OD-pairs with more than a threshold number of dropped probes.

V.C.1 Ground truth

In order to evaluate the efficacy of our fault localization system, we need access to ground truth for the failures. We performed our analysis in two parts—
automated and manual. Automated analysis allows us to study the efficacy of our system over a large number of failures. Unfortunately, for silent failures, there is no automated way to compare our hypothesis with ground truth, since the fault monitoring data does not contain any alarm to correlate with. For such failures, we relied on operator tickets that indicate the root cause of the failure obtained through manual diagnosis. Silent failures are relatively rare in practice, however. So, in order to test our system thoroughly, we relied on various types of non-silent failures for which we extracted ground truth from three data sources—OSPF link-state advertisements (LSAs), syslogs and SNMP data.

The set of OSPF LSAs obtained through the OSPF monitor indicates which IP link has been announced/withdrawn from the topology. Certain LSAs also contain OSPF weight changes that can trigger shortest-path computation, causing routing changes in the network. During many routing events in the network, the topology is unstable for a short period and probes can get dropped. For such routing incidents, we compare the hypothesis generated by our algorithm with LSAs corresponding to the routing events.

In the core backbone network, many IP links are in fact bundling of many member interfaces known as composite links [9]. The router typically load balances the packets among these multiple interfaces. Individual member failures within the composite links cause probes that are transmitted on that member to be dropped until the router re-balances the traffic onto other members. Since the composite link is active, such failures do not cause OSPF LSAs, but appear in router syslogs. We, therefore, used syslogs to obtain information regarding these failures. In conditions of high link utilization, such as during failures or during maintenance, links can experience heavy packet loss, and therefore, can cause end-to-end probes to get dropped along these links; such congestion events are found in SNMP measurements.

Note that the ground truth obtained through these data sets is only approximate, as there can be instances when a link failure is reported in the ground
truth but the event does not impact traffic forwarding. In these cases, the failure signature will not contain any OD-pairs that are impacted by the spurious LSA or syslog message. Thus, the natural comparison with our hypothesis (namely, requiring that the ground truth be wholly contained in the hypothesis) is obviously unfair. As a relaxation from this strict accuracy metric (which we refer to as ALL), we define a more conservative accuracy metric called ATLEAST_ONE in which accuracy is defined to be 1 if at least one of the links in the ground truth is contained in the hypothesis and 0 otherwise. The real accuracy of our system lies between the ALL and ATLEAST_ONE metrics.

Now, we present the evaluation results using the methodology outlined in the previous section. Our results are in four phases: First, we evaluate the different candidate selection followed by the hypothesis selection algorithms. Third, we divide the failures in several categories and compare the performance of our localization algorithm for these different failure scenarios. Finally, we outline our experience in localizing real MPLS black-hole scenarios in the network.

V.C.2 Candidate selection algorithm

In Figures Figure V.7(a) and Figure V.7(b), we plot accuracy using both the ALL and ATLEAST_ONE metrics and precision of localization. For this experiment, we picked the hypothesis with best accuracy among those with different topology snapshots, i.e., ORACLE. On the x-axis, we vary the cardinality of the failure signature (number of observations) from 50 all the way up to 1000 observations in steps of 50. On the y-axis, the average accuracy/precision corresponding to all failure intervals that have at least x observations is shown. In effect, these figures show the trend in the accuracy/precision as the failures impact more and more OD-pairs.

Several conclusions can be drawn. First, the number of failure intervals reduces exponentially from about 600 bins with more than 50 observations to about 20 bins with more than 1000 observations (not shown). This is expected,
(a) Accuracy with ATLEAST\_ONE, (above) and ALL (below) metrics, assuming the correct topology is known.

(b) Precision, again assuming the correct topology is known.

Figure V.7: Accuracy and precision for the MAX\_COVERAGE algorithm on real failures from a tier-one ISP, assuming the correct topology snapshot is known.
since the number of large failures is typically much smaller than the number of small failures. Overall, we obtained accuracy and precision of about 80% when considering failures with more than 150 observations. Second, the accuracy and precision of localization increase as the failure size increases initially from 50 to 150 observations. However, it decreases slightly after that but is inconclusive as the number of failure intervals is too small to have statistical significance. Larger failure signatures can indicate one of three things, assuming noise in the network remains the same across all failures. First, the fraction of the failure signature captured could be higher, i.e., the failure lasted for a larger duration. Second, the failure might have impacted many OD-pairs in the network, thus the failure occurred on a popular link that lies on many paths. Finally, there could have been many simultaneous failures, the likelihood of which is not insignificant due to router maintenance events. For the first two cases, it is not surprising that our fault localization algorithm performs well, as larger signature fraction means larger accuracy verified using simulations. For the final case, since we use the ATLEAST.ONE metric, there is a strong chance that at least one of the root causes is in our hypothesis. In fact, accuracy using ALL metric is about 40% less than the ATLEAST.ONE metric, both due to the approximate nature of our ground truth as well as the presence of many simultaneous failures in ground truth.

Third, a threshold of 30 that selects candidate links in the hypothesis that cover at least 30 observations seems to represent a good trade off between accuracy and precision. Below this threshold, the precision is significantly lower while accuracy is only slightly higher. Increasing the candidate selection threshold beyond 30 leads to a marginal decrease in the average accuracy, while precision does not improve any further.

V.C.3 Hypothesis selection algorithm

As mentioned earlier, for hypothesis selection algorithm, we use the UNION algorithm which outputs the union of all hypotheses corresponding to
Figure V.8: Precision as a function of threshold on the x-axis, both assuming the correct topology and using the UNION heuristic. The upper two curves include all the failure intervals, while the bottom two curves only include those failures that had more than one topology snapshot in that interval.

various topology snapshots during the failure interval. Because UNION includes the links from all the hypotheses, it cannot cause a decrease in accuracy according to our definition. Therefore, precision is the only metric of interest in evaluating UNION, for which we compare against an oracle that can clairvoyantly pick the best out of all the hypotheses generated using different topology snapshots.

In Figure V.8, we plot the precision for the UNION hypothesis selection algorithm that combines multiple hypotheses obtained using different topology snapshots. The x-axis is the candidate selection threshold that we vary from 10 all the way up to 500. For each of these candidate selection thresholds, we identify all those failure intervals that had at least one candidate link remaining in the hypothesis after we apply the candidate selection thresholds and compute the average accuracy/precision for these failure intervals. The number of bins reduces with increasing candidate selection threshold (not shown in the Figure) due to the fact that we discard bins that do not have any candidates left in the hypothesis after we apply the threshold.
We plot two sets of curves in Figure V.8 corresponding to two different cases. The bottom two curves in the Figure corresponds to the case when we consider only those failure intervals that involved a topology change, while the top curves refer to the case when we consider all failure intervals. Note that if there is no topology change during a failure interval, UNION performs the same as the best possible hypothesis. Since a large majority of cases did not involve a topology change, the reduction in average precision due to the UNION algorithm is negligible. However, if we consider only those cases that involve a topology change, we can observe a dip in the precision due to the UNION algorithm (by about 15%). This means that, for particular scenarios involving multiple topology changes, an operator needs to look at hypotheses that are 15% larger than the best hypothesis clairvoyantly picked.

So far, in our analysis, we have considered all the failures to be of the same type. However, in practice, failures differ from each other depending on the nature of the root causes, especially for different non-black-hole failure scenarios we have considered. Therefore, we partition all the failures into classes and study them individually in the next subsection.

V.C.4 Analysis by failure type

We classify all the failures based on the root cause found in OSPF LSAs into the following types:

- **Router cost out**: Traffic is removed from all links associated with an entire router by changing the routing protocol weight up to an excessively high value.

- **Router cost in**: Traffic is moved back on to a router.

- **Link cost out**: Traffic is removed from a particular link and not the entire router.

- **Link cost in**: Traffic is moved back on to a given link.
• **Bandwidth events**: A part of the composite links in the network has failed. This failure typically can affect certain probes in the network. These messages are usually reported as bandwidth increased/decreased for the composite links in the syslogs, and hence we call them bandwidth events.

• **Others**: Any other failure that does not fit the above categories is included here.

Since manual classification is too tedious, we applied simple heuristics to classify a failure event. For example, if all/most of the LSAs have one end point in common, then it is a router-related incident. If the LSA indicates a change of metric from higher (lower) cost to lower (higher) cost, then it is a cost-in (out) event. If there are only a few links (less than five) experiencing this change of OSPF weight, then we deem it an individual link cost in/out event. Partial composite member link failures are identified through the corresponding notification in the syslogs.

In Figure V.9, we plot the average accuracy on the y-axis while varying the candidate selection threshold on the x-axis for both ATLEAST.ONE and ALL metrics. Recall that increasing the candidate selection threshold automatically considers only failure intervals that have a large number of observations. From Figure V.9(a), we observe that localization was the most accurate for bandwidth-related events for the ATLEAST.ONE metric. This is because the number of simultaneous network events in the ground truth for bandwidth-related failures is small (unlike router cost in where all the links of that router are part of ground truth) and this leads to a more crisper and clearer signature to localize. Router cost out and cost in events ranked next in terms of accuracy according to the ATLEAST.ONE metric.

However, when we compared the ALL metric for different failure types (shown in Figure V.9(b)), the accuracy of link cost in and out events was better than that of the router events. This is due to the fact that during router cost
Figure V.9: Accuracy (using both ATLEAST ONE and ALL metrics) for different types of failures.
in/out events, a larger number of OD-pairs are impacted, most of which are directly passing through the router. So, the chances of finding at least one match between the ground truth and the hypothesis is far stronger (hence higher accuracy according to ATLEASTONE metric), while the fraction of matches between ground truth and the hypothesis is considerably lower for these events. Note that the lack of clear trend as we increase the threshold beyond 80 is due to the small number of failure intervals (around 20-25).

V.C.5 Real MPLS black holes

We describe three silent failures we analyzed using our system using data obtained from the MPFM system. We consulted operator logs to obtain the ground truth for these real black hole scenarios. While these black holes have already been fixed in the network, we applied our system on archived failure data to evaluate whether our system is indeed effective to localize real black hole scenarios.

In the first incident, misbehavior of a new device that was connected to the periphery of the network caused many routes to go through the device which were then subsequently black holed. This is a perfect example where we need to consider all the topology changes within a failure interval. In this case, our localization system output two candidate links as the hypothesis—the (properly functioning) link before and the (black hole) link after the re-routing of traffic. For this incident, the localization accuracy therefore is 100% while precision is only 50%.

In another failure scenario, the forwarding component of a line card failed to dequeue packets until the card was reset. Our localization system output a hypothesis that had five candidate links, out of which, when we applied our threshold of 30 eliminated the four false positives out of the hypothesis and contained only the actual failed link. This hypothesis therefore has 100% accuracy and precision.

Another known black-hole scenario happened due to a misconfiguration causing brief loss in connectivity to MPLS paths that traversed that link. Our
localization algorithm output a hypothesis that contained four candidate links, two of which were eliminated after we applied our candidate selection algorithm. Out of the remaining two, one was the actual black hole while the other was a false positive. However, the false positive could not be easily distinguished from the actual black hole since both these links appeared on all the paths corresponding to the impacted OD-pairs.

V.D Related work

Though there is a tremendous amount of literature in the area of network fault management and monitoring, there has been little discussion of silent failures or black holes of the types considered here. Systems and general techniques for network data correlation are widely used, and are under continuous refinement as new statistical methodologies for fault and anomaly detection are developed [70, 17, 58, 68, 23, 36].

Inference problems generally are of wide interest in the operational and networking research communities. While we know of no other work that targets the silent failure detection problem we consider here, there is considerable research in use of partial or incomplete data to reconstruct unknown network internal and external topology, traffic and performance. We take a simple, greedy approach to inference, which we find works well. More complex approaches might also be of interest. In particular, there is the rich area of network tomography, an approach to (massively under-constrained) linear inference, which has been applied to inferring topology and link performance from end-to-end measurements, as well as to inferring OD-traffic demands from link traffic measurements [15, 35, 63, 67, 93, 94, 101, 102].

Our detection system uses standard mechanisms in route and topology monitoring and packet probing to identify reliability metrics such as packet loss, delay, etc., on a per-path basis. Such measurement is routinely performed by many
ISP backbone operators using a variety of different tools such as ZING [61] and BADABING [83].

V.E Summary

In this chapter, we developed and evaluated a simple yet effective methodology for the localization of black holes or silent failures in the network. One of our key contributions is the successful application of risk modeling to localize failures even in the presence of noisy data. Using real failure data obtained from a tier-one network’s MPLS fault monitoring system, we demonstrated that our system can effectively aid network operators in troubleshooting failures.

The reason for applying risk-modeling methodology to localize black holes is the lack of direct mechanisms to isolate the root cause. More specifically, active probing approaches were necessary to detect black holes because routers currently do not self-detect such problems automatically. Hence, ISPs are forced to use such indirect approaches.

So far, we have focused on applying the risk-modeling methodology to fault-localization problems commonly found in backbone networks. In the next two chapters, we identify two key problems in these individual problem domains and propose clean-slate architectural approaches to solve them.

First, in the IP fault localization domain, we observed that one of the fundamental problems is maintaining accurate associations across IP and optical domains. While SCORE algorithm deals with such errors using the error threshold, still, a systematic architectural approach is necessary to ensure such associations are accurately maintained without having to wait for a fault to occur to realize associations were incorrect. Thus, in the next chapter, we discuss clean-slate approaches for accurate cross-layer visibility.

Second, we propose a general measurement architecture called m-Plane in Chapter VII that both scales well with network size as well as, perhaps more im-
portantly, facilitates direct measurement of fault localization. \textit{m-Plane} architecture is based on novel router primitives that allow individual router- and link-level measurements composed together to form end-to-end path metrics. We also show how \textit{m-Plane} can be incrementally deployed in the network, and the associated benefits as we increase the number of upgraded routers.
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Chapter VI

Cross-layer visibility as a Service

Layering in IP networks fundamentally hides the complexity of lower (upper) layers (e.g., the underlying optical network topology) and exposes very simple interfaces to upper (lower) layers (e.g., a logical link), thus allowing parallel and independent evolution of the layers while preserving the interface between them. For example, an IP router does not need to know exactly all the optical components that constitute its IP link to an adjacent router. Thus, routing protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS can only focus on the link-level abstraction without any knowledge of what optical components the link comprises of or where these components are located within the network. While this logical separation helps contain the complexity beneath simple interfaces, we argue that strict layering results in poor cross-layer visibility, negatively impacting many management functions including fault localization that rely on accurate cross-layer associations.

In this chapter, we discuss two approaches for obtaining accurate cross-layer associations: In the first approach, we consider “fattening” the interfaces so that every layer automatically determines as well as disseminates dependencies throughout the network as shown in Figure VI.1(a). In the second, we do not perturb the layer boundaries we have today, instead provide cross-layer visibility to various network management functions by joining different databases as shown in Figure VI.1(b). We discuss the pros and cons of these two approaches and
argue that an effective approach to cross-layer visibility should have room for many independent mechanisms that allow discovering associations with increasing levels of complexity as well as accuracy. Further, we argue that the architecture should provide cross-layer visibility as a service to all the network management functions that rely on accurate associations across layers.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we outline some of the important network management tasks that rely on accurate cross-layer associations in Section VI.A. In Section VI.B, we discuss why it is hard to provide accurate cross-layer associations. We then argue that fattening the interfaces to provide accurate cross-layer visibility is not desirable in Section VI.C. In Section VI.D, we present an architecture that provides an evolutionary path that gradually increases the level of accuracy in these associations while containing complexity within layers.

VI.A Importance of cross-layer visibility

In today’s IP backbone networks, each IP link consists of a connected set of optical components organized in different topologies (e.g., ring, mesh, etc.).
A single link consists of many different optical components and many different links can share a particular component, thus creating a many-to-one, one-to-many mapping. Cross-layer visibility refers to the associations between higher-layer abstractions and lower-layer components and vice versa. For example, in IP networks it refers to the association between an IP point-to-point link to the set of optical components that comprise the link. Accurate associations are critical to the functioning of various operational tasks—some of which have been described below.

**Backbone planning.** Backbone planning involves engineering the network to withstand a wide range of potential failure scenarios including possible attack scenarios and planned traffic growth, as well as to support additional services and features in the network. An accurate audit of the network that transcends all layers, therefore, is a key ingredient in backbone planning. Similarly, IP paths are typically selected to avoid any single points of failures or SRLGs [90]. Accurate IP-to-optical associations in databases are required to choose physically diverse paths to carry traffic to withstand failures in the lower layers. Erroneous IP-to-optical associations in databases can result in engineering the network to incorrectly choose non-diverse paths to carry traffic; a single failure in turn can partition the network.

**Customer fault tolerance.** Customers (e.g., e-commerce businesses) are primarily interested in obtaining uninterrupted network connectivity either from one single service provider or through different service providers via multi-homing. One common question they often face is about the level of diversity in their connectivity to the backbone. Even when they connect to different points-of-presence (PoPs) within the same provider, or to two different carriers (e.g., Sprint and AT&T) there could be shared risks lurking (e.g., fibers passing through the same tunnel) that could be of concern to the customer. Whether to disclose such information about physical connectivity completely or in part is often a policy decision; nevertheless, accurate cross-layer mappings are important in order to answer these questions.
Alarm suppression and diagnosis. As discussed in Chapter IV, alarms are generated from various network elements (e.g., optical equipment, routers etc.), sometimes at different layers to indicate IP link failures. For example, a fiber cut can cause the router to raise alerts indicating that the interface is down at SONET, PPP, IP, and MPLS layers in addition to the loss of signal (LoS) alarms raised by certain optical components. If multiple links are affected due to shared risks, all of the links, and potentially their associated optical components, raise alarms at all impacted layers overwhelming the network operator. Accurate associations are required to group these alarms together into a single event. Further, the accuracy of diagnosis (either manually or using our fault-localization system described in Chapter IV) is limited by the consistency of the IP-to-optical database. Accurate associations are also critical in proactive root-cause analysis of other performance related problems such as chronic intermittent flapping of interfaces, link degradation, etc., that potentially may have not (yet) triggered alarms.

Maintenance. Network operators often gracefully remove the traffic on a link (by increasing the OSPF weight of a link or some such mechanism) before performing maintenance (e.g., repairing a faulty component, provisioning a new link, software upgrades, etc). Mis-associations across layers can cause operations to induce unwanted faults into the network. For example, if the IP-to-optical associations were wrong, operators intending to perform maintenance on a link between Los Angeles and San Francisco might instead inadvertently impact traffic flowing between San Diego and Los Angeles.

VI.B Why is it hard?

It might appear to the reader that accurately maintaining such associations should be a straightforward task. After all, the network operators provision the network in a centralized manner; therefore, they can log these associations in databases. However, as we have mentioned before in Chapter IV, a live operational
network incurs significant churn as links are provisioned, old equipment is replaced with new equipment, faulty components are repaired, interfaces are re-homed and so on. Database errors can result from this inherent churn—for example, if operations fails to update the relevant databases as an IP link is moved from a failed line card (slot) to a different, operational card (slot).

Additionally, this task is complicated by the presence of restoration at individual layers. For example, a failure within a SONET ring is recovered by rapidly protection switching to re-route the traffic the other way around the ring. In more “intelligent” optical networks, optical-layer restoration causes the path to re-route from the primary to an alternate path. These dynamic path changes at lower layers are typically achieved without impacting the upper layer connectivity; IP links are, by design, oblivious to restoration at lower layers. Of course, one can argue that restoration in lower layers reduces the need or in some cases obviates the need for cross-layer visibility. While this is partially true, cross-layer visibility is still important because:

- IP layer might experience subtle changes in other performance metrics such as end-to-end delay;
- operations personnel need to ensure that restoration itself does not have any problems;
- it is cheaper with the current technology to provide IP-level restoration than optical; thus optical layer protection is often not used—particularly on high speed links [57].

This flux in topology can make it harder to diagnose failures or other performance issues without the presence of accurate cross-layer associations. One can, therefore, conceive that the network ought to be engineered to provide such information, perhaps by widening the interface between layers (e.g., exposing changes in optical topology to IP links), in the context of network management. While this concep-
tually clean design exposes such associations as a part of the network, we argue that this is neither practical nor desirable in the next section.

VI.C Fattening layers is not a good idea

A fat interface between layers allows information to flow from one layer to another layer as a part of the architecture itself. For example, if the network layer (IP/MPLS) were made aware of the underlying components in optical topology, this could allow the network layer to make better choices in recovering from failure situations. Indeed, in the context of fast restoration from failures in the MPLS domain, Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) extensions in [47, 82] incorporate shared risk link groups (SRLGs) in their link state advertisements (LSAs). These SRLGs themselves could be auto-discovered through other means (such as through optical topology information obtained through link-management protocols such as LMP [56]). This availability of SRLGs allows the computation of backup paths that are physically diverse from the primary paths. While such an approach has the clear advantage that cross-layer associations can be directly and accurately obtained from the network, we argue that this approach does not scale well. Some of the reasons are listed below.

- **Complexity.** Exposing lower-layer topology to upper layers adds complexity into the network (increased processing due to new types of messages) and limits scalability (too many devices results in higher messaging overhead). In doing so, the routers are unnecessarily burdened with flooding messages from not only its own layer but also from layers below. This additional burden, while potentially helpful for the purposes of better management of the network, stunts the evolution of the network. Every optical device needs to export an interface that provides visibility into its layer to the layers above. Suddenly, lower-layer devices need to be aware of the upper layers making them more complex than they need to be.
• **Interoperability.** Interoperability does not scale well with number of different types of devices; the larger the number of devices that need to be interoperable, the more difficult it becomes to achieve consensus on one protocol. Besides, it necessitates long design and testing cycles across large number of devices and manufacturers.

• **Security.** In some cases, this additional visibility into lower layers is not desirable due to security reasons. For example, consider the case of physical-layer virtual private networks (VPNs), where a customer directly obtains a circuit from a provider. The service provider only manages the raw optical circuit and has no visibility into the network layer at all. Forcing wider interfaces would expose more information to the service provider that might not be acceptable to the customer. In other cases, allowing individual network elements to be queried can also make the infrastructure more vulnerable than it has to be.

• **Incompleteness.** Even if one were to imagine complexity, interoperability and security were not of concern, fundamentally, it is difficult to achieve complete cross-layer visibility. For example, it is difficult to automatically identify whether two physical pieces of fiber are traversing the same conduit, or if two conduits traverse the same tunnel, etc. Obtaining the exact location of each of the fibers and other geographical information such as proximity to faults, volcanic regions etc., is an extremely tedious task. Also, the definition of what constitutes diversity (e.g., how geographically far apart should physically diverse fibers be) is a matter of policy and can often be hard to define [90].

In practice, therefore, many ISPs today provide cross-layer visibility to various network management functions by maintaining complex databases and analyzing large amounts of topology, configuration, and measurement data collected from network elements at each layer. Still, this ad hoc approach of collecting and analyzing data in home-grown databases is not a sufficient solution, either. In-
stead, we argue that the management layer should provide cross-layer visibility as a service, with well-defined interfaces for populating the external databases and querying the information in the next section.

**VI.D Cross-layer visibility as a service**

Rather than dictating what the network elements store and export—the approach taken by the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [16]—we focus on what information is imported into the management database. This subtle distinction is extremely important, as it allows many different solutions for providing the information. Although the network elements themselves could generate the data (as in SNMP), the information could also come from separate measurement devices or even human operators. This approach accommodates the inherent diversity across the layers and the natural evolution of techniques for collecting the data. We also present a possible evolution path for three layers—determining the IP forwarding path, mapping an IP link to optical components, and identifying fibers running through the same geographic location. These examples could easily be extended to include other protocol layers, such as paths through an overlay network or a sequence of tunnels or MPLS label-switched paths.

Greater uniformity in the data representation would make it easier to evolve a network, integrate two networks after an acquisition, and employ third-party network-management tools. More broadly, we argue that the management system should have interfaces for different stakeholders—such as network designers, network managers, and customers—to query the data, with explicit policies governing the kinds of information each party can access. For example, a customer could ask if two IP paths (or two access links) are physically diverse but might not be told that the fibers run through the same tunnel. In contrast, a network manager troubleshooting a reachability problem could perform a complete traceroute of an IP path across all of the layers. A network designer could conduct a “what-if”
analysis of the effects of planned maintenance on the link loads. The system can also keep a log of past queries, to learn more about the cause and impact of failures by analyzing patterns in the queries. Maintaining explicit cross-layer visibility information presents a number of interesting research and operations issues which we discuss in Section VI.E.

VI.D.1 Architecture

As some ISPs already perhaps employ today, we advocate that each AS have a possibly distributed management database that stores the topology at each layer and how a link at one layer maps into a set of components at the layer below. For example, the database would store the IP topology (i.e., the routers and the links between them) as well as the forwarding paths between each pair of routers. The database would also store the optical topology and which sequence of optical components, such as fibers and amplifiers that form the link between two adjacent IP routers. Similarly, the database would keep track of which fibers run through the same conduit, as well as the geographic path the conduit traverses from one termination point to another. The database should have unique names for devices at each layer, as well as indices necessary to map between layers.

In addition, cross-layer visibility should be provided as a service to a variety of clients. Today, traceroute is the primary way a customer determines the path its traffic takes through the network. Yet, traceroute is problematic for several reasons: (i) ISPs often disable or rate-limit ICMP to avoid overloading their routers, or to hide their topology information, (ii) the probes do not see the network elements at lower layers (e.g., inside an MPLS label-switched path, or the optical components between two routers), and (iii) analyzing changes in the path requires frequent probes to capture both the old and new paths. Instead, our management system could provide a “cross-layer traceroute” service, without customers probing the network directly. Similarly, the management system could support queries for network designers to identify shared risks and model the effects
of failures on the flow of traffic through the network.

Providing cross-layer visibility as an off-line service has several advantages:

- **Lower overhead on the routers**: Queries are answered by the management system, rather than the routers themselves. The system can also cache the results of recent or common queries to reduce the overhead of satisfying future queries.

- **Answering historical questions**: By maintaining a log of network changes over time, the service can answer queries that require historical data. For example, a customer could inquire about a performance problem that started ten minutes ago, and the service could report whether a failure forced the customer’s traffic onto a path with a longer round-trip time.

- **Application of security policies**: The management system can apply explicit policies to control what kind of information is revealed, and to whom. For example, a customer may be allowed to ask if two paths have a shared risk, but not learn exactly what component is shared and where it is located. In addition, by forcing all queries through the service, the AS can protect its routers from probe traffic while still providing good network visibility to customers.

- **Flexible policies for defining shared risks**: The notion of a shared risk is extremely subjective [90], and the service can accommodate different notions by allowing queries at different granularities and incorporate extra information. For example, a network designer may want to know if two fibers lie near the San Andreas fault in San Francisco. Or, one customer might be interested in link-disjoint paths and another in PoP-disjoint paths through the network.

- **Cooperation between ASes**: ASes could cooperate to provide greater visibility into shared resources. For example, an ISP that leases fiber from another
provider could automatically learn the geographic path it follows (abstracted as deemed fit by the providers), or a multi-homed customer could determine its vulnerability to failures affecting both of its providers. Or, a governmental agency could conduct a realistic study of the effects of a serious catastrophe (such as a terrorist attack) on the Internet infrastructure.

With standard representations of the topology and paths at each layer, and the dependencies between layers, ASes can provide these kinds of valuable services.

VI.D.2 Independent evolution of each layer

By defining the data imported by the management system, rather than exported by the network elements, our architecture supports many ways of learning the intra-layer topology and paths, and the cross-layer mappings:

**IP topology and forwarding paths:** The IP-level topology for an AS consists of routers and links, and a forwarding path consists of one or more sequences of IP links. The topology and paths can be learned in various ways, with different degrees of accuracy and timeliness:

- *Static view:* The topology can be recorded by the operators as equipment is installed, or reverse-engineered from the router configuration state. The IP forwarding paths can be computed by modeling which paths the routers, as configured, would select. However, these static views do not capture which routers and links are unavailable at a given time.

- *Periodic snapshot:* A monitoring system can poll the routers for their status and forwarding tables, or run traceroute probes to map the topology. The forwarding paths can be computed on the measured topology, identified from the forwarding tables, or extracted directly from the traceroute results.

- *Continuous view:* A monitor could collect routing-protocol messages, field alarms when equipment goes up/down, or analyze syslog output generated
by the routers to provide an up-to-date view of the topology and paths. If the AS supports explicit routing (e.g., using MPLS label-switched paths), the management plane would know the forwarding paths because it would be responsible for configuring them.

With our architecture, an AS can easily evolve its network design and monitoring infrastructure while maintaining the same representation of the topology and paths in the external database and management applications.

**Optical components and paths:** The optical topology consists of a diverse array of devices, including fibers, amplifiers, cross connects, and add-drop multiplexers. The sequence of optical components underlying an IP link could be learned in various ways, depending on the sophistication of the optical components:

- **Completely manual:** The operators can keep track of optical components and their relationship to IP links as the equipment is installed. To reduce the likelihood of inaccuracies in the database, the AS can apply basic consistency checks, such as verifying that two ends of an IP link map to the same circuit identifier. As a second line of defense against errors, the AS can monitor the effects of optical failures on the IP layer to identify and apply correlation algorithms to identify incorrect mapping information [45, 54].

- **Partially automated:** Manually constructing the list of optical devices underlying a link is not sufficient if any of the underlying components adapt automatically to failures. For example, an intelligent optical cross-connect may reroute the traffic through an intermediate cross-connect when a component along the direct path has failed. Similarly, a SONET ring may adapt by redirecting traffic around the ring in the opposite direction. Capturing these changes requires logging of alarms or periodic probing of the adaptive components and correlation across layers. Although automatic restoration protects the IP layer from optical failures, knowing the new mapping is important for troubleshooting performance problems (e.g., a sudden increase in
round-trip times) and identify new shared risks. As an added benefit, these automatic routing changes at the optical level also provide opportunities to identify mistakes in the human-entered databases, while reducing the effects of the failure from the IP layer. Still, some parts of the database may remain human-generated, such as the identity of the ingress and egress cross connects, or the list of optical amplifiers between any two cross-connects.

- **Completely automated:** Discovering the optical components becomes much easier if the network elements have a common control plane, such as Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [62]. For example, GMPLS includes LMP [56] that performs neighbor discovery between adjacent network elements so they can dynamically establish a light path from one router to another. LMP provides the names and attributes of the optical components, obviating the need for human-generated databases to map between the IP and optical levels.

In our architecture, an AS can gradually deploy more intelligent optical devices and new auto-discovery protocols, while maintaining the same representation of the path through the optical layer between two routers.

**Fiber and fiber spans:** A fiber map captures the topology of the underlying transport network. A fiber consists of multiple spans, a segment of fiber traversing a single conduit; a fiber span, in turn, consists of multiple fibers traversing the same conduit. This information could be learned in various ways:

- **Completely manual:** As with other optical components, the operators can keep track of the location of fiber and the mapping to/from spans as the fibers are installed, or leased from other providers. The failure of fiber spans (e.g., due to a physical cuts), as they occur, provide an opportunity to identify incorrect mappings. Measurements of propagation delay across a link (and comparison with the supposed fiber path) is another way to detect serious inconsistencies.
• *Intelligent conduits:* Since fibers are passive devices, they do not automatically advertise their operational status (e.g., loss of signal), presence in a particular conduit, or the physical paths they traverse. Creating new techniques for auditing the management database, or even automatically generating the data, is an exciting direction for future research. We envision several possible approaches, including:

- **Active devices at conduit end-points:** Optical amplifiers along the optical path could report their identity and geographic location [78]. In addition, the individual fibers could have RFID tags where they enter and leave and conduit.

- **Active devices along the conduit:** For even higher accuracy, the conduits could have active devices, such as audio or wireless transmitters, placed at fixed intervals. These devices could be coupled with GPS receivers (to allow the devices to broadcast their geographic locations), or a separate measurement system could analyze the signal strength to aid in locating the devices. Closer spacing of these devices would provide more fine-grain data, at the expense of higher cost.

- **Multi-layer packet monitoring:** To verify the mapping of fibers to IP links, we could envision a new generation of packet monitors that combine IP packet capture, reading of audio or RFID tags, and reporting of geographic positioning information. For example, a packet monitor could be used to tap a fiber and analyze the IP packet stream, perhaps on a per-wavelength basis. By capturing the routing protocol messages (e.g., OSPF HELLO messages or link-state advertisements), the monitor can determine the IP addresses of the routers on either end of the associated IP link. Over a period of time, the packet monitor could be installed at various points in the network to collect accurate mappings of IP links to/from fibers (and fiber spans) to check and update the
information in the database.

In our architecture, the management database would store the mappings of fibers to spans, as well as the geographic path of the spans (at some known level of accuracy), however they are determined.

VI.E Summary

Over the years, networks have naturally evolved into layers, facilitating parallel and independent evolution within the confines of these layers. Network management, on the other hand, requires accurate vertical cross-layer view of the network for various operational tasks such as backbone planning, fault diagnosis and maintenance. This chapter addresses the challenges of providing cross-layer visibility to network-management applications, and advocates against expanding the interfaces between layers for auto-discovery of the cross-layer associations. Instead, we propose an architecture where such associations can be learned or maintained automatically, not by widening the layers, but by defining the data that should be imported into a management database. The architecture provides cross-layer visibility as a service to other applications and users that depend on this information. In the next chapter, we propose new router primitives for a clean-slate measurement architecture that allows scalable composition of path metrics and direct fault localization.
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Chapter VII

Scalable Measurement Architecture

Our application of risk-modeling methodology to black hole localization is motivated by the fact that the network elements do not detect such failure scenarios and react to them automatically. While vendors constantly develop work-arounds for specific protocols, experience suggests that there are always new protocols or new enhancements to old protocols that can potentially cause forwarding problems such as black holes. Of course, similar to our black-hole localization system, we can instrument active probes at the desired protocol layer and combine the detection mechanism with risk-models to localize the root cause of problems.

Such an approach, however, is not scalable due to the following reasons. First, active probes between every pair of end points scales as $O(n^2)$, leading to a significant overhead for large values of $n$ (e.g., per-VPN monitoring). Second, many ISPs report that configuring and managing measurement servers at end points itself is challenging. Third, indirect approaches such as ours can lead to inaccuracies due to the inherent inefficiencies in monitoring using active probes and/or risk-model creation, as we have observed in the black-hole detection problem. Of course, we can devise domain-specific heuristics that can improve the accuracy for the common-case failure scenarios, but it can be difficult to always devise such
heuristics for the worst-case scenarios.

Motivated by these observations, in this chapter, we develop protocol-agnostic router primitives that allow direct isolation of the location of the failure with significantly lesser probe overhead in comparison to active probing. These primitives are based on specialized hardware assistance in the router to monitor various forwarding paths within the router as well as links to other external routers. Every router in the network reports these individual router- and link-level measurements to a centralized monitoring station. Depending on the granularity of these measurements, the monitoring station can then compose end-to-end path properties beginning with basic metrics such as connectivity, loss, delay to more complicated metrics such as available bandwidth, jitter, etc.

Our composition-based measurement architecture, m-Plane, enables service providers to monitor their network both efficiently as well as accurately. Efficiency of m-Plane stems from $O(m)$ scaling of measurement cost, where $m$ is the number of links in the network, assuming that the cost of monitoring any given forwarding path within a router is negligible. Accuracy in localizing the root cause, on the other hand, is achieved by the direct monitoring of individual segments. In addition, m-Plane also eliminates the need for additional measurement servers in the network, since the routers themselves handle measurement and monitoring functionality.

In theory, if every router in the Internet were equipped with these primitives, one can compose true end-to-end path properties from individual measurements. However, inter-AS cooperation is often challenging to accomplish as ASes might not be willing to share the exact location of, say, a congested link along an end-to-end path. Therefore, more realistically, we believe that m-Plane is better suited to monitoring paths from one border router to another within a given domain, which service providers already perform today using active probes. While we are fully aware of the need to monitor many metrics of interest (e.g., delay, loss), we focus mainly on scalable connectivity monitoring in this chapter, which
Table VII.1: Number of probes issued and the actual number of measurements required for different ISP topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AS Name</th>
<th># of backbone routers</th>
<th># of probes between customer routers</th>
<th># of minimum measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASN-TELSTRA</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>3,199,185</td>
<td>22,632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>22,872,466</td>
<td>264,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Bone</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>15,753</td>
<td>2,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTTC-GIN-AS</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>7,536,903</td>
<td>120,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TISCALI-BACKBONE</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>28,920</td>
<td>4,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level3</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>679,195</td>
<td>234,371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>39,600,550</td>
<td>129,719</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

itself is non-trivial as we shall observe.

Note that our router primitives are not meant to completely replace the need for end-to-end probing which will probably always be done at some limited frequency for customers to assure themselves of end-to-end performance especially across multiple networks. However, the router primitives we propose can greatly facilitate very quick (say milliseconds) and direct isolation of network health problems within a single administrative domain. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: First, we characterize the amount of probing performed today using active measurements in Section VII.A. Second, we present the \textit{m-Plane} architecture discussing both clean-slate as well as incremental deployment scenarios, and other implementation issues in Section VII.B. We quantify the benefit obtained by deploying \textit{m-Plane} in Section VII.C.

VII.A Scaling active measurement

Customer VPNs typically originate as well as terminate at customer-edge (CE) routers. Typically, a tier-one ISP has thousands to hundreds of thousands of customers. Given the large number of CEs and $O(n^2)$ scaling properties of active probing, it is no surprise that ISPs today restrict probe end points to the
provider edges (PEs), thus keeping \( n \) to smaller values. However, there is a growing need for VPN-specific performance guarantees [69] using service-level agreements (SLAs), in addition to monitoring liveness to detect black holes and other forwarding problems. This fact is especially true for customers who migrate from proprietary Frame Relay networks (with a Committed Information Rate (CIR)) to VPN service. To better understand the challenges involved in such measurements, we attempt to precisely quantify the magnitude of the scaling problem using Rocketfuel [84] topologies for a set of real ISPs.

Unfortunately, the Rocketfuel topologies for major ISPs consist mainly of backbone routers, with a small number of customer routers that the authors could map in [84]. Further, the maps are old and incomplete; the set of customer edges that are represented in the topologies are only a small fraction of today’s reality. In particular, the largest Rocketfuel topologies have less than 10,000 customer interfaces. However, most tier-one backbone providers support on the order of 100,000 customer interfaces—an order of magnitude larger than reported in the paper. Hence, our analysis is likely to under-predict the true cost of full customer-to-customer measurement in today’s ISPs.

Table VII.1 compares the total number of end-to-end probes required between all customer routers with the minimum number of actual measurements required, in terms of the number of links and total number of per-router ingress-egress pairs in the topology graph. Intuitively, if we can compute end-to-end metrics by composing link and router metrics, then the overhead scales with the number of links and interface pairs. We can see that there is an order-of-magnitude difference between these two values, suggesting that there is considerable scope for improvement, plausibly using new mechanisms. In the particular cases of Sprint and AT&T, there is almost a two order-of-magnitude difference between the total number of paths to be measured and the inherent number of measurements required in terms of number of links and total number of router interconnections. Note that we have counted each active path probe only once, when in reality a probe traverses
several routers’ links; accounting for path lengths would increase the differential even more. Note also that if we conduct measurements at the routers, we may be able to completely dispense with the external measurement endpoints. For example, Table VII.1 suggests that a complete approach to customer VPN SLAs for Sprint would require around 5,000 measurement endpoints.

One key limitation with our analysis is that we assume a complete mesh between every pair of CEs. Customer sites are often grouped into VPNs, however, and are far more interested in performance metrics within their VPN than outside of it. Additionally, within a customer VPN, the topology may not be a full mesh but instead may be a hub and spoke model [71]. For a hub and spoke model, the number of probes is $O(m \times n)$ (as opposed to $O(n^2)$), when $m$ spokes communicate with $n$ hubs. Despite these issues, we believe Table VII.1 provides a first cut analysis of the opportunity for improving on end-to-end probes. In particular, if we conservatively consider active probes between every pair of backbone routers—as opposed to the customer interfaces—we still find a 35-fold improvement (not shown in the table) for most topologies. Hence, using the number of backbone routers provides a lower bound, the results in Table VII.1 provide an upper bound, and the operational reality lies in between.

VII.B m-Plane Architecture

The previous section shows a large difference between the overhead of active probing (as it is currently done) and the inherent complexity (in terms of the forwarding paths in routers and number of links). Clearly, if we wish to go closer to the lower bound, we need a compositional approach, where routers measure metrics on links and nodes, and a centralized monitoring station obtains these link and node metrics from routers and composes them to obtain end-to-end properties. Note that while we limit the scope of this chapter to connectivity, whenever possible we use the terms “metrics” to emphasize the potential to generalize to other metrics.
Figure VII.1: Path metrics can be composed from individual router-level and link-level metrics.

Our proposed architecture of \textit{m-Plane} for different measurement metrics is based on two critical observations. First, end-to-end connectivity can be composed from individual router- and link-level connectivity information. More generally, many other metrics can also be composed of individual router- and link-level metrics. For example, in Figure VII.1, we can observe that overall path connectivity from $A$ to $F$ is ensured if individual segments that comprises of the path, i.e., $AB$, $BC$, $CD$, $DE$ and $EF$ are all connected. Similarly, the average delay of path $AF$ can be composed by adding the delays of the individual segments $AB$ through $EF$. The average loss of path $AF$ can be computed as $1 - \Pi (1 - p_i)$ where $p_i$ is the loss probability of a segment along the path.

Second, the typical set of measurements of interest include \textit{both} end-to-end path properties as well as individual hop properties along the path. For example, tomographic approaches including the black hole detection and localization mechanisms used in the previous chapter, measure properties of multiple end-to-end paths to infer individual hop properties. Such an approach is born out of necessity since there is no inherent support from individual routers and
Figure VII.2: **m-Plane** architecture. Each router is equipped with link-level and router-level measurement modules.

links to accurately characterize measurement properties. On the other hand, since the tomography problem is intrinsically under-constrained, the errors are model-dependent. Our approach follows the inverse approach: we directly measure individual router and link properties to compute both hop-by-hop and end-to-end path properties. Compared to tomographic approaches, composition appears more deterministic and thus less sensitive to traffic models.

In **m-Plane**, the responsibility of monitoring a given path is shared between all the individual routers that comprise the path. Each router monitors the forwarding path within the router and the link to the next router along the path. These individual measurements are then forwarded to a centralized moni-
toring station where the properties of all the required paths are composed from these individual measurements. Of course, the monitoring station needs access to the path between two routers. Such information can be obtained from a passive IGP monitor (such as OSPF monitor [79]). Using this information, the monitoring station identifies the exact path between a given pair of routers, and composes the path properties from individual segment properties.

Thus, the m-Plane architecture shown in Figure VII.2 consists of three components:

1. **Node Measurement**: First, each router is equipped with an internal measurement module. The internal measurement module is responsible for measurement within the router. It measures metrics of interest (such as connectivity, delay, loss, etc.) for all the internal forwarding paths within a router. For example, a basic set of such forwarding paths consists of every ingress-egress pair in the router. Further, these measurements are obtained by observing data traffic without injecting any special probes into the forwarding path as we shall explain later in Section VII.B.1.

2. **Link Measurement**: Second, each router is equipped with an external measurement module that is responsible for measuring link-level properties. The external measurement module measures link-level metrics from the egress of a router to the ingress of the adjacent router. Minimally, measurements must be done for the set of routers adjacent to a given router in a clean-slate deployment (in Section VII.B.2). However, to support incremental deployment, measurements may also be needed over virtual links to other measurement-friendly routers, which we will explain in Section VII.B.3.

3. **Measurement Composition**: Third, a centralized monitor identifies forwarding paths in the network with the help of a topology monitor (e.g., an OSPF monitor [79]) and composes end-to-end path properties from the internal and external measurements forwarded by each router.
In effect, the internal and external measurement modules within the router provide segment-level measurement properties, which are then combined by the monitoring station to provide end-to-end measurements. We describe these primitives in more detail next.

VII.B.1 Measurement primitives

Measurement recording and reporting are inherently de-coupled in the m-Plane architecture—unlike current active measurement approaches that use probes as both the recording and reporting mechanisms. Today’s end-to-end active probes are fundamentally wasteful because multiple probes often probe the same segments. For example, in Figure VII.3(a), we show two different probes, $A$ to $D$ and $A$ to $E$, that traverse the same path until $C$, after which they take different paths. The segment from $A$ to $C$ is common to both these probes. A lot of bandwidth, therefore, is unnecessarily wasted due to the tremendous amount of overlap between
end-to-end active probes in the network. The m-Plane architecture eliminates this fundamental redundancy by breaking down end-to-end paths into individual router- and link-level segments, that are monitored by routers separately as shown in Figure VII.3(b).

As a result, the total number of probes in the network scales as the square of the number of forwarding paths within a router, i.e., $O(d^2)$, $d$ being the degree, and number of links $O(m)$. The resulting complexity is $O(nd^2+m)$, is much smaller than the $O(n^2)$ complexity ensuing from end-to-end active probing. Additionally, within a router, we can record measurements passively without injecting additional traffic by sampling packets at the ingress and egress of a forwarding path within a router. Thus, with a little additional hardware complexity within the routers, the factor $O(nd^2)$ disappears leaving only $O(m)$ active probes in the network. Of course, the data plane is still used to periodically transmit information to the monitoring station, but the bandwidth required is small and can be scheduled to avoid impacting normal data traffic.

**Node measurements:** Most of the performance problems in the network occur at routers, where both software (e.g., routing) and hardware (queuing, forwarding and switching) functions can cause non-deterministic delays, losses and connectivity problems. If the metrics are always flow-dependent (e.g., TCP 5-tuple), then our measurement solution would need to measure various metrics on a per-flow basis. Fortunately, we note that in many real routers, forwarding metrics depend on the forwarding class more than a particular flow. For example, all flows traveling between the same input and output ports of a router in a given quality-of-service class are often treated identically in terms of queuing and switch scheduling. Thus, we group such flows into what we call a **measurement equivalence class** (MEC).

Note that we classify only those flows that are treated similarly by a given router as an MEC; we do not assume that two flows that belong to the same MEC in a given router necessarily belong to the same MEC at the next
router. However, moving from per-flow measurements to per-MEC measurements is a great improvement in scalability. For example, a router with 16 ports and five QoS classes has $16 \times 15 \times 5 = 1200$ MECs, while most backbone routers may routinely deal with millions of concurrent TCP flows. Even if the flow definition were limited to prefix-to-prefix, or VPN-to-VPN, our results indicate that the number of such flows is much larger than the number of MECs. Once we divide traffic into classes, we can measure most properties of a class by observing a few samples of traffic that belongs to a given class.

Determining where to take measurements inside of a router depends on both the desired granularity and the types of measurements needed. For example, if only aggregate router-level metric is required, then measurement points need to be located only at the router ingress and egress. At the other end of the spectrum, a router vendor interested in internal debugging may instantiate different measurement hooks at almost all major locations within the router. An intermediate stance that allows determining queuing delay (say, for debugging SLA issues) would be to place measurement points at the input of all queues.

To actually conduct measurements, we use consistent hashing (similar to that of trajectory sampling by Duffield et al. [26], though only local within a router) to sample the same set of packets in a distributed way based on the hash of the contents. At the ingress of a router, a label for each packet is generated by hashing invariant content within the packet such as source and destination IP address, ports, identification field and data payloads in hardware (see [26] for reference implementation complexity.) Packets are consistently sampled based on the value of the label and information associated with these labels (e.g., timestamp for measuring delay) is stored at the monitoring point.

All the measurement points within the router use the same hash function; all monitors therefore, record information that belongs to a small subset of packets independently. The original trajectory sampling only collects packet labels at distributed points in the network. In our case, we need to store additional
information such as timestamps along with each sampled packet label; we refer to the inclusion of additional state such as a timestamp along with packet labels as *generalized trajectory sampling*.

In Figure VII.4, we show a router with two input ports (I₁ and I₂) and two output ports (O₁ and O₂), thus leading to four MECs. At each of the four interfaces, we perform consistent hashing so that a stream of labels are timestamped at each of the interfaces. For example, at I₁, packet labels A – F are sampled, out of which \{A, C, F\} are forwarded to O₁ and \{B, D, E\} to O₂. Since both I₁ and O₁ use the same hash function, therefore the same labels \{A, C, F\} are also collected at O₁. In addition to these, some packets from I₂ are also forwarded to O₁, resulting in additional labels \{G, J, K\}. For measuring delay, each interface needs to associate a hardware timestamp generated by synchronized clocks additionally.
with each of these packet labels.

The measurement monitors collect labels in a measurement cycle, the duration of which is configured based on system constraints such as memory and bandwidth. A large measurement cycle leads to large local memory requirements at each interface while a smaller measurement cycle may lead to higher bandwidth usage. At the end of each such cycle, a new set of samples are collected while the old ones are flushed to the router memory, accessible to the router CPU as shown in Figure VII.4. The router CPU deduces the required metrics based on the information recorded by the sampled packets within the router. For example, to monitor only connectivity, just the presence of label at both monitoring locations is enough. For example, the liveness of the forwarding path traversed by the packet label $C$ can be deduced from the presence of the label at the upstream monitor, $I_1$ and the downstream monitor, $O_1$. Similarly, delay can be obtained by subtracting the timestamps recorded at the two monitors, and loss by computing the fraction of labels that have reached the upstream monitor.

One problem associated with consistent hashing is the potential for hash collisions. Collisions can be internal (within the same interface) or external (across two interfaces). External collisions, in particular, cause ambiguity in associating labels across downstream and upstream monitors (e.g., $E$ in Figure VII.4). We mitigate the impact of collisions in two ways. First, as suggested in [26], we add a few payload bytes during hashing to reduce the chance of an internal collision to less than $10^{-3}$. Additionally, we throw away duplicate labels discovered while correlating the label sets from multiple monitors. Assuming good hash functions, throwing away duplicate labels will not lead to measurement bias.

**Link measurements:** Most link-level properties remain invariant regardless of the traffic distribution. For example, link connectivity information, propagation delay remain independent of whether a packet is a delay-sensitive VoIP packet or a best-effort TCP packet. Packet size affects the transmission time, but it can be scaled linearly. Yet, despite the inherent stability of link mea-
surements, links must be constantly monitored for two reasons. First, lower-layer optical devices can intelligently re-route traffic (e.g., a SONET ring can mask failures), affecting propagation delay and perhaps loss properties without affecting connectivity at the IP layer. Second, loss rates need to be monitored periodically for bit errors resulting from optical fiber and/or component degradations. However, such information need not be classified on a per-flow basis. We use active probes issued at the egress interface of one router to the ingress interface at the other end to measure link-level metrics.

**Monitoring station**: Each router in the network transmits the router- and link-level measurements to a monitoring station in a measurement-state packet (MSP) to enable composition of path properties. The monitoring station can easily compute liveness of any given end-to-end path by observing whether all the individual segments that comprise that path are alive. Even if one segment is not functional, the end-to-end path is not functional. Because the measurements are individual segment-based, the monitoring station directly knows the location of the fault unlike the indirect mechanisms in Chapter V.

In order to generalize for loss and delay, each router can characterize the distribution of loss and delay experienced by packets within a given MEC using the labels collected at the ingress and egress of the router. Unlike path liveness which is a binary metric, delay and loss are statistical properties for which both mean as well as variance are of interest. Therefore, each router CPU calculates the average delay and loss for each MEC and reports them in the MSP, from which the monitoring station can estimate the mean and variance for the entire path.

VII.B.2 A clean-slate deployment

In this section, we show how to scalably obtain measurements between these various edge routers within an AS in a clean-slate architecture, assuming that all the routers (including the edge routers) in the network can be upgraded to include support for measurements. The paths to be monitored begin at the
ingress interface to the edge-router to the egress interface of another edge-router. For example, in Figure VII.5, we show a sample topology with six measurement-capable routers, known as m-routers. Following the shortest-path routing, the path between $A$ and $C$ goes through $F$, i.e., $A.F.C$. This path $A.F.C$ can be broken down into the following segments: 1) $A$’s ingress to $A$’s egress (router-level), 2) $A$’s egress to $F$’s ingress (link-level), 3) $F$’s ingress to egress (router-level), 4) $F$’s egress to $C$’s ingress (link-level), 5) $C$’s ingress to $C$’s egress (router-level). Each router needs to individually provide support for monitoring the path segments that either are internal to the router, or originate/terminate at the router.

If all the routers in the network provide such link- and router-level measurements, then it is straightforward to estimate accurate end-to-end properties by combining these measurements for all the routers along the path, as has been shown before. We envision the presence of a centralized monitoring station (or a farm of stations) where each router transmits measurements collected by the router (both at the router and link level) as shown in Figure VII.2. The monitoring station combines these individual measurements reported by each router into the end-to-end properties for all the paths.

Since the monitoring station uses the control plane to construct paths, calculated metrics can differ from actual metrics during periods when the control
Figure VII.6: Partial deployment of the m-Plane architecture. Measurement servers attached to upgraded routers are removed. Old measurement servers are upgraded to m-servers, that also listen to the OSPF LSAs and maintain their own shortest path tree.

and data planes differ (e.g., during reconvergence events). We assume that for applications of interest and most metrics (e.g., delay, loss) the period for which this discrepancy occurs is small enough to be ignored. However, measuring reconvergence events will require additional mechanisms.

VII.B.3 Incremental deployment

Incremental deployment of the m-Plane architecture is challenging since end-to-end metrics seemingly cannot be composed unless there is cooperation from
all the routers along the path. Currently, without support from routers, measurements are performed through measurement servers, which we call *m-servers*. In a partial deployment of m-Plane architecture, we assume that a subset of routers is upgraded to m-routers. In Figure VII.6, we show a toy topology with six routers connected via undirected edges and associated edge costs. Attached to each of the routers is an m-server (shown in Figure VII.6(a)) that issues data-plane probes to other such m-servers to measure path properties of interest. Let us suppose that we chose two out of the six routers to be upgraded to m-routers. This incremental deployment of m-Plane proceeds in three steps discussed below.

**Step 1:** In the first step shown in Figure VII.6(b), the set of m-servers connected directly to the m-routers are removed since their functionality is subsumed by the m-routers. Further, the set of measurement servers directly connected to non-upgraded routers are transformed into m-servers that also listen to the topology updates (OSPF LSAs) in the network. Thus, the m-servers are capable of reconstructing the forwarding paths in the network similar to the m-routers.

**Step 2:** In the second step, each m-server or m-router identifies a set of nodes for which it monitors path-properties to. We call this set the *m-set*. It does so by first computing a self-sourced shortest-path spanning tree using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The shortest path trees computed at each of the six nodes is shown in Figure VII.7. The m-router does not need to explicitly perform this computation and can leverage the existing shortest-path tree already computed by the OSPF process on the router. It then determines the m-set by making a cut in the tree whenever an m-router or an m-server is encountered. If an m-router is encountered, the rest of the paths to various destinations in the subtree of this m-router are monitored by that m-router (and hence not required by this router). An m-server is encountered if no such m-router exists along the path (and hence it has to monitor this path itself). In Figure VII.7, we show such m-sets for all the routers for the toy topology in Figure VII.6. Note that in Figure VII.7(f), the m-set consists of $D_2$ that corresponds to the second shortest path to $D$ through $E$. The
Figure VII.7: In this figure, we show the various shortest-path trees constructed locally by the m-servers and the m-routers to determine which set of segments to monitor. $X_i$ refers to the $i$th-shortest path to $X$, in the case when a router $X$ can be reached via multiple shortest paths.
Figure VII.8: Two shortest paths to destination D composed at the monitoring station. The m-server attached to A’s external component provides measurement metrics until m-router B. B’s and E’s internal and external components are used to reconstruct the properties of the rest of the paths to D.

Router F does not need to monitor the first shortest path to D through C.

**Step 3:** Finally, a link between two m-routers (or virtual link consisting of paths through non-upgraded routers) or between an m-router to m-server or between two m-servers are monitored using regular active probing. The m-routers report the internal measurements and the measurements to the nodes in the m-set periodically to a monitoring station using measurement state packets (MSPs). The m-servers only report the measurements to the nodes in the m-set within the MSP.

Next, the monitoring station uses the topology information to build $n$ shortest-path trees with each node as source, and uses the MSPs to completely characterize all the $O(n^2)$ paths in the network. For example, in Figure VII.8, we show how the monitoring station obtains path properties from A’s m-server to D’s m-server. Recall from Figure VII.7, that A’s m-set consists of B and F. Therefore, A’s MSP consists of the path properties till router B. B is an m-router; hence B’s MSP consists of both the internal and external components. D is reached via two paths, one through E and one through C. The properties of the path through E require further factoring in E’s MSP (internal and external components). On the
Figure VII.9: Topology changes and recomputation of m-Set. The link \{C, F\} in the topology breaks, triggering recomputation of the m-set. The old m-set consists of \{F, D, E\}, while the new m-set consists of \{A, B, D, E, F_1, F_2\}, where \(F_1\) and \(F_2\) correspond to the two equal-cost paths to destination \(F\).

On the other hand, the path through \(C\) is directly monitored by the m-router \(B\). These steps can be repeated when other routers are upgraded to m-routers. Eventually, when all the routers are transformed into m-routers, the architecture is exactly the clean-slate architecture we discussed in Section VII.B.2.

So far we have described how to incrementally deploy m-routers but have assumed that all m-servers are upgraded at once. To allow incremental deployment of m-servers, m-routers must continue to work with existing measurement servers which continue to send probes. In such cases, the first m-router can intercept the probe and reflect it back, as if were the final destination. The monitoring station, takes this fact into account by composing the metrics of the extra segment (from the m-router to the destination) with the measurements reported by the measurement server.

VII.B.4 Topology changes

Real networks exhibit a lot of churn; hence, the architecture should accommodate such topology changes. Similar to what happens today, the m-routers (and the m-servers) recompute the new shortest paths when they receive OSPF LSAs, and update their m-set by identifying the cut in the shortest-path tree again.
During such periods, every m-router must continue to measure properties of the links or virtual links to the routers in both old and new m-sets for a configurable amount of time (usually dictated by the routing reconvergence period) to ensure paths are composable at the monitoring station. Afterwards, the m-routers phase out the routers in the old m-set and restrict measurements to only those in the new m-set. Since the MSPs contain the exact m-set along with their measurements, the monitoring station can compute properties for both the old paths as well as the new paths.

For example, in Figure VII.9, we can observe that when the link \( \{C, F\} \) is down, a recomputation of the shortest-path tree at the m-router \( C \) is triggered. The old m-set consists of just \( \{F, D, E\} \), whereas the new m-set consists of \( \{A, B, F_1, D, E, F_2\} \), where \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) correspond to the two equal-cost paths to the destination \( F \). Once the link \( \{C, F\} \) is up, m-router \( C \) reverts back to the old m-set and uses it to report the MSPs. Note that this is unlike the clean-slate architecture, where such m-sets are not explicitly required. Each m-router just maintains all the adjacencies and does not pay heed to the shortest paths. Next, we describe the packet formats required for implementing m-Plane.

VII.B.5 Packet formats

The m-Plane architecture requires two other types of messages: one to advertise the location of m-routers, and one to transmit measurement data to the central monitoring station (known as a measurement state packet, or MSP).

Advertising the presence of m-routers. Each m-router needs to identify the presence of other m-routers in the network in order to construct its m-set. One way to do this is to configure each of the m-routers with information about the other m-routers in the network. Every time a new upgraded router is added into the network, however, all the existing m-routers would need to be reconfigured. Instead, we leverage the existing OSPF protocol to allow m-routers to advertise their presence to other m-routers in the network. (Similar modifications could be
made to IS-IS or any other link-state intra-domain routing protocol.) We propose to use one of the reserved bits in the Options field [65] of the OSPF control-plane messages for this task; the field exists precisely to advertise special capabilities of routers in the network.

Currently, two out of eight bits reserved for the options field are used: the T-bit (to indicate type-of-service capability) and the E-bit (to indicate external routing capability). We use one of the six unused bits (which we call the M-Bit) to advertise the presence of an m-router. A router that transmits OSPF control-plane messages with this bit set is capable of performing and reporting router- and link-level measurements. Legacy routers in the network do not pay attention to this bit. All OSPF control plane messages contain the options field; while OSPF HELLO messages are not transported beyond the next-hop, the link-state advertisements are flooded throughout the network. Thus, every m-router in the network learns of the presence of other m-routers in the network, while other routers operate as usual.

**MSP packet format.** MSPs contain two components—internal and external—that correspond to the link- and router-level measurements. The external components of the MSP consist of the various links that are monitored by the router. There are many ways in which a link can be represented. A common practice in many ISP networks is to represent the two ends of a link with IP addresses. Typically, the IP address for the two ends of a link are part of a /30 prefix. Another way a link can be represented is by using the SNMP interface numbers on the routers. Regardless of the specific scheme used to represent the interfaces, the MSPs contain information about the links represented by two 32-bit identifiers (for the source and destination) and their associated measurement properties.

While the MSP format need not be standardized since none of the m-routers or m-servers directly communicate with each other, in the interest of concreteness we describe a sample layout of the fields. The exact packet format is subject to change, but the fields identified in the Figure VII.10 are required. Each
Figure VII.10: Packet format of the measurement state packet (MSP).

MSP consists of multiple records, with each record consisting of a record header consisting of the measurement identifier and number of <attribute,value> pairs in the record. The next two 32-bit fields are reserved for source and destination identifiers of the measurement, followed by the <attribute, value> pairs. The attribute field is specified as a measurement type (delay, loss, etc.), measurement subtype (mean, max, average, std. deviation, etc.), followed by the number of samples used to arrive at these statistics. The next 32-bit field is for the value of the measurement. Several of these <attribute, value> pairs are defined in one
VII.C Overhead reduction

We now attempt to quantify the benefits achieved by incrementally deploying our architecture in real networks. Lacking access to actual tier-one ISP topologies, we conducted our evaluation using the Rocketfuel topologies annotated with inferred link weights [84]. Despite the known deficiencies of this data, they suffice to demonstrate general trends. We compare the benefits of upgrading in a naive (random) fashion to an intelligent upgrade strategy.

We use a simple metric called probe hop count to quantitatively describe the benefit achieved by upgrading existing routers to m-routers. Probe hop count is defined as the sum of all the hops taken by every active probe that traverses the network. When active probes are issued from every measurement server to another, this translates to the sum of hop-lengths of all the $O(n^2)$ shortest-paths (including the multiple paths between a given pair of routers) in the network. On the other hand, in the m-Plane architecture, the probe hop count reduces to the total number of links in the network, since each m-router transmits messages only to its adjacent routers.

In order to identify candidate routers to upgrade, we guide the search in the direction of reducing the probe hop count metric as much as possible as shown in Algorithm 6. In particular, we select the routers that reduce the probe hop count the most. Our algorithm first calculates the shortest paths between all pairs of end points, including the duplicates (which may be used by equal-cost multi-path routing algorithms). It then computes the number of shortest paths that traverse each router by incrementing the counts for all intermediate routers on each path (excluding the source and destination of a path). Then, it selects the router with the maximum count as the router to upgrade. To select additional routers, the algorithm breaks all paths traversing the selected router into two
Figure VII.11: Incremental benefit for various ISP topologies. Notice that the y-axis is log scale.
Algorithm 6 IdentifyRoutersToUpgrade(V,E,numUpdate)

1: \( S = \text{ComputeShortestPaths}(V,E); \)
2: \( U = \{\}; \)
3: \( \text{numiter} = 0; \)
4: \( \text{while} (\text{numiter} < \text{numUpdate}) \text{ do} \)
5: \( \quad \text{for} \text{ path} \ p \in S \text{ do} \)
6: \( \quad \quad \text{for} \text{ router} \ r \in p - \{\text{src}, \text{dst}\} \text{ do} \)
7: \( \quad \quad \quad \text{count}[r]++; \)
8: \( \quad \quad \text{end for} \)
9: \( \quad \text{end for} \)
10: \( \quad \text{maxRouter} = \text{findMax}(\text{count}) \)
11: \( \quad U = U + \{\text{maxRouter}\} \)
12: \( \text{for} \text{ path} \ p \in S \text{ do} \)
13: \( \quad \text{if} \ \text{maxRouter} \in p \text{ then} \)
14: \( \quad \quad S = S - \{p\} \)
15: \( \quad \quad p_1 = \text{split} \ p \text{ from src till maxRouter} \)
16: \( \quad \quad p_2 = \text{split} \ p \text{ from maxRouter till dst} \)
17: \( \quad \quad S = S + \{p_1, p_2\} \)
18: \( \quad \text{end if} \)
19: \( \text{end for} \)
20: \( \text{numiter}++; \)
21: \( \text{end while} \)
segments—source to the router and router to destination—and adds them to the set of shortest paths. If any of these segments already exist then they are not added to avoid double counting. Note that only the paths that pass through a router contribute to the count of that router; paths that originate or terminate at a given router do not contribute to its count. This step is important to ensure that the search process always identifies intermediate routers, as opposed to access routers, which do little to break up source-destination paths.

Figure VII.11 shows the results of both upgrade strategies on three representative Rocketfuel AS topologies (results were similar on all of the topologies we considered). The curve for all the topologies is convex in shape; upgrading the first few routers results in maximum benefit, while the marginal benefit reduces drastically after a while. On average, upgrading about 15% of the routers in an intelligent fashion results in a two order-of-magnitude reduction in the probe hop count. For example, the Sprint topology in Figure VII.11(a) requires approximately one million end-to-end active probes to measure each path without any upgraded routers. Upgrading 45 routers out of 315 results in a probe hop count of only 10,000—a two order-of-magnitude reduction in measurement overhead.

VII.D Related work

Many techniques have been suggested in the literature for measurement in backbone networks. These techniques can be broadly classified into three categories.

Active measurement. Active measurement involves injecting synthetic data-traffic into the network to measure path metrics of interest. There exist many different tools publicly available for measuring specific properties, such as end-to-end delay and loss [61, 77, 83], available bandwidth [40, 91], per-hop capacity and so on (see [4] for references to many other available tools). While these tools are based on sound statistical foundations, the active measurement approaches
appear inherently intrusive. Their presence is necessitated by the lack of inherent measurement support from the routers.

**Inference techniques.** Another class of mechanisms combines router-level coarse link measurements to infer path properties. A classic example is traffic-matrix estimation [94, 101], where traffic demands between every pair of edge routers are estimated using individual link-level SNMP loads [64]. Other tomographic approaches (e.g., [104]) measure end-to-end path properties via active probes and use topology to infer individual hop-properties. The main limitation of these approaches appears to be the assumptions that go into the inference model.

**New router primitives.** Finally, the third class of measurements is based on router primitives. For example, Machiraju *et al.*, in [59] argues for a measurement friendly network architecture where individual routers provide separate priority levels for active probes. Duffield *et al.* suggest the use of router support for sampling packet trajectories [26]. Many high-speed router primitives have also been suggested in the literature for measurement [24, 29]. Finally, Cisco and other router vendors (e.g., Juniper) provide basic measurement primitive called NetFlow [66] that is used extensively by network operators for billing, accounting, traffic matrix estimation, anomaly detection and other such applications.

Many of these solutions however are problem-specific and, to the best of our knowledge, it appears that there have not been many attempts to design a scalable router primitives to estimate end-to-end path properties in the literature.

**VII.E Summary**

In this chapter, we have initiated research into designing router primitives to make measurement a first-class entity. We have proposed initial models quantifying the inherent inefficiency in current measurement approaches using active probes. We have shown the efficiency gains in a clean slate architecture can range from a factor of 35 to a factor of 100. Motivated by this observation, we
proposed a clean slate router architecture with new mechanisms for scalable monitoring of nodes and links. While the basic primitives are simple (as they must be to be implemented in hardware) we found that the incremental deployment protocol (which can fortunately be implemented in software) was much more challenging to design. As a first-order metric, in this chapter, we focused on efficient scalable mechanisms for connectivity monitoring. Future work requires a more complete treatment of many other metrics of interest, such as delay, loss and jitter using the same basic ideas.
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Chapter VIII

Conclusions

Our work has been motivated by a simple observation: Current failure monitoring mechanisms in the network detect that a failure happened, but do not indicate either the root cause or the location of the failure, thus requiring additional mechanisms for fault localization. To reduce the overall repair or outage duration, fault localization needs to be fast. Since manual processes are often slow, we argue that fault localization should be automated, and we presented mechanisms based on risk modeling to automate fault localization in common failure modes.

However, not all failure instances require a lot of effort to localize the root cause, even among silent failures. Sometimes, just a simple visual inspection of the observed symptoms is enough to localize the failure. For example, when all the failed MPLS tunnels share one end point due to a failure near the edge, it does not take much effort (a few seconds) to pin-point the location. On the other hand, if the actual fault lies in the core of the network, visual inspection alone is not sufficient to localize unless we join the failure signature with the risk model. In such cases, it can take minutes to even hours to localize the failure with today’s manual approaches; an automated localization system such as ours can reduce the duration significantly.

Today’s backbone networks are rife with such instances, where visual inspection alone is not enough to isolate the failed component. In this dissertation,
we focused on two such instances—IP link fault and black hole localization—for which we have designed, implemented and deployed systems in a tier-one backbone network. Both our systems apply risk modeling to encode dependencies between a given set of root causes and the set of symptoms dependent on them. This simple dependency model is surprisingly powerful in representing a wide variety of fault-localization problems, such as the two problems considered in this dissertation. We begin this chapter with a summary of our experience followed by open challenges and future work.

VIII.A Experience using risk modeling

Given that the risk model is at the heart of our localization methodology, it is important to devise the right risk model for localization. Primarily, the risk model originates from operational domain knowledge through a careful analysis and understanding of the type of failures that one experiences. For example, for MPLS fault localization, we observed from operational experience that the primary root cause for most failures is a topology change. Therefore, our risk model consisted only of IP links. Had we observed that optical failures were causing black holes, we would have modeled optical layer equipment such as amplifiers, fibers etc., in the risk model. Moreover, the risk model has to match the failure-detection system. For example, in the black-hole localization problem, there is no need to model customer facing links in the topology due to the fact that the measurement system using active probes never traverses any of those links.

Constructing the right risk model is not easy, even if the category of risks to be modeled is known. For example, in an OSPF network, as we have seen before, multiple paths can exist between a given source and a destination if the paths share the same cost (ECMP [37]). The router at the first fork in the paths splits traffic equally among the paths based on a deterministic but unknown hash-function applied on the source-destination IP address of the packet. The correct
risk model should incorporate the dependencies along the exact path taken by a probe, which unfortunately is frequently not known precisely.

Similarly, in composite links [9], many optical circuits are bundled together into one logical IP link and the router splits traffic according to a hash-function. Failures involving only a member circuit can result in only some probes that traverse the member circuit (out of all the member circuits) to fail, while others succeed. In both of these cases, the risk model needs to be constructed based on the instantaneous path traversed by the probe, which is difficult. Therefore, we were forced to consider a risk model that represented the union of all the paths, which is not entirely accurate.

Also, it is often not enough to just model the risks once; determining the right risks to model is a continuous process in many cases. For example, in the IP fault localization scenario, we observed that modeling an OSPF area as a software risk shared by many IP links was not enough. One particular failure scenario involved only 70% of the OSPF area, which we determined using SCORE’s error threshold. Upon further investigation, we found that we had to introduce a new risk model, an OSPF area with MPLS enabled, in order to correctly capture the particular failure scenario. Of course, the error threshold was helpful in determining that none of the risk groups represented an exact fit with the failure signature. In general, therefore, the risk model should be continuously updated based on the various failures we observe.

Risk models are almost always dynamic; the rate at which a given risk model exhibits churn varies depending on the problem. Because of this churn, there could be differences between the risk model and reality that affect localization. For example, if humans are managing the topology information from which the risk model is constructed, there is a strong likelihood that the risk model is out-of-sync with reality due to human errors. Our IP fault localization system uses error thresholds to deal with these. Of course, exactly identifying the errors automatically is a challenge. In contrast, automatic generation of the risk model
by querying the network, in order to keep the risk model consistent with reality, can be burdensome to the network elements.

Ultimately, the most important aspect of risk modeling is the access to dependency data. In both of our examples, we were fortunate to have access to the associations between root causes and symptoms. For example, in the IP fault localization scenario, our risk models were based on SRLGs already maintained by ISPs for planning diversity in the network. Similarly, we have access to the associations—although not directly—between MPLS tunnels and IP links using a OSPF monitor. Without access to these dependencies, the risk-modeling approach is not possible. While we discussed automatically determining accurate dependencies in the context of IP links and optical components, there are several other instances in literature where such uncovering such associations proves to be challenging [10].

After identifying the right risk model for a given problem, the next issue is determining the right fault-localization algorithm to use. We believe it is a perplexing fact that simple greedy-based approximation algorithms output hypothesis close enough to ground truth. Indeed, we demonstrated that both SCORE as well as MAX-COVERAGE algorithms work well in practice for the particular problems they attempt to solve. We conjecture that this phenomenon could be because most real-life failure scenarios, especially in the problem domains we considered, tend to be simple in nature, and, hence, lend themselves to efficient localization even with the simplest of heuristics.

The additional advantage of any other more complicated inference technique, such as Bayesian analysis or more powerful statistical techniques, appears to be marginal as there is little room for improvement that is not worth the additional complexity, at least in the problem domains considered in this dissertation. On the other hand, if the scenarios are sufficiently complex or are not modeled properly in the risk model to begin with, we believe that it is not easy for any localization algorithm, including complicated inference techniques, to be accurate.
Thus, in our experience, especially in situations where risk models can be large, simplicity can translate to computational feasibility and effectiveness to the users of the tool.

VIII.B Future work and open research problems

One of the key operational realities that we pointed out in Chapter IV is the lack of accurate SRLG databases. One of the useful by-products of our system is the ability to identify database errors, which can help network operators clean up their databases. For example, in the context of IP fault localization, the hypothesis corresponding to a particular failure signature may contain two SRLGs, and by reducing the threshold a little might result in one SRLG. Are there really two failures in the network or is the database incorrect? The tool currently has no automated way of differentiating the two and leaves it to the operator to manually determine this. It is an open problem to devise mechanisms to distinguish between the two, perhaps by correlating with some additional information.

One of the most promising research directions, we believe, is in the direct localization of failures. As we have shown in Chapter VII, direct localization of performance problems to the granularity of a link or router is possible with simple router-level primitives. More generally, if every component, either software or hardware, closely monitors the inputs and outputs and correlates them for each type of traffic, then we can reduce the root-cause set significantly. While we have shown that our primitives work in the case of connectivity monitoring, and to some extent delay and loss, extending this to other metrics such as available bandwidth and jitter is an open problem. The primitives we have designed primarily monitor data traffic characteristics. Extending these primitives to monitor protocol properties such as reconvergence time is an exciting and challenging problem. With new applications such as video and voice, it is also an interesting problem to devise mechanisms in the network to monitor and localize application-level performance.
Fault management is an important piece of the overall manageability puzzle of any large backbone network. We have begun by observing that fault localization is the most time-consuming aspect of fault management today. Consequently, this dissertation focused on providing fast and accurate fault localization mechanisms for many common failure modes observed in practice. While this dissertation is only a modest step towards building large-scale robust autonomous systems that are capable of both self-diagnosis as well as self-repair, we believe it can be viewed as a significant step in fault localization.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Autonomous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Border gateway protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Customer edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Denial of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWDM</td>
<td>Dense wavelength division multiplexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMP</td>
<td>Equal cost multi-path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMPLS</td>
<td>Generalized multi-protocol label switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGP</td>
<td>Interior gateway protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPFL</td>
<td>IP fault localization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS-IS</td>
<td>Intermediate system - intermediate system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>Internet service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDP</td>
<td>Label distribution protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMP</td>
<td>Link management protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoS</td>
<td>Loss of signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA</td>
<td>Link-state advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP</td>
<td>Label-switched path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>Measurement equivalence class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPFM</td>
<td>MPLS fault monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPLS</td>
<td>Multi-protocol label switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP</td>
<td>Measurement state packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Origin-destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF</td>
<td>Open shortest path first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Provider edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoP</td>
<td>Point of presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>Point-to-point protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSVP</td>
<td>Reservation protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service level agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNMP</td>
<td>Simple network management protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONET</td>
<td>Synchronous optical network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRLG</td>
<td>Shared risk link group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPN</td>
<td>Virtual private network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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